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Background: Pragmatic trials compare the effects of different decisions in usual clinical practice.
Objectives: To develop and evaluate methods to implement simple pragmatic trials using routinely
collected electronic health records (EHRs) and recruiting patients at the point of care; to identify the
barriers and facilitators for general practitioners (GPs) and patients and the experiences of trial participants.
Design: Two exemplar randomised trials (Retropro and eLung) with qualitative evaluations.
Setting: Four hundred and fifty-nine English and Scottish general practices contributing EHRs to a research
database, of which 17 participated in the trials.
Participants: Retropro aimed to recruit 300 patients with hypercholesterolaemia and high cardiovascular
risk and eLung aimed to recruit 150 patients with a chronic obstructive pulmonary disease exacerbation.
Interventions: Retropro randomised between simvastatin and atorvastatin and eLung between immediate
antibiotics and deferred or non-use. eLung recruited during an unscheduled consultation using
EHR flagging.
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Main outcome measure: Successful trial completion with implementation of information technology (IT)
system for flagging and data processing and documentation of operational and scientific experiences.
Data sources: EHR research database.
Results: The governance approval process took over 3 years. A total of 58.8% of the practices (n= 270)
expressed interest in participating. The number of interested practices dropped substantially with each
stage of the governance process. In Retropro, 6.5% of the practices (n= 30) were eventually approved
and 3.7% (n= 17) recruited patients; in eLung, these numbers were 6.8% (n= 31) and 1.3% (n= 6)
respectively. Retropro successfully completed recruitment (301 patients) whereas eLung recruited
31 patients. Retropro recruited 20.6% of all statin starters in recruiting practices and 1.1% in the EHR
database; the comparable numbers for eLung were 32.3% and 0.9% respectively. The IT system allowed
for complex eligibility criteria with central on and off control of recruitment and flagging at a practice.
Good Clinical Practice guidelines, governance and consent procedures were found to have substantially
affected the intended simple nature of the trials. One qualitative study of 13 clinicians found that clinicians
were generally positive about the principle of computerised trial recruitment (flagging during consultation).
However, trials which did not include patients with acute illness were favoured. The second qualitative
process evaluation interviewed 27 GPs about their actual experiences, including declining, recruiting and
non-recruiting GPs. Opportunistic patient recruitment during a routine GP consultation was found to
be the most controversial element. The actual experiences of recruiting patients during unscheduled
consultation were generally more positive than the hypothetical views of GPs. Several of the recruiting GPs
reported the process took 5 minutes and was straightforward and feasible on most occasions. Almost all
GPs expressed their strong support for the use of EHRs for trials. Ten eLung participants were interviewed,
all of whom considered it acceptable to be recruited during a consultation and to use EHRs for trials.
Conclusions: EHR point-of-care trials are feasible, although the recruitment of clinicians is a major
challenge owing to the complexity of trial approvals. These trials will provide substantial evidence on
clinical effectiveness only if trial interventions and participating clinicians and patients are typical of usual
clinical care and trials are simple to initiate and conduct. Recommendations for research include the
development of evidence and implementation of risk proportionality in trial governance and conduct.
Trial registration: Current Controlled Trials ISRCTN33113202 and ISRCTN72035428.
Funding: This project was funded by the NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme and the
Wellcome Trust and will be published in full in Health Technology Assessment; Vol. 18, No. 43. See the
NIHR Journals Library website for further project information.
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QALY quality-adjusted life-year
QOF Quality and Outcomes Framework
QUEAN QUalitative Evaluation of a trial of
ANtibiotics for chronic lung disease
R&D research and development
RCT randomised clinical trial
SUSAR serious unexpected suspected
adverse drug reaction
TASTE Thrombus Aspiration in
ST-Elevation myocardial infarction
in Scandinavia
VOI value of information
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Plain English summary
Doctors and the NHS have a duty to ensure that prescribed medicines are both safe and effective.A randomised trial is considered the best method to evaluate the effects of medicines. In a randomised
trial one or more groups of patients receive different treatments or sometimes no treatment, in order to
compare the results in the different groups. However, trials which compare different medicines that aim
to do the same thing (‘head-to-head comparisons’) are not routinely done. Most general practitioners (GPs)
use computers to keep their medical records. In this study we wanted to find out if it would be possible
and useful for the NHS to use these electronic health records (EHRs) to carry out the research that is
usually done in trials. We therefore carried out two small trials and interviewed NHS staff and patients.
We found that GPs were required to fill in many forms, which took considerable time and effort, before
being allowed to ask patients to take part in the trials. As a result, only about 5 out of 100 GPs completed
all of the paperwork. Although most of the GPs expressed strong support for EHR trials, they did not
have time for this extra paperwork. One trial recruited all the patients required, while the other trial only
recruited one-fifth of its target. The 10 patients who were interviewed all said that being recruited into a
trial during a consultation with their GP was acceptable, as was the use of their electronic health record
for the trial. Our conclusion is that EHR trials are feasible but the burden of red tape needs to be reduced.
The use of electronic records to undertake research could greatly simplify trials of medicines.
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Scientific summary
Background
Pragmatic trials compare the effects of different decisions in usual clinical practice. Point-of-care trials are
pragmatic trials that use routinely collected electronic health records (EHRs) to simplify identification of
eligible patients and collection of data for end points. Ideally, point-of-care trials should apply interventions
that mimic actual clinical practice and enrol representative samples of clinicians and patients.
Objectives
This research had the following aims:
i. To evaluate the feasibility of point-of-care trials. Deliverables included successful completion of two pilot
trials, development of a scalable information technology (IT) system for clinicians’ notification during
consultation and data processing, documentation of operational experiences, review of adherence to
Good Clinical Practice (GCP) guidelines and analysis of fraud detection and scientific and
ethical principles.
ii. To identify the barriers and facilitators for clinicians and patients who do or do not wish to participate
in point-of-care trials and to document the experiences of trial participants.
iii. To ascertain perceptions and attitudes among primary care staff concerning the process of
computerised trial recruitment (CTR) and opinions about the software used to flag potentially eligible
trial participants.
Methods
The two pilot trials were conducted in English and Scottish general practices that contributed their EHRs to
a research database (including a total of 459 practices). One pilot trial (Retropro, funded by the Wellcome
Trust) compared simvastatin and atorvastatin in patients with hypercholesterolaemia and a ≥ 20% 10-year
risk of developing cardiovascular disease. The other trial [eLung, funded by the UK National Institute for
Health Research (NIHR) Health Technology Assessment programme] compared immediate (prophylactic)
with deferred or non-use of antibiotics in patients with mild to moderate exacerbation of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The recruitment targets were 300 and 150 respectively. Patients
were recruited by general practitioners (GPs) in practices that contributed data to an EHR research
database. End points of interest in Retropro included major clinical outcomes and treatment continuation
over time (as recorded in the EHRs). For eLung, end points included hospital admissions recorded in EHRs
and completion of the European Quality of Life-5 Dimensions-3 Level (EQ-5D-3L) questionnaires. eLung
required recruitment during an unscheduled consultation with monitoring of EHR data entry and
immediate flagging and GP notification (i.e. hot recruitment). Retropro also involved sending invitations to
patients to attend special consultations (i.e. cold recruitment). GPs were required to complete web-based
protocol and GCP training, and required governance approvals were obtained for both trials. The EHR
database was used to identify potentially eligible patients; GPs had to confirm eligibility and patients were
then randomised using a concealed allocation schedule. In neither trial were patients or clinicians blinded
to the identity of the group to which they had been allocated. We used central data monitoring and no
site visits by research staff were intended.
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Results
Practice recruitment
A total of 58.8% of the practices (n= 270) in the EHR database expressed interest in participating.
A further 107 practices (23.3%) replied but declined. The number of interested practices dropped
substantially with each stage of the governance process including site contracts, local approval forms,
web-based GCP and protocol training (even GPs who had prescribed antibiotics or statins widely were
required by research governance to complete protocol training). In Retropro, 6.5% of the practices (n= 30)
were eventually approved and 3.7% (n= 17) recruited patients; in eLung, these numbers were 6.8%
(n= 31) and 1.3% (n= 6) respectively.
Research governance
The overarching NHS governance review took 2 years from original application to approval, followed by
local approvals (which overall took a further year in England, but only 2 months in Scotland). Several
regions demanded local modifications of the trials, including localised consent forms and, because of
prescribing guidelines, mandatory switching from atorvastatin to simvastatin in Retropro 3 months after
trial entry. Several GPs were also warned that Retropro would adversely affect their statin performance
targets (most regions restricted atorvastatin prescribing). Review by the ethics committee resulted in a
considerable lengthening of the informed consent form. An independent review of compliance with
GCP requirements concluded that the recent risk-adaptive approach of GCP would be well suited for
point-of-care trials. However, the study team found that this approach addressed only 1 of the 10 barriers
experienced by clinicians in the conduct of point-of-care trials. Governance procedures were found to
have substantially affected the intended simple nature of the trials.
Qualitative analysis of computerised trial recruitment
Interviews were conducted with nine GPs and four practice nurses on the process of CTR. They were
generally positive about the principle of CTR (flagging during consultation). However, trials which did
not include patients with acute illness were favoured. Time was perceived to be the biggest barrier to
recruiting patients into the two trials. Nurses did not consider informed consent to be a barrier to
recruitment, whereas most GPs felt that it would be too difficult to seek informed consent within a
regular consultation.
Information technology system
Dedicated software was developed for the point-of-care trials. It allowed for instantaneous monitoring of
EHR activities, flagging and clinician’s notification during consultation of trial eligibility, complex eligibility
assessments using the EHR database, daily eligibility review, confirmation of eligibility and randomisation
on the study website, daily monitoring of side effects and long-term follow-up of major clinical outcomes.
It also facilitated the central ‘on and off’ control of recruitment and flagging at a site. The biggest
challenge was the loading of the flagging software on GPs’ desktops and the limited time available for
testing resulting from delays in obtaining research approvals.
Patient recruitment and trial monitoring
Retropro successfully completed recruitment (301 patients), whereas eLung recruited only 31 patients over
a 6-month period (out of a target of 150 to be recruited over 24 months). Retropro recruited 20.6% of all
statin starters in recruiting practices and 1.1% of all statin starters in the EHR database; the comparable
numbers for eLung were 32.3% and 0.9% respectively. Several strategies were used for patient
recruitment. Patients could be recruited either through the flagging software or through direct access to
the trial website. Practices varied in their interest in using flagging for recruitment and in the preferred
criteria for flagging. A challenge in Retropro recruitment was the inconsistency of risk scores in predicting
cardiovascular risk resulting. A challenge in eLung was established practice in antibiotic prescribing.
We reviewed potential scenarios of fraud in point-of-care trials. The risk of inventing patients and
fabricating data was considered low. The biggest risk was considered to be failure to seek adequate
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informed consent. We used Mahalanobis distance to monitor for data irregularities at a site. Our analyses
showed that the distribution of the Mahalanobis distance at the best recruiting Retropro site was
comparable with that of other trial sites and a random sample of statin users in non-trial sites.
Views of clinicians on point-of-care trials
Twenty-seven GPs participated in the interviews of their experiences, including nine GPs who declined
from the outset (GP decliner) and three GPs who initially accepted participation in eLung but later
withdrew (GP withdrawal). The 15 GPs who accepted eLung comprised eight GPs for whom set-up was
incomplete and seven GPs who were recruiting. It was found that a lack of strong personal interest in
research enables the influence of other negative pressures or barriers to result in a decision to decline
participation in a study. Conversely, a strong personal interest in research appears to motivate a GP to
accept participation in a study and potentially overcome those same barriers to research in primary care.
Of the eight GPs who identified the need for the study to be adequately remunerated to cover study costs,
only one considered this the most important factor influencing their participation decision. Opportunistic
patient recruitment during a routine GP consultation was found to be the most controversial element of
eLung. The over-riding concern expressed by nine GPs was a lack of time to include an additional task in
the routine patient consultation. The use of computer-based pop-up alerts was an important influential
factor, positively for 10 GPs and negatively for three GPs. The negative views towards computer-based
pop-up alerts appear to be based on a particularly strong dislike of this method from existing use in
routine care. In contrast, the GPs’ positive views regarding pop-up alerts included excitement about their
potential use in trials and, in particular, their time-saving attributes and efficiencies to reduce workload.
The actual experiences of GPs to recruit patients in an unscheduled appointment were generally more
positive than the hypothetical views of GPs. Most GPs (3/4) reported that the process took 5 minutes and
was straightforward and feasible on most occasions. Twenty-six out of 27 GPs expressed their strong
support for the use of EHRs to collect outcome data for point-of-care trials. Twenty-three out of 24 GPs
expressed a preference for a small number of participants per site (in the region of 8–10). Nearly all GPs
recommended input from GPs to inform the design of future trials and advocated the use of flexible
recruitment strategies. Additional support for practices in areas with high level of deprivation was
also recommended.
Views of patients on point-of-care trials
Ten patients were interviewed to discuss their reasons for, and experiences of, accepting to participate in
eLung. The main reason that the patients agreed to take part in eLung was in the hope it might improve
their own health (6/10) or the health of other people who may suffer from COPD in the future (4/10).
Seven of the 10 patients cited their excellent doctor–patient relationship as a key influencing factor in their
decision-making process. All patients considered it acceptable to be recruited during the routine GP
consultation despite their ill health and to use EHRs to collect trial outcome data to be acceptable.
A limitation was that we were unable to interview any patients who declined to participate in eLung.
Scientific challenges
As data quality is crucially important for point-of-care trials that use EHRs, we propose a four-step
approach to test data quality, three of which should be conducted prior to the start of a trial. The first step
could be the development of an algorithm to define the end points of interest in the EHRs. Given the
heterogeneity in information in the EHRs, one approach could be to estimate the probability that a patient
was correctly classified based on the information in EHRs and linked databases (i.e. positive predictive
value). The validity of the algorithm used to identify the end points of interest in the EHRs could then
be tested as the second step of data quality assurance. This could include the evaluation of known
associations with the end points of interest. The exclusion of sites with poor EHR quality could be the third
step. For example, statistical cluster analysis could identify sites with a pattern of unusual recording of the
trial end points. The fourth step would be to apply this validated algorithm to the trial population. In
addition, the prospective, randomised, open, blinded, end point design could be used to review recorded
end points of interest in the trial.
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Patients and clinicians will typically not be blinded in point-of-care trials and know which treatment the
patient was randomised to. Bias in the measurement of end points is thus a risk if perspectives or opinions
differ about the relative merits and disadvantages of the treatments being compared. This bias may occur
particularly with patient-reported outcomes, but is likely to be less of an issue with major clinical outcomes
(if diagnosis and recording are not influenced by awareness of intervention). The lack of a placebo has
been considered a limitation of point-of-care trials due to, for example, differential behavioural change
with the interventions being compared. Once a drug is in clinical use, however, placebo effects should be
maximised to improve treatment outcomes, and so these may be important considerations for clinical
decision-making, which is the focus in point-of-care trials.
Value of information analysis
This analysis was conducted to establish which end points should be included in further research for
eLung. A decision-analytic model was developed using literature and observational data. The total costs
per patient for COPD exacerbation management for the ‘antibiotics’ and ‘no antibiotics’ arms were
estimated to be £329 and £448 respectively. However, the estimated gains in quality-adjusted life-years
(QALYs) were minimal with an incremental effectiveness of 0.004 QALYs per patient. The expected value
of perfect information was found to far exceed the cost of a trial. It would be of most value to target
future research to obtain more precise estimates of health-related quality of life.
Conclusions
Main lessons
Electronic health record point-of-care trials are feasible, although recruitment of clinicians is a major
challenge due to the complexity in trial approvals. Trial interventions and participating clinicians and
patients should be typical of usual clinical care, simple to initiate and conduct, and considered quality
improvement, regulated under Good Medical Practice guidelines.
Recommendations for research
i. Develop evidence and implement risk proportionality in trial governance and conduct.
ii. Develop strategies to address the specific challenges unique to point-of-care recruitment and to involve
GPs and commissioners in identifying research priorities.
iii. Develop consent procedures informed by preferences of patients; alternative models of consent
(of content and timing) should be evaluated.
iv. Obtain patient views on how to deal with and communicate uncertainty.
v. Measure and acknowledge systematically uncertainty in guidelines.
vi. Develop statistical models for the measurement of EHR data quality.
vii. Test risk prediction and patient identification strategies in randomised trials.
Overall conclusion
The real challenge is not the technical infrastructure to implement electronic point-of-care trials, but a
wider appreciation that clinical research is essential to inform patient-centred clinical practice. Enabling
many more clinicians to participate in trials will require considerably simplified research governance with
consent that is tailored to individual needs and uses IT to communicate, including consent some time prior
to randomisation. Many more clinicians and patients should be involved in controlled trials to help reduce
important uncertainties of routinely used interventions. Randomisation to address uncertainty should be a
matter of routine.
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The trials are registered as ISRCTN33113202 and ISRCTN72035428, ISRCTN Register, Current
Controlled Trials.
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Chapter 1 Background, aims of project and
exemplar trials
Explanatory and pragmatic randomised trials
The health-care system aims to provide evidence-based medicine with care informed by research,
in addition to that reflecting patients’ values and preferences. Randomised trials are considered the
best approach to learn about the effects of many health-care interventions. However, routinely used
interventions often lack evidence to guide clinicians to recommend an intervention for a particular patient.
This uncertainty can relate to the lack of trial evidence of comparative effectiveness or to the fact that the
patient would not have been eligible for previous trials (e.g. due to comorbidity). Many clinicians agree
that they have a duty to work with colleagues and patients to help resolve uncertainties about the effects
of treatments. This project outlines a possible method to help clinicians and patients to conduct simple
randomised trials using routinely collected data.
The development of new health-care interventions (such as medicines and devices) is typically based on
randomised trials which compare the new intervention with placebos. These trials often use well-trained
investigators in specialist centres with close monitoring of study patients in order to minimise withdrawal
rates and non-compliance. Strict eligibility criteria often restrict the study population to those most likely to
respond beneficially to treatment and less likely to develop adverse effects.1 The objective of these trials
(also known as explanatory trials) is to test whether or not a new intervention can work in principle.
As Schwartz and Lellouch1 outlined, these types of trials are aimed at the understanding of biological
effects. These trials use biologically meaningful criteria to assess effects and they are typically applied to a
homogeneous group of patients, with selection based on the likelihood of responding to the treatment
of interest. A different type of trial (known as a pragmatic trial) is aimed at the decision about which of
two clinical decisions should be preferred.1 An important difference between explanatory and pragmatic
trials concerns the handling of interventions with multiple components. For example, an explanatory trial
would compare statin with placebo, with lifestyle advice and periodic nurse consultation provided to all
participants; the comparison in a pragmatic trial could be statin, lifestyle advice plus periodic nurse
consultation compared with withholding all of these. The explanatory trial typically tests for biological
effects, whereas the pragmatic trial tests the effects of different clinical decisions (each with its myriad of
related actions). A typical characteristics of pragmatic trials is that the management of patients is left to
the discretion of the clinicians, as was done, for example, in a trial of dyspepsia management.2
Explanatory trials often select narrow ranges of patients based on age, sex, comorbidity and concomitant
treatments, and then monitor patients carefully. In contrast, patients in routine clinical practice are more
diverse, with varying disease histories and comedications and they do not always comply with instructions
and persist with treatment over time. Selective cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX-2) inhibitors provide an example
of the challenges in generalising evidence from explanatory trials to routine clinical practice. The main
explanatory trials of rofecoxib and celecoxib restricted study eligibility to patients with severe osteoarthritis
or rheumatoid arthritis who were expected to use the study drug daily over the long term.3,4 However, the
large majority of patients using selective COX-2 inhibitors in routine clinical practice would not have been
eligible for these explanatory trials as they did not have severe osteoarthritis or rheumatoid arthritis and did
not use these medicines long term.5 The compliance and adherence by patients to recommended dosage
instructions often also vary substantially between explanatory trials and routine clinical practice. As an
example, 89% of study participants were still using alendronate after 3 years in an explanatory trial,6
whereas in real life this number was only about 35%.7
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Ten key domains have been identified that describe the degree to which a trial is pragmatic or explanatory.
These relate to the strictness of inclusion criteria for the trial, the extent to which clinicians have flexibility
in how to manage the study interventions, range of expertise of the clinicians, study setting, intensity of
follow-up procedures, extent of monitoring of compliance by patients and clinicians to the study protocol,
and the types of statistical analyses.8 Trials can also vary in the extent that data are being collected
specifically for the trial.9
Electronic point-of-care trials
Electronic information systems in health care are evolving and increasing, with primary care (general practice)
in the forefront in the UK. Initial use of electronic health-care data mostly consisted of aggregate analyses of
administrative data, such as hospital admission data. When clinicians started to use computers for record
keeping, the first research databases collating anonymised electronic health records (EHRs) were created.
One of the first of these was the Value Added Information Medical Products (VAMP) research database that
started in 1987 and collated the EHRs of general practitioners (GPs) in the UK. This database eventually
developed into the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD), formerly known as the General Practice
Research Database. The richness and completeness of many EHR research databases have been increasing
over time as more information is being shared electronically between different parts of the health-care system
and as paper records are replaced by electronic ones. Laboratory data provide an example in which test results
are increasingly being communicated electronically and loaded automatically into the EHR. An important
development is the increased linkage between different health-care databases. In the UK, the EHRs of GPs,
hospital admission records, death certificates and disease registries [including cancer and cardiovascular
disease (CVD)] have now been linked, providing a more complete picture of the health-care provision.10
This report focuses on electronic point-of-care trials, defined as pragmatic randomised trials conducted in
usual clinical care conditions, with data collection mostly based on routinely collected electronic records.
The study interventions compared fall within accepted professional standards but as yet have uncertain
comparative effectiveness. Ideally, the recruitment and follow-up procedures would be naturalistic and
mimic actual clinical decisions and practices (except for the random allocation of the treatments).
Point-of-care trials may concern low-risk interventions but could also involve higher-risk interventions, such
as intravenous corticosteroids for major head injury [as was studied in the Corticosteroid Randomisation
After Significant Head Injury (CRASH) trial].11 Point-of-care trials could also be named large simple trials,12
practical clinical trials,13 testing through randomisation uncertain comparative effectiveness (TRUCE),
randomised evaluations of accepted choices in treatment (REACT) trials,14 clinically integrated randomised
trials15 or streamlined trials.16
Electronic health records can facilitate the conduct of these trials as patients can be pre-identified and
followed using routinely based collected data. Very few point-of-care trials have been conducted to date.
Dutch researchers recently conducted a point-of-care trial using the Integrated Primary Care Information
Database. This study found that it was possible to collect high-quality data in this setting but patient
recruitment was poor because of multiple inclusion and exclusion criteria making eligibility assessment too
time-consuming for routine GP appointments.17–20 A feasibility trial is currently ongoing using the US
Department of Veterans Affairs computerised patient record system. Clinicians are randomising patients
with diabetes between sliding scale and weight-based insulin. The clinical end points of interest are based
on the EHRs including episodes of suspected hypoglycaemia, length of hospital stay and rates of infection
and renal injury.21 The Standard Care Versus Celecoxib Outcome Trial (SCOT) is an example of an ongoing
trial that uses EHRs for patient identification and follow-up but dedicated research staff rather than clinic
staff to assess eligibility and recruit patients.16 The second Leicester Intravenous Magnesium Intervention
Trial (LIMIT-2) is an early example of a trial that used a disease registry linked to death certificate records.22
Electronic health records have been used previously to supplement data collection in randomised trials.
One example is the Scandinavian Simvastatin Survival Study (4S), which used death certificates and cancer
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registries for the end points.23 The potential for using routinely collected EHRs for trials was highlighted
10 years ago by two studies. Although both studies reported substantial deficiencies in the routinely
collected data, the potential of EHRs to support research was recognised.9,24 The recent Thrombus
Aspiration in ST-Elevation myocardial infarction in Scandinavia (TASTE) trial identified patients from the
national comprehensive Swedish Coronary Angiography and Angioplasty Registry and evaluated all-cause
mortality through national registries.25
Potential consequences of lack of trial evidence
Delays in starting or not conducting trials can lead to variability in care and suboptimal care, possibly
causing preventable disease and harm. One example is antibiotic use. These drugs have been in use for
several decades and there are major concerns about overuse and the development of resistance. Despite
this, it remains uncertain whether or not clinicians should prescribe these drugs to patients with mild to
moderate chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. A recent study reported that the
rate of antibiotic prescribing varied substantially between practices in patients with COPD exacerbations.26
Another example concerns the lack of evidence of what type of statin would be most effective. The type
of statin with which patients start treatment has changed substantially over time in the UK. In 1995,
82.2% of patients started on simvastatin, 11.7% on pravastatin and 6.2% on fluvastatin. After marketing
approval of atorvastatin, the lowest use of simvastatin occurred in 2000: 35.7% simvastatin, 37.0%
atorvastatin, 11.9% pravastatin, 10.7% cerivastatin and 4.8% fluvastatin. After introduction of cheaper
generic versions of simvastatin, its use increased sharply. During 2008–11, over 95% of patients prescribed
statins started with simvastatin. In 2012, the use of atorvastatin increased again after launch of generic
versions. We estimated the effects of substituting simvastatin for atorvastatin using different hypothetical
estimates of differential effects on CVD. As shown in Table 1, atorvastatin substitution in 2012 would have
prevented an additional 2456 CVD cases in the UK over the following 5 years (in the case that atorvastatin
was 10% more effective).
Learning health-care system
There are significant challenges in the current health-care system, with large variation in the intensity of
services, failure to deliver recommended services and a delay in the uptake of care innovations.27 Also, the
evidence base for many interventions is limited. A recent review found that the recommendations in
cardiology guidelines were rarely based on evidence from multiple trials or meta-analyses (only 12% of
TABLE 1 Number of CVD cases prevented in the UK if 95% of patients had started on atorvastatin instead
of simvastatin
Assumption for relative rate of CVD with atorvastatin
compared with simvastatin
Number of CVD cases prevented over
the next 5 years
0.60 9660
0.65 8472
0.70 7312
0.75 6075
0.80 4901
0.85 3671
0.90 2456
0.95 1239
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recommendations).28 A recent analysis by John Ioannidis found that only 1 of the 24 blockbuster medicines
(with sales > US$1B) had been studied in a trial with more than 10,000 participants. Few of the
randomised trials with blockbuster medicines included death as an outcome, so it is unknown whether or
not these widely used medicines increase the risk of death as a side effect.29 A systematic review of all
drugs approved for marketing between 2000 and 2010 found that only 42% of the new drugs for chronic
use were studied in more than 1000 patients followed for at least 1 year. It concluded that the evidence
base for many long-term drugs is insufficient at the time of their approval.30
The ‘learning health-care system’ has been proposed to improve the quality of health care with research
embedded within clinical care. Such a system would continuously monitor for suboptimal care or
uncertainty with routinely used interventions. Research is then done to test possible strategies to improve
health care and its evidence base, followed by implementation. The aim of the learning health-care system
is to generate and apply the best evidence for collaborative health-care choices of each patient and
provider.27 It follows a ‘test, learn, adapt’ methodology, which focuses on gaining a better understanding
of what works and continually improving interventions.31 EHRs and other electronic data could play an
important role in this quality improvement system.32
Aims of project
This research had the following aims:
i. to evaluate the feasibility of point-of-care trials
ii. to identify the barriers and facilitators for clinicians and patients who wish to participate or not in
point-of-care trials and to document the experiences of trial participants
iii. to ascertain perceptions and attitudes among primary care staff concerning the process of computerised
trial recruitment (CTR) and opinions about the software used to flag potentially eligible trial participants.
Table 2 lists the deliverables of this project, as agreed with the Trial Steering Committee. One deliverable
was the development of a information technology (IT) system ‘piggybacked’ onto the clinical EHR system,
TABLE 2 Deliverables for the project
Topic Deliverable
IT system for daily data transfer from practices, daily
processing of patient eligibility and side effect monitoring
System works according to specifications and can be used for
much larger trials
IT system for point-of-care recruitment using flagging
software during consultation
System works according to specifications and can be used for
much larger trials
Standard operating procedures to meet GCP guidelines No major adverse findings in GCP audit by independent auditor
Conduct of two pilot trials (a) Successful completion of trials (meet recruitment targets);
data can be collected; documentation of the obstacles and
experiences of study staff, practice staff and patients
(b) A manual of best practice on how to conduct
point-of-care trials
Research governance challenges A review of the challenges, delays and lessons learned in
obtaining approvals for the trials
Qualitative studies Analysis of feedback from GPs and patients
VOI and health economic analyses Completion of analyses
Development of scientific methods to conduct and
analyse point-of-care trials
Reviews of rationale of point-of-care trials, fraud detection
and GCP
GCP, Good Clinical Practice; VOI, value of information.
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which would facilitate the identification of potentially eligible trial patients, clinician’s notification during
consultation of trial eligibility, confirmation of eligibility and randomisation on the study website, daily
monitoring during the trial for side effects and long-term follow-up of major clinical outcomes. Other
deliverables related to qualitative research on the perspectives of clinicians and patients and to the
documentation of the experiences with the implementation of the exemplar trials. This report describes
the implementation experiences with the two exemplar point-of-care trials. The analysis of follow-up
information of the two trials is not included in this report.
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Chapter 2 Trial methodology used in this project
Electronic health record database
This project concerned the conduct of two feasibility trials Retropro and eLung.14 This study used data from
CPRD. CPRD comprises the computerised medical records maintained by GPs. GPs play a key role in the UK
health-care system, as they are responsible for primary health care and specialist referrals. Patients are
affiliated with a practice which centralises the medical information from the GPs, specialist referrals and
hospitalisations. The data recorded in the CPRD include demographic information, prescription details,
clinical events, preventative care provided, specialist referrals, hospital admissions and their major
outcomes. Information on the 459 practices that were contributing EHRs to CPRD at the time of the
project was used. The primary care data of CPRD have been linked to hospital admission records
(Hospital Episode Statistics database), disease registries (including the Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit
Project register with data on patients admitted to a hospital with a myocardial infarction) and the Office
for National Statistics mortality register (with death certificate data).
Design of exemplar trials
Retropro
Retropro was a pragmatic point-of-care trial funded by the Wellcome Trust, randomising patients with high
CVD risk to simvastatin or atorvastatin. Inclusion criteria included age over 40 years, a ≥ 20% or 10-year
risk of developing CVD, primary hypercholesterolaemia and consent to participation. The primary objective
was to evaluate the feasibility of conducting point-of-care trials using routinely collected data. The
secondary objective was to measure laboratory and clinical outcomes in patients prescribed simvastatin
or atorvastatin. CPRD was used to identify patients aged ≥ 40 years who had been registered for over
6 months with a practice. Patients with prior CVD or prescription of statins or recent history of liver disease
or pregnancy were excluded. The CVD risks as predicted by QRISK®2 and Framingham risk score were then
estimated.33,34 The Framingham risk score uses an algorithm based on age, sex, ethnicity, smoking status,
systolic blood pressure, ratio of cholesterol to high-density lipoprotein and history of diabetes mellitus and
left ventricular hypertrophy. The QRISK2 score uses information on age, sex, ethnicity, Townsend score
for socioeconomic status, body mass index, smoking status, systolic blood pressure, ratio of cholesterol to
high-density lipoprotein, family CVD history, history of diabetes mellitus, treated hypertension, rheumatoid
arthritis, chronic renal disease and atrial fibrillation. The Framingham risk scores were based on the
publicly available algorithm. The Framingham predicted risks were adjusted by 1.4 for South Asians as
recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).35 QRISK2 risk predictions
were calculated using the commercial software program provided by CLINRISK Limited, using the 2012
version. Missing values for smoking status, systolic blood pressure and lipid levels and body mass index
were imputed.36 The statin daily dose was determined by the GPs based on clinical need or
contraindications. End points of interest included repeat statin prescribing, death and incident CVD
(as recorded in the EHRs) and the collection of a blood sample for genetic analysis. The blood sample
was to be taken at the same time as the routine liver function test as recommended 3 months after
starting a statin. The study team determined the trial topic in Retropro. This was based on the
consideration that statins are widely used and on an assessment of NICE recommending research in the
comparative effectiveness of different types of statins.37 The target number for recruitment was
300 patients with, originally, a planned start date of August 2010 and end date of December 2012.
eLung
eLung was funded by the UK National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health Technology Assessment
programme. It included patients aged ≥ 40 years with a medical history of COPD who, in the opinion of
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their GP, had an acute exacerbation of COPD with an increase of non-purulent sputum volume, who did
not require immediate referral to specialist care for treatment of COPD exacerbation and consented to
participation. Patients were randomised between immediate (prophylactic) versus deferred or non-use of
antibiotics. The primary objective was to evaluate the feasibility of conducting randomised trials that use
routinely collected data for follow-up. The secondary objective was to measure clinical and quality-of-life
outcomes and forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1). CPRD was used to identify patients aged
≥ 40 years who had been registered for over 6 months with a practice and had a history of COPD
[as defined by the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) diagnostic Read codes38]. Patients were
recruited during a consultation with their GP. Prescription of an antibiotic during the previous 2 weeks was
an exclusion criterion (the protocol was amended from a period of 3 months). The choice of antibiotic
was left to the GP, but they were advised to prescribe whichever antibiotic they would usually use as first
line for acute bronchitis in a patient with similar characteristics. The rationale for not stipulating one
particular antibiotic is that prescribing of antibiotic type shows marked regional and temporal variation.
End points of interest included hospital admission for COPD exacerbation and prescribing of oral
corticosteroids (as recorded in the EHRs). The original plan was for the GP to provide the participant with
an electronic device with a daily measurement over 4 weeks of disease-specific symptoms and FEV1
(eDiary; Vitalograph In2itive eDiary, 2012 version). During the conduct of the trial, participants were also
offered the opportunity to complete by paper two quality-of-life questionnaires. These questionnaires were
administered at baseline and at 4 weeks; both included the European Quality of Life-5 Dimensions-3 Level
(EQ-5D-3L) and COPD Assessment Test questionnaires. The EQ-5D-3L provides a generic measure of health
status over five domains (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression) with
three levels of response (no problems, moderate problems or severe problems). The 4-week follow-up
questionnaire also included a brief section regarding adverse events and any productivity loss in the
previous 4 weeks. The funder of eLung had determined the trial topic of evaluating the effectiveness of
antibiotics in COPD exacerbations and of measuring both clinical- and patient-reported end points. The
target number for recruitment was 150 patients with, originally, a planned start date of August 2010 and
end date of December 2012 (covering two winter seasons).
Overall design
In both trials, the GPs were expected to provide the general health care to the trial participants following
their normal practice. The treatment allocation schedule was blinded to patients and clinicians, but they
knew which treatment the patient was randomised to. The GPs had to confirm all inclusion and exclusion
criteria and the consent of patients on the study website before randomisation.
Trial initiation procedures
All practices in England and Scotland submitting data to CPRD were sent a letter about the two studies,
including a synopsis of the study and a reply slip for sites to use to express their interest or decline
participation. Practices that returned positive responses were then sent the protocol, a synopsis of the main
steps required to set-up and conduct the study, and a site contract. Sites that did not reply initially were
sent letter and e-mail reminders and also received follow-up telephone calls.
European Union Drug Regulating Authorities Clinical Trials (EudraCT) numbers were obtained for both
studies and applications were submitted to the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
(MHRA) for regulatory approval and to the National Information Governance Board for governance review.
Applications for both studies were simultaneously submitted to the London South East Research Ethics
Committee for ethics review. Following this, overarching research and development (R&D) applications
were submitted to the lead R&D organisation (Wandsworth NHS Trust) to meet governance requirements,
and subsequently to the local R&D department for each site. Site-specific information forms were
completed by the Trial Management Team for each site and sent to the relevant GPs for review and
signature. GPs were requested to supply a signed and dated curriculum vitae and evidence of Good
Clinical Practice (GCP) and protocol training. Bespoke training courses in GCP and protocol, monitored by
TRIAL METHODOLOGY USED IN THIS PROJECT
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Brookwood Academy, Surrey, UK were provided online. The GCP module provided an overview of those
elements of GCP pertaining to these studies. The protocol modules for Retropro and eLung instructed the
GP to read the protocol, but also highlighted the study design, clinical responsibilities, assessments and
data to collect. GP responsibilities included the review of patient eligibility, appropriate informed consent,
collection of blood samples (in Retropro), provision of usual health care and the recording of major clinical
outcomes and suspected side effects. The patient opt-out process (for patients refusing further data
collection) was also explained. The average duration of each module was 15 minutes followed by
10 multiple-choice questions to ensure comprehension of responsibilities. For scores of 8 or more out of
10, a certificate of successful completion was issued to the participant and copied to the Trial Master File.
The lead GP at each practice was required to successfully complete this GCP training; other GPs at a
practice were allowed to recruit after the lead GP had explained the trial and had registered with the study
team. On local NHS organisation approval for each site, an internal process was triggered to check
completion of all governance requirements followed by activation of the site, allowing access to the study
website and activation of the flagging software.
Patients were recruited into the trial and randomly assigned once the GP had confirmed eligibility for the
trial and had obtained the patient’s consent. Randomisation was balanced by centre, with an allocation
sequence based on a block size of eight, generated with a computer random number generator. Research
staff did not visit the sites to facilitate recruitment (with the exception that a few sites that were helped
with loading and testing the flagging software).
Monitoring of side effects
The monitoring of side effects was done using three different methods:
i. The EHR research database was updated monthly and used to compare rates of selected outcomes
(such as liver failure) in trial and non-trial patients.
ii. Clinicians were requested to record suspected adverse drug reactions (ADRs) in the dedicated side
effect screen of the EHR, which were transferred expeditiously and extracted and reviewed by the
principal investigator.
iii. Suspected ADRs also required completion of forms on the trial website.
Qualitative studies
Two qualitative studies were conducted as part of this project. The first study, conducted prior to the start
of the two trials, was done in order to ascertain perceptions and attitudes among primary care staff
concerning the process of CTR and opinions about the software used to flag potentially eligible trial
participants. Further details on this study are provided in Chapter 4. The second qualitative study was
conducted in order to identify the perspectives of patients and GPs on the reasons for participating in
eLung or not and to document the actual experiences of trial participants (see Chapter 8).
Trial steering and data monitoring committees and funding
A Trial Steering Committee was appointed to provide oversight for Retropro and eLung. Its role included
reviewing the practical aspects of the trials, the barriers and conduct of trials, so that these were run
informatively and safely. The Committee included two patient representatives who had replied to an
advertisement and were appointed after successful interview. The Data Monitoring Committee reviewed
the data management and monitoring procedures, recruitment figures, extent of protocol deviations and
safety data. Charters for the committees were agreed by both committees before patient recruitment
started (Appendix 1 provides the charters).
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eLung was funded by the UK NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme and Retropro by the
Wellcome Trust. The funders of the study had no role in study design, data collection, analysis,
interpretation or writing of the report. The Writing Committee had full access to all data in the
study and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.
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Chapter 3 Good Clinical Practice guidelines
and point-of-care trials
Scope of review
The key guideline for the conduct of randomised trials is GCP, an international quality standard developed
by the International Conference on Harmonisation. GCP must be observed for designing, conducting,
recording and reporting clinical trials of drugs.39 The CPRD database was, at the time of the project,
managed by the MHRA. MHRA’s management requested that their GCP inspectors reviewed the proposed
procedures for the two exemplar trials prior to the start of the trials in order to assess GCP compliance for
the two exemplar trials. The terms of reference for this review stated:
This exercise would identify risk factors and gaps at various stages of the CPRD randomised clinical trial
[RCT] process; this should include trial design, protocol, safety reporting process, site selection process,
regulatory and ethics approval application and site specific assessment, process to prevent patient
recruitment on site level before patient recruitment, consent process, records keeping and
documentation, data management processes, monitoring, data quality assurance, interfaces with third
parties, trial conclusion, data handling and manipulation, statistical analysis and reporting. The risk
assessment exercise will identify the risk factors, their impacts and proposed ways to minimise
the risks.
The study team was requested to provide:
i. Exemplar protocol: the protocol should include trial design, inclusion and exclusion criteria, screening,
trial conduct (including sampling) visit schedule, data collection points, safety data collection and
reporting procedures, monitoring plan
ii. GP site selection and assessment of suitability including site-specific sssessment and training of
site personnel
iii. Consenting procedure and training
iv. Regulatory and ethics approval application process
v. Data management plan
vi. Charters for the following committees:
(a) Independent Scientific Advisory Committee [committee that reviews all protocols for CPRD studies]
(b) Data Monitoring Committee
(c) GP Advisory Committee.
Following this request, the study team provided a 47-page document outlining the trial system and
procedures. A series of meetings between the principal investigators and GCP inspectors were held to
discuss these.
Results
The following sections describe key points of discussions between the study team and GCP inspectors. Key
comments by the GCP inspectors and the responses by the study team are provided (Table 3 provides a
summary of these).
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Training of clinicians
Good Clinical Practice requires that every clinician involved in recruiting participants into a trial
shall be qualified by education, training and experience to perform his or her tasks. The GCP
inspectors commented:
Compliance of GPs may be an issue. Since there is an incentive for the GP to enrol subjects, then a
busy GP investigator may not adhere to study procedure. Inappropriate delegation to other member of
staff with no protocol or GCP training may lead to protocol and GCP non-compliance.
The study team addressed this by highlighting that the GP EHR systems are password controlled with a
record of who entered the information. With respect to the key activities specifically done for point-of-care
trials (i.e. patient recruitment and randomisation), these can be done only by GPs approved by the research
team. In Retropro and eLung, the lead local investigator in each practice will need to complete web-based
training on the protocol and relevant aspects of GCP. Other study-specific data may be collected by other
staff members (e.g. nurses) on the web-based secure clinical trial management system (which is
password controlled).
Consent process
Point-of-care trials can use different recruitment strategies including recruitment during an unscheduled
consultation. The GCP inspectors commented that recruitment at the same consultation as the screening
may be less acceptable as ‘Subjects should be given ample time to understand the implications of the
study’. GCP inspectors also commented, ‘Continual consent may be required especially when the
duration of follow-up is prolonged . . . subjects may have forgotten they are involved in a clinical trial’.
In point-of-care trials, participants could ‘opt out’ of the trial by not redeeming the prescription and can
return for a consultation. In order to address the concern of continual consent, the trial follow-up was
divided into periods with active and passive follow-up. In the latter period, patients were followed only
TABLE 3 Good Clinical Practice issues for point-of-care trials and responses by study team
Area GCP issue Response
Training of clinicians Inappropriate delegation to other staff with
no training
Key trial activities (such as randomisation)
require registration
Consent process Requirement for ample time and continual
consent for long-term follow-up
No need to redeem prescription; anonymous
follow-up
Site visits Central monitoring insufficient with large
number of sites
Comparison with non-sites; site visit in case of
suspected fraud
Data integrity No control of data quality at sites or rest
of NHS
Prospective, randomised, open, blinded, end
point design40
Computer
systems validation
No control over third-party software, data
quality, interfaces and validation of database;
third parties not legally involved
Use of linked data from different sources
Verification of
source data
Lack of source document as data directly
entered into trial database; impossible to
reconstruct trial data
Paper records are being replaced by EHRs
Suspected side effects Requirement for urgent notification Reporting requirements should be similar to
usual practice
Loss to follow-up Need to define contingency for patients who
transfer out
Use of linked data from different sources
Drug accountability Not possible to monitor compliance Follows routine process in usual care
Fraud detection Central monitoring not sensitive to identify
data irregularities
No evidence for improved sensitivity of site
visits; EHR databases provides rich source
for comparisons
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using the routinely collected anonymous medical data and this is considered an observational study.
This approach is similar to that of the long-term follow-up of the West of Scotland Coronary
Prevention Study.41
Monitoring of study sites
Good Clinical Practice guidelines state that site visits should routinely be conducted (in order to initiate
the site and collect data) and that central monitoring should be used only in exceptional circumstances.42
The study team proposed the use of central monitoring without site visits. The GCP inspectors stated,
‘Considering a large number of sites are involved, central monitoring is insufficient to ensure GCP
compliance at site level’. The study team responded:
Central monitoring may have superior power in detecting abnormalities (or serious GCP
non-compliance) compared with site visits for studies that evaluate major clinical outcomes. A central
assessment would be more efficient in picking up the poor quality as all the GPs data (outside the
RCT) would be compared with that of others and as central monitoring would use data before and
after the trial. A site visit could be useful for proxy outcomes measures that are measured in all
patients, but it may be less efficient for outcomes that occur in only few patients.
The study team proposed that the trial populations would be monitored for differences with other patients
in the EHR database. Also, it was agreed that a site visit could occur in the event of suspected fraud.
Data integrity
The trial data in the point-of-care trials consist of routinely collected data. The GCP inspectors stated:
There is no control on data quality either at the GP surgery or from third parties. These include
incomplete data, entry error and omission. In addition, since data are not captured in a case report
form, unstructured data are recorded by third parties.
The study team proposed to utilise the prospective, randomised, open, blinded, end point design. In this
design, clinicians and patients are aware of the treatment allocation, but independent clinicians blinded to
the randomised treatment adjudicate each end point of interest.40 In case of any questions or discrepancies
between the various data sources, a case validation approach could be used requesting the GP investigator
to confirm the outcome.
Computer system validation
The trial data in point-of-care trials rely on electronic information systems. The GCP inspectors stated,
‘CPRD has no control on third parties software, data quality, interfaces and validation of databases. There
is an inherent doubt on the quality of the data which cannot be qualified or quantified’. Furthermore, it
was considered, ‘Third-party data providers are not legally involved in the study. The investigator should
have formal agreements with these organisations to allow access by auditor when it is necessary.’ In
conventional trials, GCP auditors typically have access to documentation outlining the testing of the
information systems which often are developed specifically for the conduct of trials. In point-of-care trials,
trial data are obtained from several computer systems, including the GP EHR systems, various hospital
information systems that feed data into the national hospital registry and death certificate data. Numerous
parties are involved in the recording and processing of these data, which are subject to detailed quality
control by the NHS. It was agreed that the study team would seek and collect documentation on the main
information systems used.
Verification of source data
The GCP inspectors commented, ‘There is a lack of source documents; data are directly entered in the
database. It is not possible for an auditor to reconstruct reported data against source data’. In conventional
trials, GCP typically compares the information in paper medical records (i.e. source data) with data in the
trial database. The study team disagreed with the notion that electronic data do not constitute source data
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and that such data cannot be audited. Within several years, it is likely that most medical data will be
collected electronically and it would be inefficient to maintain a system that would be based on
transcription of electronic data to paper and then back from paper to electronic data. The GP EHR systems
incorporate a full audit history of every record including time stamps.
Suspected side effects
Many countries require serious unexpected suspected adverse drug reactions (SUSARs) to be reported to
the regulatory authority within 2 weeks of notification to the site. The original proposal consisted of
requesting the GPs to expeditiously document any suspected ADR in the side effect fields of the EHR. The
study team would review these events for reportability following a weekly electronic transfer of the EHR to
the central research database. The GCP inspectors responded, ‘Weekly data extraction from sites to CPRD
database might not meet the requirement of SI 2004 1031 Reg 33 that SUSARs are reported no later than
7 days after the sponsor was first aware of the reaction’. Following this discussion, two changes were
made, at substantial cost, to the IT system. The first one concerned a change to daily transfer of the EHRs
to the central database. The second change consisted of requesting GPs to also complete an ADR form on
the study website.
Another concern of the GCP inspectors was, ‘The proposed protocol fails to meet the requirement to
inform concerned investigators of any SUSARs which occurs in relation to the investigational product’.
The study team tried to argue that the information provision should be similar to patients and clinicians
inside or outside a point-of-care trial. Furthermore, SUSARs may include events that have already been
reported to the regulatory authorities but did not warrant inclusion into the drug’s summary of product
characteristics (e.g. their databases of reported suspected ADRs include many unlabelled events). The study
team then proposed to report to regulatory authorities (and GP investigators) only SUSARs that were
not listed in the summary of product characteristics and with less than five reports in the Yellow Card
database. The GCP inspectors responded, ‘It is unacceptable to use such an imprecise definition of
expectedness . . . it does not take into account of the population exposure . . . and there is no process to
determine whether the Yellow Card submissions are relevant or not’. Following this discussion, the
summary of product characteristics was being used to assess expectedness and procedures were
implemented in order to report SUSARs to the regulatory authority, local NHS organisations and
GP investigators.
Loss to follow-up
Study participants may leave the practice and be lost to follow-up. The point-of-care trials do not impose
any restrictions on the use of the study medication if a patient leaves the practice. The GCP inspectors
commented, ‘Some contingency should be defined for patients transferred from CPRD centres to
non-CPRD centres. It is unclear how patient’s ADRs are captured in this situation’. Loss to follow-up
occurs in all long-term trials. The ability to link various health-care data sets will ensure that outcomes
that lead to hospitalisation or death can be captured for trial participants, even after the participant has
left the practice (unless the patient has emigrated).
Drug accountability
Drug accountability allows the reconstruction of the trial and documents what medication was received
by the site and what medication was received by the patient.42 In point-of-care trials, the drugs will be
provided by any UK pharmacy based on the routine process for dispensing licensed medicines following
a prescription by a clinician. The GCP inspectors considered, ‘The lack of drug accountability may not
be a problem, but it is not possible to monitor compliance’. The study team responded by stating that
prescription records do allow an assessment of compliance (for long-term therapies) by estimating the
medication-to-possession ratio. This ratio is the number of days covered by the prescribed therapy
divided by the total period of follow-up. This is routinely done in studies that use health-care records.
However, this method does not measure whether or not the medication was actually taken.
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Fraud detection
One part of fraud prevention in point-of-care trials will be to statistically monitor for unusual data patterns.
Currently, site monitoring is seen as the most important approach to fraud detection. The GCP inspectors
stated, ‘The statistical method for detecting fraud needs to be validated to ensure the methodology is
sufficiently sensitive to identify data irregularities’. The study team replied that there is indeed no evidence
to substantiate the sensitivity of statistical monitoring for fraud detection, but such evidence is also lacking
for the effectiveness of site visits. Site visits may not be effective in detecting fraud for studies that
measure only major clinical outcomes as most sites will not have any records of the end point of interest.
Furthermore, trials within existing EHR research databases may minimise the risks of fraud as each GP is
not able to recruit ‘fake’ patients (only patients permanently registered for at least 6 months will be
eligible), and as the data for the participants prior to and after the trial can be used for fraud detection.
The open access of the EHRs to other health-care professionals in the same practice may also minimise
false data entry.
Conclusions of the Good Clinical Practice review
The general concluding comments of the GCP review were:
The regulatory environment has moved on . . . The Risk Adaptive model, launched in April 2011, has
proposed a reduction in the level of monitoring and pharmacovigilance requirements for the lower-risk
studies. This model is well suited for the pragmatic randomised trial proposed by the CPRD . . . It is
recommended that CPRD should risk assess its trials and categorises them based on their risk and
included in the Clinical Trial Authorisation Applications. Once approved by the Clinical Trial Unit,
Category A studies would be deemed as lower risk.
Discussion
Good Clinical Practice was originally developed for the pharmaceutical industry to provide an unified
standard for trials that ‘Are intended to be submitted to regulatory authorities’ in order to ‘Facilitate the
mutual acceptance of clinical data’.43 It is unclear why point-of-care trials not intended for regulatory
submission also need to comply with GCP. The fundamental question is why point-of-care trials are viewed
as an activity that requires elaborate governance procedures rather than as quality improvement that is an
intrinsic part of routine clinical care. Clinicians who embark on collective guesswork do not face any
paperwork, even it leads to huge variability in care, in contrast to those who want to
resolve guesswork.44,45
Good Clinical Practice imposed a significant burden on the clinicians in our point-of-care trials (Table 4).
Rather than providing the relevant treatment guideline, clinicians had to read a lengthy protocol with
content more relevant to higher-risk trials. Also, they were required to submit various forms and complete
protocol and GCP training even if they had already prescribed (e.g. statins to hundreds of patients). The
approvals for the trials required adherence to numerous conditions, including frequent audits. Suspected
side effects needed to be reported urgently, not only in the EHR but also on the study website, despite the
fact that, for example, statins have already been used by millions of patients. One could argue that the key
standards for clinicians in point-of-care trials should be whether or not they obtain informed consent and
apply diligence in the eligibility assessment and monitoring of patients. The General Medical Council’s
Good Medical Practice guidelines clearly outline the expectations to which clinicians need to adhere.
It is unclear why these guidelines are not considered sufficient for clinicians in point-of-care trials.
The current trial regulations have been criticised by several authors.44–49 Even the European Commission
has criticised its own legislation by stating, ‘It appeared to have hampered the conduct of clinical trials’.50
Yusuf et al.46 stated, ‘There is no good evidence that the layers of complexity, approvals, processes and
laws to protect subjects entering RCTs have actually achieved their purpose’ and asked, ‘What is the basis
for asserting that the procedures enshrined in these GCPs are indeed good, clinically relevant, or even
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TABLE 4 Barriers to trial participation for clinicians in Retropro and eLung
Area Barrier
Proposed risk-proportionate approach by
study team for point-of-care trials
Protocol Lengthy document (eLung: 15 pages plus
several attachments) as format and
content need to follow ICH guideline
Short protocol restricted to summary of relevant
treatment guidelines and outline of study
procedures (i.e. how to initiate recruitment)
Local site contract Legally binding contract between
clinician and sponsor (three pages for
each trial)
Outline of responsibilities of principal investigator
provided to clinician. Clinical care remains
responsibility of clinician, any deviations
addressed through Good Medical Practice
procedures
Training of investigators Requirement for lead clinicians to
undertake GCP and protocol training
(taking about 45 minutes); proof of
completed training explicit requirement
for local site approval
No protocol training unless clinician has never/
rarely used study medication
Informed consent form Information disclosure in trial much more
detailed and onerous compared with
that outside trial
Evidence-based consent form based on patient
preferences rather than expert/legal opinion
Informed consent
procedures
Consent during the consultation when
patient ill (eLung)
Patients in practice are asked for consent some
time before randomisation
Local site approval
procedures by local
NHS organisations
GP to provide curriculum vitae, complete
and sign forms, and to name all staff
involved in trial. Some NHS organisations
also required the curriculum vitae of the
nurse taking a routine blood sample
No need for local site approval; any deviations
addressed through Good Medical
Practice procedures
Conditions following
local site approval
GP expected to adhere to a series of
conditions set by local NHS organisation
including patient contact restrictions,
informed consent form archiving, data
protection, all local health and safety
regulations, reporting of adverse events
or suspected misconduct, regular
project updates, duty to inform about
publication, notification of amendment
to ethics approval, monthly and annual
progress report, monthly recording of
recruitment and provision of record
access for audit (10% of studies
selected for audit)
No need for local site approval; any deviations
addressed through Good Medical Practice
procedures
Study inclusion criteria Retropro inclusion restricted to high
cholesterol levels (licensed indication
of statins); NHS guidelines focus on
screening for high CVD risk
(rather than cholesterol)
Inclusion criteria concern authorised medicinal
products, used in accordance with the terms of
the marketing authorisation or their use is a
standard treatment
Reporting of suspected
side effects
Clinicians need to enter side effects not
only in the EHR but also urgently on the
study website
Periodic review analysis of side effects as
recorded in the review of EHRs; comparison of
rates in trial and non-trial patients only
Communication
of SUSARs
Urgent notification of SUSARs to
regulatory authorities, ethics committee,
local investigators and local
NHS organisations
Periodic communication of SUSARs and safety
analyses to regulatory authorities; communication
to clinicians and others restricted to substantive
changes in the summary of product characteristics
ICH, International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for
Human Use.
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practical?’46 The compromises we had to make in order to get the two trials going clearly undermined the
concept of ‘simple’ trials.
Regulatory authorities have recently introduced the concept of risk proportionality in trial governance.50,51
The 2012 proposed revision of the European Trial Directive includes the definition of ‘low-intervention
clinical trial’ which would apply to point-of-care trials.50 However, the level of risk stratification and
simplification appears limited in the proposed revision; the text around ‘low-intervention clinical trials’
appears open to a range of interpretations and the implications optional. The regulatory approach to risk
proportionality51 is useful but addresses only 1 of the 10 barriers experienced by clinicians in Retropro and
eLung, namely the inclusion criteria for Retropro (see Table 4).
The core objectives of GCP are to ensure that trials safeguard the rights, well-being and safety of
participants and that the results are credible.39 We indeed should not compromise on these principles.
However, we need to develop a better evidence base for research governance of what improves the
quality and what hinders the conduct of trials. A culture of quality improvement can be achieved only if
our best method for achieving this, randomised trials, is considered part of clinical care and routinely done
by all clinicians rather than by a small minority of clinicians. The General Medical Council’s Good Medical
Practice guidelines should be the standard for clinicians in point-of-care trials with trial regulations and
approval procedures restricted to higher-risk trials.
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Chapter 4 Qualitative research of views on
computerised trial recruitment for the
information technology system design
Introduction
Systematic reviews have attempted to identify potential physician and patient factors that can affect
recruitment of trial participants.52,53 This is an area where qualitative research may prove beneficial, in
providing insight into areas that are complex to study.54 There has been limited qualitative research to
ascertain the attitudes of primary care clinicians towards conducting trials and, without increasing
understanding in this area, the success of future trials in primary care is uncertain.55
If computer flagging is to be a successful trial recruitment tool, primary care clinicians must be amenable to
its use within consultations. Thus, it is important to understand the attitudes of potential users prior to
incorporating flagging software into the EHR system.56 Two studies have attempted to investigate
clinicians’ attitudes towards CTR tools.57,58 However, the scope and breadth of the analyses in both studies
was limited with the use of only closed questions58 and a focus on ease of use.57 Neither study investigated
attitudes towards recruitment generally. Evidence is lacking on the clinicians’ perceptions to CTR. Our
study aimed to elicit the attitudes of both GPs and practice nurses. There are only a few studies that
looked at nurses’ attitudes towards recruiting for trials.55,59 The nurses’ attitudes towards CTR could be
important given the increasing proportion of nurse-led primary care patient encounters,59 and that nurses
may be a more cost-effective means of recruiting.60
Methods
A qualitative study was initiated at the time of development of the flagging software (prior to the start of
the trials) and conducted by King’s College London. As described in Chapter 5, this software was to be
used for notifying clinicians of eligible trial patients during consultation [this software was called Local
Eligible Patient Identification Service (LEPIS)]. The primary aim of this qualitative study was to ascertain
perceptions of and attitudes towards recruiting patients to trials and use of CTR tools by primary care
clinicians (both GPs and nurses). The secondary aim was to gauge opinions on the use of the LEPIS
prototype. A purposive non-probability sample11 of GPs and primary care nurses was sought. Academic
GPs within the department of Primary Care and Public Health Sciences, King’s College London, had links
with a number of general practices in east and south London. Participants were initially approached by
e-mail. Those who expressed interest in participating were provided with information about the study and
a consent form. Given time and resource constraints, a sample of 8–10 GPs and five practice nurses
was sought.
A questionnaire was completed by all participants to collect demographic data. A semistructured interview
technique12 was utilised, allowing the interview to be guided towards the aims and objectives but also to
maintain flexibility to reveal emergent themes.13 An interview schedule informed by literature review was
devised (Appendix 2 provides the topic guide).14 Open-ended questions were used to avoid leading
participants towards predetermined answers. All participants who agreed to participate underwent a
one-to-one, face-to-face semistructured interview at their place of work. Interviews were conducted by
one researcher between July and August 2011. Semistructured interviews were digitally recorded and
transcribed verbatim and written field notes were kept in case problems with the recording emerged. The
first part of the interviews incorporated questions pertaining to attitudes surrounding recruitment to trials
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and the second part focused on attitudes towards the use of CTR tools. The demonstration of the LEPIS
prototype involved asking participants to read through the LEPIS Process Map and guiding them through
the interface on the researcher’s laptop. Unfortunately, the prototype was still in development and, thus,
participants were unable to fully interact with the interface.
Data were analysed using the framework approach in which recurrent themes are identified and charted
within a matrix which is used for data interpretation.15 Framework analysis was developed as a means of
analysing qualitative data for applied research,11,12,16–18 which attempts to produce outcomes that are
actionable17 within relatively short time frames.16
Results
Semistructured interviews were conducted with 13 primary care clinicians: nine GPs and four practice
nurses. Table 5 lists participant characteristics. All participants were recruited from the south and/or east
of London.
Barriers
Time was perceived to be the biggest barrier to recruiting patients into trials. Time seemed to be a
universal barrier in that all 13 participants mentioned time at least once:
I think probably the main challenge is time.
AGP-1
I’m someone who finds it hard ever to run to ten minutes . . . even just covering what I’m trying to
do now . . . my average is 13 or 14, if I had another five minutes, that just wouldn’t work over
the course of a three hour surgery, I’d be three hours late.
NAGP-5
Some participants discussed ways in which the barrier of time could be overcome. Examples included the
establishment of dedicated research clinics for recruitment, additional blank appointments to allow for
delays, protected research time, and/or lengthening consultations. Others felt that clinicians could merely
TABLE 5 Participant characteristics in qualitative study on CTR
Characteristic n
Mean age in
years (range) Men, n Women, n Partner, n Salaried, n
GPs
Academica 3 2 1 2 1
Non-academic 6 3 3 3 3
Total GPs 9 40.2 (29–55) 5 4 5 4
Practice nurses
Previous research experienceb 2 0 2 N/A N/A
No previous research experienceb 1 0 1 N/A N/A
Total practice nurses 4 41.7c (34–49) 0 4 N/A N/A
N/A, not applicable.
a Academic GPs were defined as currently employed by a research institute and in a clinical role.
b One practice nurse did not state whether or not he or she had previous research experience.
c One practice nurse did not provide his or her age.
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refer potentially eligible patients to researchers for recruitment, thereby minimising the impact of time on
the clinician. In addition, a number of GPs talked about how money could be used to ‘create’ more time:
It might be that the money is used to increase time for the other team members who are involved.
Like if they use the money to have extra appointments or blank slots . . . that’s fine . . . So I think it’s
a practical thing because it’s whether the money can be used to make the thing happen.
AGP-1
Yeah, but that’s still, when I mean committing more time, that’s still practice time . . . and . . .
creating extra appointments purely for people to come back and discuss taking part in research feels
like quite a generous use of time. There might need to be some money involved . . . You know,
people’s time is money, sadly.
NAGP-2
Another GP thought financial incentives would compensate only to a limited degree as, ultimately, time is
of short supply. This implies that, regardless of financial rewards, the time taken to recruit patients still
needs to be minimised.
Anything that takes longer than 30 seconds . . . If this would be just as long as choose and book, I’m
sure GP’s would say no I’m not bothered. Because it just takes too long. Even if the financial incentive
would be there.
NAGP-1
Interestingly, although all four nurses discussed time as a significant barrier, none mentioned using
financial incentives to overcome time. Instead the nurses appeared to focus on minimising the impact of
time by recruiting patients during dedicated clinics.
Six participants alluded to the fact they may be liable to select patients. Not offering the trial equitably to
all potentially eligible patients could introduce selection bias and limit the trial’s external validity:
I think in a GP setting I would worry that I wasn’t being completely random.
NAGP-4
It was commonly reported that a non-random selection of patients was a way of protecting potentially
vulnerable patients who, for example, lacked understanding or for whom it was thought a trial would be
too burdensome due to pre-existing comorbidities.
The second biggest reported barrier after time was GP concerns about patients not understanding
the information:
I suppose it’s whether they can understand, you know, how many of them will be able to truly
understand and, you know, give informed consent to a trial . . . That’s quite an issue. And I think of
the patients I see, I think some of them it will be quite difficult to explain a trial to them and to
understand what it really meant . . . Just lots of, you know, language, literacy skills, you know,
a whole host of things.
AGP-2
Some GPs felt that patients’ cultural beliefs may prevent them from participating in a trial:
I mean particularly in an area like this, you’ve got language, cultural . . . issues as well to think about.
You know, what’s acceptable and what isn’t.
PN-2
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As previously stated, these barriers (culture, understanding and language) may be compounded by
selection bias:
There are big problems with language in inner-city general practice. And again, that’s going to deter
you because you know any research study’s going to be a battery of questionnaires, you’ve got to be
pretty literate to go through most of those questionnaires, at least certainly in the mental health
studies. And then who do you recruit to your studies? Surprise, surprise, it’s the middle class,
literate people.
AGP-3
The two biggest barriers (time and understanding) were also found to interact in that, for some participants,
insufficient time meant that they did not feel they would be able to adequately explain a trial to patients
who had difficulty understanding:
We should have sufficient time to create that level of awareness and understanding.
PN-1
Facilitators
Clinicians reported being more inclined to recruit patients if they perceived either a potential benefit to
their own patients or to the wider population:
I think people might find it difficult to ask people do they want to be the subject of research. Unless
it’s offering them a benefit.
AGP-2
Well we’re sort of doing research perhaps a bit for our own interest, perhaps a bit for our career
promotion, but actually it’s because of the greater good for mankind.
AGP-3
The importance of perceiving a benefit also highlighted issues of clinical uncertainty; that there is no
known difference in effectiveness between trial treatment interventions. Three GPs did demonstrate an
understanding that uncertainty had to exist for a trial to be deemed ethical. However, despite this, some
participants described feeling uneasy:
If it was a randomised trial and some people might not get treatment . . . I think that would be quite
difficult . . . I think it would conflict with your clinical role of doing the best you could for that
particular patient.
AGP-2
Many organisational factors thought to facilitate recruitment were concerned with separating research and
clinical roles. These included establishing dedicated research recruitment clinics; employing someone purely
to recruit; and having a separate research team solely responsible for recruiting. Other organisational
factors that could facilitate recruitment were concerned with making the process easier and ensuring
adequate support systems were in place. Some felt that it was important that advertising or promotion of
a trial was conducted in order to facilitate recruitment.
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Modifying factors
Nine participants talked about seeking informed consent from patients for trial participation. Interestingly,
there appeared to be a difference between GPs and nurses. Specifically, most GPs felt that consent would
be too difficult to obtain within a consultation and/or they were unwilling to obtain consent from patients:
No, no, no, no, no. That should be done by the study group. In fact the whole consenting and giving
more information should be done by the research team.
NAGP-1
Reasons for concern included a lack of research experience, feeling it would be unethical to ask patients
for an immediate decision, and insufficient time. Two out of four nurses discussed consent and neither
thought that this was an issue, with one stating it should be easy. The nurses appeared to liken it to taking
consent in other routine clinical situations. GPs seek consent from patients routinely within their clinical
practice but yet felt there was something different about taking informed consent for trial participation
which seemed not just due to insufficient time. The unwillingness to seek consent was linked with a
feeling that it was something the researchers, and not clinicians, should be doing.
Financial constraints were mentioned by eight participants. Some GPs felt that financial incentives for
clinicians and/or practices would be important in facilitating recruitment. Some thought that financial
reimbursement would be required to offset additional costs, and may be an important motivator, or at
the very least mitigate logistical problems. Interestingly, only one nurse mentioned financial incentives as a
facilitator of recruitment.
Ten participants felt that forgetting could impede recruitment and/or reminders could facilitate recruitment.
All the GPs mentioned memory as important, in contrast to only one nurse. However, one GP did
comment that forgetting was by no means the biggest barrier. Others also mentioned how heightening
personal involvement could prevent forgetting:
Because I think if I’ve got an interest in it, I’m more likely to think of it.
NAGP-6
Concern for the clinician–patient relationship was recognised as a potential issue by some participants.
However, only one GP was worried about a coercive role which could prevent them from recruiting:
I would hate to feel . . . that my patients felt obliged in any way because I was asking them because I
think you have quite a powerful influence as a GP on what patients do or don’t do and I think they
find it quite hard to say no to their own GP . . . it’s just a feeling . . . it’s not based on experience,
really . . . But I do think . . . if I were sitting in a room with a patient saying . . . etc. etc. . . . I’d
worry that that’s a bit of a coercive role to be playing.
NAGP-2
In contrast, clinicians seemed to be aware of the fact their relationship with patients may actually facilitate
recruitment, and this appeared to be universal among GPs and nurses:
I mean, the advantage is that they have a relationship with us, they trust us, so that’s presumably why
the researchers want to get us involved . . . it might help recruitment.
NAGP-3
I think it’s about the relationship between me and the patient . . . the new patient, perhaps they
might be a bit more hesitant, but if it’s a patient that I’ve been seeing and developed a relationship
with over a long time, and they have confidence in me . . . I think they’d be more willing to
participate in something that I recommend to them.
PN-4
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Eleven participants felt that having a research question of personal importance or interest to them was the
key to facilitating recruitment. Equally, an uninteresting or unimportant topic would act as a barrier to
recruitment. Ownership seemed to be particularly important. Linked with ownership, clinicians reported the
importance of personally understanding the trial, as well as having experience and knowledge of recruiting
to trials generally. Interestingly, this seemed to be more significant for all four nurses. For GPs, knowledge
and understanding was associated with being able to seek consent appropriately. For nurses, it was about
having adequate (ideally face-to-face) training.
Attitudes towards computerised trial recruitment
Just under half the participants felt the use of CTR tools would be a good thing, with eight participants
liking the idea of using prompts and reminders during consultations. One GP and one nurse also thought
CTR tools could add validity to recruitment during consultations:
I think people . . . know that we are always using the tools on the computer, so I think . . .
computerised tools as a part of their consultation . . . will be more effective and it will sound more
real to the patient.
PN-1
Negative attitudes towards CTR tools were centred on concerns that pop-ups could disrupt the
consultation, although others felt this would not be the case given how used primary care clinicians are to
interacting with EHR and QOF alert pop-ups during consultations.
Two participants were unsure how they felt about CTR tools and two GPs expressed overtly ambivalent
views. Perhaps surprisingly, only one GP expressed concern for patient confidentiality.
Attitudes towards Local Eligible Patient Identification Service
Just over half of the participants liked LEPIS. One GP had neutral feelings and two participants stated that
their attitude depended on their motivation or the amount of time they had. The interface was largely
seen as user-friendly and easy to use, although two GPs thought that the icons were too small or similar,
and two GPs felt that LEPIS was too simplistic. Two GPs liked the fact that LEPIS could be ignored,
although one GP saw this as a potential design flaw as LEPIS could be ignored consistently. Some
participants liked the fact there were different options to choose within the consultation, but one GP felt
that having so many options could be confusing for the clinician.
Four participants felt that LEPIS was too slow with too many steps. Five GPs felt that having to log on
would be burdensome, take too much time and be prone to forgetting passwords. Interestingly, this was
not a concern for nurses who saw the requirement for logging on as important to protect patient
confidentiality. This disparity between GPs and nurses may reflect the fact the latter have longer
consultation times. In addition, four GPs felt that a direct link to patient information sheets would be
required rather than additionally having to log on.
Feasibility of proposed Retropro and eLung trials
The consensus was that complete trial recruitment within a consultation would not be feasible and that
patients would probably need the opportunity to think about participation outside consultation:
I think that would be a bit too quick . . . And I think you’d want the patient to go away and read
about it and think about it . . . mean it wouldn’t be ethical to do it like that.
AGP-2
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Retropro was felt by some to fit nicely with routine patient consultations:
Well I mean it is only a statin and I’m quite often trying to coerce patients into not taking their
expensive atorvastatin and having the cheaper simvastatin so maybe actually it would be rather easier
to say we’re really trying to find out which one’s better . . . and maybe have some evidence and what
about being randomised between the two? . . . But I’d still worry about having enough time even to
do that on top of everything else.
NAGP-2
In addition, there were fewer concerns surrounding Retropro because patients could have the opportunity
to go away and think about participating prior to making a decision. In contrast, eLung gave more cause
for concern as patients would present acutely unwell, rendering them more vulnerable and less able to
give fully informed consent, and in more time-pressured emergency consultations:
If someone’s that ill with COPD exacerbation maybe they’re not mentally . . . in the right place to
decide whether they need antibiotics or not.
NAGP-3
As a result, eLung was generally felt to be less feasible than Retropro. However, the pragmatic nature of
the proposed trials, particularly Retropro, led to slightly less hesitancy and more positive attitudes
from clinicians:
Research which is sort of GP friendly, it’s stuff that we deal with that’s relevant to us . . . and it’s
medical knowledge that is our territory . . . so therefore that isn’t too bad.
NAGP-3
The key findings of this qualitative study of views on CTR were as follows:
i. Time was the biggest barrier to recruitment.
ii. Financial incentives could be used to minimise the impact of time; financial incentives may motivate
personal involvement; financial incentives appear less important to practice nurses.
iii. Understanding (or lack of) was the second biggest barrier to recruitment.
iv. Selection bias (linked with understanding, language barriers, culture and vulnerability) acts as a barrier
to recruitment.
v. Presence of clinical uncertainty would facilitate recruitment; personal involvement and interest were
important facilitators.
vi. Informed consent acted as a modifying factor; nurses were more amenable to seeking consent.
vii. Concern for the clinician–patient relationship could act as a barrier, but most felt it would
facilitate recruitment.
viii. Attitudes towards CTR tools were favourable.
ix. Attitudes towards LEPIS were generally favourable with positive feedback.
x. Point-of-care trials seemed feasible; Retropro is easier to conduct than eLung.
Discussion
Recruitment into trials
In line with literature, time was identified as the prominent barrier for GPs and nurses to recruiting patients
into trials. Many of the other barriers, facilitating factors and/or modifiers identified within this study have
also been identified in prior literature. However, some important differences and novel themes emerged,
perhaps because this study examined attitudes towards clinicians recruiting patients themselves rather
than, as with the majority of studies to date, clinicians determining eligibility and then referring patients to
researchers for recruitment.
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For example, it has previously been demonstrated that seeking informed consent is a barrier to
recruitment.53,61,62 However, this study identified a difference between nurses and GPs in that consent was
a barrier for the latter but not the former. Similarly, all 10 nurses interviewed by Potter and Dale59 felt
comfortable seeking consent from patients for participation in a trial, even though only four had done so
previously.59 This discrepancy between nurses and GPs requires further research, but may suggest nurses
could play more of a role in recruiting patients into trials than has traditionally been the case.
One reason gaining informed consent may be problematic is that:
It may not be easy to forsake the role of the confident prescriber and adopt the attitude of the
researcher who is uncertain about the most effective treatment available.
Van der Windt et al.63
This relates to clinical uncertainty and, as with previous studies,63–67 this was thought (if present) to
facilitate recruitment. Thus, providing clinicians with information to demonstrate the need for a trial may
aid recruitment.64,68 The negative impact of a lack of clinical uncertainty was demonstrated by concerns
expressed regarding eLung – participants were reluctant to randomise patients to no antibiotics even
though no convincing evidence for antibiotic efficacy exists when patients have non-purulent sputum.
Similar unease was found in a study investigating the management of urinary tract infections
without antibiotics.65
Concern for the doctor (or clinician)–patient relationship has frequently been cited as an important
barrier.52,53,61,62,67,69 In contrast, such concern was not demonstrated in this study and, in fact, it was
thought that such a relationship might facilitate recruitment. Some authors have previously suggested that
the existence of a relationship, and thus understanding and trust, may aid trial recruitment.58,70,71 The
results of this study support the importance of the clinician–patient relationship in helping trial recruitment.
Computerised trial recruitment and Local Eligible Patient
Identification Service
Participants generally reported favourable attitudes towards CTR, with LEPIS largely perceived to be
user-friendly and intuitive.72 The fact that primary care consultations already utilise computer-based
prompts and pop-ups was taken by some to demonstrate that further prompts would be excessive,
although others saw this as positive, in that they were already an accepted part of consultations.
Overall, as long as issues such as speed and ease of use are dealt with, it would seem that primary
care clinicians are, in principle, amenable to the use of CTR tools.
Methodological limitations
Conclusions of this study may be limited because of the small sample size. However, emergent themes
were identified and data saturation has previously been demonstrated with similar numbers.73 Initially it
was intended to obtain a stratified purposive sample of academic versus non-academic GPs and nurses to
determine if these subgroups held disparate beliefs and attitudes, and to assist comparisons within and
between groups.74 Given resource and time constraints, a convenience purposive sampling technique
was used. However, only four practice nurses were included within this final sample, which will not be
sufficient for data saturation, although many recurrent themes did emerge. This methodological limitation
was recognised and efforts were made to minimise any negative impact by ensuring a range of primary
care clinicians were interviewed. No participants worked within a practice that currently employs Vision
EHR. This should have limited impact as the early LEPIS prototype had not been integrated with an EHR
and the principles demonstrated should be equivalent regardless of EHR. The participants worked within
inner-city, deprived and ethnically diverse areas and the identified barriers may have been unique to local
concerns – the latter was probably reflected by the frequency with which participants mentioned
language barriers.
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Conclusion
As with previous literature, insufficient time was perceived to be the biggest barrier to recruitment. Lack of
clinical uncertainty was also a significant barrier, which could be easily remedied by providing clinicians with
information pertaining to the importance of a trial. The fact that nurses appeared more comfortable than
GPs in seeking informed consent for trial participation requires further investigation, but demonstrates that
nurses may be underutilised in trial recruitment. In contrast to previous literature, the clinician–patient
relationship was perceived to potentially facilitate recruitment. Employing clinicians to recruit patients
could improve trial recruitment rates, and could be further aided by the use of CTR tools to enable such
recruitment to be embedded within consultations. The fact that primary care clinicians held generally
positive attitudes towards the use of CTR tools and LEPIS in particular, suggests that recruitment within
consultations is feasible. Indeed, the pragmatic nature of the proposed point-of-care trials appeared
reassuring to many of the clinicians, although trials which did not include patients with acute illness were
favoured. In order to further aid understanding of trial recruitment, qualitative analyses should be
embedded within proposed point-of-care trials.
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Chapter 5 Information technology system
for flagging and data processing in
point-of-care trials
Recruitment strategies in point-of-care trials
The study team discussed, prior to the development of the IT system, the possible strategies to recruit
patients in point-of-care trials. We identified the following possible patient recruitment strategies:
i. Study team searches the EHR research database for potentially eligible patients and then sends
(e.g. by e-mail) a list of eligible patients to the clinician who then reviews eligibility at a convenient time.
ii. Flag at computer screen at start of consultation when a potentially eligible patient visits the clinician
(for any reason).
iii. Flag during consultation when the clinician enters in the EHR a medical code of interest (such as
COPD exacerbation).
iv. Flag during consultation when the clinician enters in the EHR a prescription of interest (such
as simvastatin).
The first strategy was considered cold recruitment; the clinician can decide when trial eligibility is assessed
and can invite patients to a dedicated consultation. The other three strategies could be used for hot
recruitment; the clinician recruits the patient during an unscheduled consultation. Retropro could be an
example of cold recruitment, whereas eLung required hot recruitment. The study team considered the
flagging at the time of EHR entry of a prescription to be least attractive. This flagging appeared to have
been used in a previous point-of-care trial that did not succeed.19 Prescriptions are typically entered in
the EHR by clinicians after seeking consent by patients and recruitment into a trial would mean that the
clinician has to tell the patient that they changed their mind and were now uncertain about what drug to
prescribe. The study team also noted some uncertainty around the timing of data entry in the HER; some
clinicians enter information only after the end of the consultation (this would affect the last
two strategies).
Functional requirements for the information technology system
The study team outlined the functional requirements of the IT system.
i. The identification of potentially eligible patients could be done centrally by the principal investigator
using the EHR research database and/or done by the clinician. Eligibility of patients could be based on
simple criteria (such as age) or on more complex criteria, such as a disease risk score (which uses
information from multiple places in the EHR and from different time periods).
ii. The eligibility of patients can change over time, requiring regular updating. For example, a COPD
patient prescribed an antibiotic is not eligible for eLung for a period of 2 weeks.
iii. The flagging during consultation and the actual recruitment of patients may need to be restricted in
some studies to clinicians who were approved by the principal investigator. In addition, clinicians should
be able to opt out of flagging.
iv. The ability to turn the flagging and recruitment on and off quickly. As an example, no flags should
appear if a site reaches their recruitment target.
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v. The actual eligibility of patients may need to be confirmed and documented by the clinician outside
the EHR.
vi. Ability to enter study-specific information by clinicians and/or patients.
vii. Ability to randomise patients, including more complex methods, such as block randomisation.
viii. The system should allow cluster and individual randomised trials. In cluster trials, practices
are randomised.
ix. Clinicians may need access to study documentation (such the protocol and consent forms).
Documentation may need to be localised (e.g. some sites may require the practice logo and contact
details to be added to the consent form).
x. The system should be secure and password controlled where needed. In addition, there should be log
files of all activities.
xi. The system will need to be integrated with anonymous patient and staff codes shared between the
different components.
xii. Scalability of the IT system (i.e. use in other studies with different recruitment strategies and roll-out to
many more practices) and easy study initiation.
xiii. Rapid identification and processing of suspected side effects, allowing review of reportability by the
principal investigator and automated reporting to the regulatory authority.
Design of the information technology system
This section outlines the design of the IT system in this project (Figure 1).
Electronic health record system
There are a number of EHR systems currently used by UK general practices (including EMIS, System One
TPP and Vision). CPRD was working only with the Vision system at the time of this project. The clinicians
use these system to enter administrative, clinical and prescription data for patients (see process 16 in
Figure 1). The Vision platform, managed by In Practice System is enabled to anonymise and download
patient data, and send incremental data collections to CPRD on a regular basis (every 4 weeks). As part of
this project, a daily automated transfer of EHR was implemented between participating study sites and
CPRD (see process 1 in Figure 1). The Vision system also generates an extract file in real time, which is
readable by the flagging technical LEPIS (see below).
Local Eligible Patient Identification Service
Local Eligible Patient Identification Service is a programme developed by the study team residing on
clinicians’ computers. It receives patient information from the local extract file (see process 17 in Figure 1)
and interacts with an external server [central control service (CCS)] in order to download the list of active
studies, authorised staff, and the fully encrypted patient eligibility lists (see process 15 in Figure 1). It uses
this information to compare patients against the eligibility criteria of active clinical trials to find suitable
participants. If a patient is found to be (potentially) eligible, a graphical pop-up is generated on the
clinician’s computer screen (see process 18 in Figure 1). If the clinician decides that the patient is eligible,
LEPIS triggers a web link for accessing the study website. This link automatically initiates the local web
browser with the unique webpage for the study and the hashed (encrypted) patient identifier is then sent
to the study website (see process 10 in Figure 1). The clinician can then log onto the study website and
confirm the patient’s eligibility. The website will then retrieve the randomisation result and inform the
clinician of the outcome. LEPIS can be configured to pop-up only for clinicians authorised take part in the
study. Figure 2 shows the LEPIS pop-up boxes in Retropro and eLung. The following buttons are present in
the LEPIS pop-up box:
l More information: this opens a new window with further information about the trial.
l Recruit patient: this opens a webpage, which allows the patient to be recruited in real time.
l Patient wants time to think: this will set the notification to be generated again when the patient next
returns to the clinic.
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 2 Local Eligible Patient Identification Service pop-up boxes for (a) Retropro; and (b) eLung.
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l Patient not interested: this will set the patient as not interested in the specific trial; the practitioner will
not be asked about recruiting the patient to this trial again.
l Patient not eligible: this will set the patient as being not eligible (i.e. the automated eligibility check
was inaccurate); the practitioner will not be asked about recruiting the patient to this trial again.
l Do not disturb me for 2 hours: this will temporarily deactivate LEPIS for 2 hours; no notifications will be
generated during that time.
l Close for this patient: this will close the window; this can be done with or without first registering
a response.
l Other actions: this is a list of other actions that can be performed. Currently, this consists of only
one action.
i. Patient not interested in ever participating in trials: no notification will ever be generated for this
patient again.
Extraction file
As soon as a new consultation is initiated by a health-care professional (nurse or doctor), a text file (extract
file) is created by Vision (see process 17 in Figure 1). This file holds limited information for the patient
currently in consultation. To ensure that this information cannot compromise patient privacy, no
identifiable information is stored. Once it has been read by LEPIS, it is automatically deleted. This file is
held in the local file system and acts as a bridge between the EHR system and LEPIS. This extract file will
not be created for clinicians who have opted-out from LEPIS and/or for practices that have not activated
LEPIS within the EHR system.
The vendor of the Vision system proposed this process of LEPIS searching an extraction file, as this would
not adversely impact the performance of Vision. Complex searches can be done centrally with the
extraction file providing the latest EHR information which can be analysed by LEPIS. This extraction file can
inform LEPIS of a patient’s record being in consultation or a modification to the patient’s record taking
place (e.g. a new Read code being added). Through this, LEPIS operates independently of the EHR.
Central control service
The CCS is a central management service for handling the construction and distribution of study
information to LEPIS. The lists of eligible patients (see process 14 in Figure 1) and authorised clinicians
(see process 13 in Figure 1) are updated daily and sent through an automatic process to this repository,
which LEPIS uses to compare in real time with the patient and staff identifiers at the time of the
consultation. The CCS can be considered as a bridge between the EHR research database and LEPIS at the
practice level. The CCS also holds information about the study and limited non-confidential details about
eligible and recruited patients (stored in an encrypted manner). Furthermore, connections between LEPIS
and the CCS are encrypted using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and only hosts within the national broadband
network for the NHS (N3) are authorised to access CCS. The lists of eligible patients and staff and study
details are sent daily to the clinician’s desktop for use by LEPIS (see process 15 in Figure 1). LEPIS also
sends information regularly to the CCS on the flagging and actions taken following flagging at each clinic
(see processes 21 and 22 in Figure 1).
Study website
This is a dedicated website used to recruit patients, conduct the randomisation and collect data on/from
recruited patients. The use of the secure pages of the study website is available only to authorised users;
therefore, registration is mandatory followed by an approval after further checks before the site can be
used. The study website allows a user to securely log in and recruit eligible patients to the relevant study or
record further information. Clinicians can either access the study website through LEPIS or directly access
the website by typing in the web address. In the latter situation, the clinician needs to provide the patient
identifier as stored in the EHR, year of birth and sex. The study website will then check whether or nor this
patient identifier is recorded in the study database and if the year of birth and sex match with the
information in the EHR research database (see process 22 in Figure 1).
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The study website also acts as the repository for study information (such as the protocol and consent
forms). Clinicians can also access the study website in order to submit study-specific data, such as the ADR
form (see process 19 in Figure 1). There is also the possibility to record that the patient wishes to opt out
of further data collections (i.e. the future EHR information will not be processed for the study).
Study database
The study database is a central management service for handling all the forms submitted through the
study website. It is the main storage of all data used by the study website, such as registered users,
practices approved to recruit, available studies, eligibility lists of patients, lists of approved staff, maximum
number of patients who can be recruited at each site and administrative management of the website
(including details of who accessed the study website at what time and records of any changes to forms).
The study database is also the main source data for internal analysis regarding the various studies.
Information on recruited patients (see process 12 in Figure 1) and approved staff (see process 11 in
Figure 1) is shared daily between the study website and the study eligibility checker.
Data processing system
The data processing system is responsible for managing and processing EHR collections received from
participating trial practices on a daily basis. Practice data are processed to generate lists of patients eligible
for each trial. The system consists of four main components: data collection manager, data processor, trial
eligibility checker and patients processor. A brief description of each is provided below.
Data collection manager
This service tracks all data collections received on the vision data transfer server (see process 2 in Figure 1).
Received data are checked for validity and content. Valid data collections – those that contain mandatory
data files and are received in the right sequence with no prior gaps in data will be passed on (see process 3
in Figure 1) to the data processor component so that they can be processed. A log report is generated for
unsuccessful collections with details of the practice, data collection and reason for failure. Such collections
are then reviewed by CPRD staff who then liaises with practices to rectify issues.
Data processor
This component processes all valid data collections received from participating practices into the audit data
store or practice data repository. Audit data store files are not trial specific and contain practice data on all
patients who may be potentially eligible for recruitment to any trial. Incremental data collections contain a
mixture of new records and updates on existing records and a log to enable record deletions. The data
processor manages the additions, edits and deletes, and updates the practice audit data store files
(see process 8 in Figure 1), such that the data held is an accurate representation of the EHR within the
Vision system.
All processed collections are securely archived (see process 4 in Figure 1) to a ‘collection archive’. All data
collections received from a practice in the preceding month are collated (see process 5 in Figure 1) and
integrated monthly into the EHR research database.
Trial eligibility checker
This component is run on a daily basis generating the list of eligible patients and staff members authorised
to recruit for each practice. Practice data for a particular trial will not be processed if the practice has met
its recruitment target or the trial has been inactivated. The list of staff authorised to recruit is dependent
on the type of trial. In cluster trials, all active staff members at the practice are authorised to recruit
whereas in individual randomised trials only those staff members that have registered on the study website
(see process 12 in Figure 1) may be authorised to recruit.
A trial-specific parameter file is setup when a trial is initiated. The file records information on the type of
trial (cluster/individual) as well as patient- and event-level inclusion and exclusion criteria which specify how
eligible patients for the trial are to be identified. Patient-level criteria typically consist of conditions on the
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patient’s demographic or registration information, such as the patient should be at least 30 years of age,
should be currently registered at the practice, and should have at least 5 years of follow-up time. Event-level
criteria are typically specified as the presence or absence of medical and/or product codes in the patient’s
records relative to a time window. For example, patients should have no prescriptions for statins, or should
have no prescriptions for antibiotics in the previous 3 months. Data from the CPRD research database can
be analysed for more complex eligibility criteria (see process 6 in Figure 1). Complex algorithms can assess
eligibility and generate a pool of potential patients who could be recruited. The trial-specific parameter file
allows the specification and usage of such a look-up file (see process 7 in Figure 1).
For each active trial, the latest data in the audit data store are used (see process 9 in Figure 1) to identify
the list of currently registered patients who satisfy both the patient- and event-level trial-specific criteria.
The study database is queried for patients who have already been recruited into the trial or judged to be
ineligible by the clinician (see process 12 in Figure 1), and these are removed from the eligibility list.
The complete set of patients who could be recruited into a given trial is uploaded to the study website
(see process 11 in Figure 1). At the same time, the derived set of eligible patients (see process 14 in Figure 1)
and authorised staff (see process 13 in Figure 1) is uploaded encrypted to the CCS. This component is run
daily as practice data collections are received on a daily basis and patient eligibility can change over time.
Patient processor
This component is run on a daily basis as a scheduled system task to maintain trial databases containing
current data on recruited patients and populate the ADR database. This database is maintained for all
recruited patients for up to a certain number of days (trial-specific) after the patient has been recruited.
The patient processor component is deactivated for a participating practice once its recruitment target for
that trial has been met and the last patient to be recruited by the practice for the trial has been followed
for the specified number of days.
The lists of patients who recruited into or opted out of the trial are extracted from the study website
(see process 23 in Figure 1). The data in the audit data store are utilised (see process 25 in Figure 1)
to extract the latest information on these patients. The trial database for recruited patients is updated on a
daily basis – two versions of the database are maintained. The first is a blinded database (see process 32 in
Figure 1) that has trial-specific fields. This database is used for data monitoring while the trial/study is
active. The second version represents complete data on all recruited patients (see process 26 in Figure 1)
and is used to detect the occurrence of ADRs. Patients who have opted out of the trial have data in the
trial databases (see processes 26 and 32 in Figure 1) until the date that the patient opted out.
A trial-specific file is maintained that logs the list of patients who have been lost to follow-up, along
with the date and reason for opt out.
Handling of suspected adverse drug reactions
Clinicians can enter data into the side effect fields within Vision or use a medical code to represent a
suspected ADR. The latest EHR information is checked daily for both kinds of entries for recruited patients.
The trial side effect database (see process 28 in Figure 1) is populated if a potential ADR is detected
and an ADR report generated containing details of the potential ADR and the patient’s medical and
prescription history for the previous 6 months. This report is then immediately sent to the principal
investigator (see process 29 in Figure 1) by e-mail for review. Trial-specific guidelines stated that a clinician
should fill and submit a suspected ADR form on the study website. Forms submitted on the website
are processed daily (see process 24 in Figure 1) and an e-mail is sent to the principal investigator
(see process 27 in Figure 1). The ADRs are reviewed by the principal investigator for reportability to the
regulatory authority. Suspected ADRs as entered in free text into the EHR were not analysed because of
the variability in the recording of this information.
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Regulatory electronic submission of serious unexpected suspected adverse
drug reactions
If an ADR is considered serious and unexpected, this report is then submitted electronically to the
regulatory authority (see process 31 in Figure 1). The study website uses a specially designed tool which
communicates with the electronic SUSAR reporting system of the UK regulatory authority eliminating the
need for further manual input or manipulation of existing data. Log files are maintained of this
reportability assessment (see process 30 in Figure 1).
Data monitoring during study
The EHR information on recruited patients (see process 32 in Figure 1) can be used for monthly analyses of
the characteristics of recruited patients and comparisons with patients not recruited into the study. Fraud
detection and evaluation of data irregularities can also use this information (see process 33 in Figure 1).
Performance of the information technology system
Before rolling out the IT system, the complete IT system was extensively tested on development servers
with a replica of data. We also identified a few practices, installed the software and carried out tests with
GPs (although this was not as extensive as intended due to the short timelines). A software company also
tested LEPIS in terms of performance, scalability and security. The biggest challenge with the roll-out of the
IT system was the limited time which was allowed for the testing given the substantial delays in obtaining
research approvals. The initial plan was to implement and test the IT system in a few practices locally, but
this was replaced by a larger and quicker roll-out across the country in order to start patient recruitment.
Table 6 illustrates the challenges in the implementation of the software system. Updates in Vision were
required for LEPIS and the daily downloads of EHRs followed by reconfiguration of Vision at the practice.
TABLE 6 Challenges in the implementation of the technical system for point-of-care trials
Description of issue Cause of issue
Java® Virtual Machine [software needed for LEPIS
(Version 1.6.0.0, Oracle, Redwood Shores,
California, CA, USA)]
Java Virtual Machine not installed or older version
C drive of local desktops is hidden/not visible Staff at the practice do not have access to the C drive
LEPIS software cannot contact the central server to retrieve
trial information
1. No network connection with access to the internet
2. Communication failure with blocked ports at the practice
Vision does not interact with LEPIS or extract file
not generated
1. Vision update for LEPIS not installed by practice
2. LEPIS is not enabled within Vision
3. Logged in as non-health-care professional (no
extraction file is created)
LEPIS not triggering at the time of consultation 1. Staff not authorised to recruit
2. Appropriate clinical code not entered
3. Patient not eligible
Low performance of Vision after LEPIS installation 1. Low memory space in the clinician’s computer
No daily download of EHRs 1. Vision update for daily downloads not installed
by practice
2. Daily download not configured within Vision
Vision is hosted (located on a remote server) 1. Not enough access rights to install additional programs
such as LEPIS
2. Require installation permissions from local
NHS organisation
3. No local drive mapping feature available in remote
desktop protocol
4. Not enough user permissions for LEPIS to install the
required folder and files
Vision consultation manager crashes when copying of acute
prescriptions to repeats
Error in creation of extraction file by Vision
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Although this process was not complex, some practices were behind in uploading Vision updates. The
implementation of LEPIS provided several major challenges. In some practices, staff were not authorised to
load software and detailed negotiations with third parties were required. The network set-up, network
restrictions and the clinician’s computer specifications varied between practices. One of the issues
encountered was low performance of Vision after LEPIS installation. This was found to be related to the
low memory space on local desktops and LEPIS loading of eligibility lists into the memory. This was
encountered when starting a new study that required much larger eligibility lists (i.e. all patients in a
practice). This was addressed by reconfiguring the patient eligibility lists and respective parts of LEPIS in
order to handle larger eligibility lists with small memory usage. LEPIS was also modified in order to provide
more diagnostic tools including tests of the network status. Log files could also be sent automatically
during a limited period of time to the CCS rather than the practice sending the log files. Even after a
successful instalment and test, LEPIS sometimes did not pop-up at the time of consultation in some
practices. It was established that LEPIS generally functioned but that the notification did not occur due to a
step being inadvertently missed or procedures not being followed (e.g. the extraction file generation was
not enabled within Vision, the right Read code or description was not entered in the new consultation, or
the desktop had not been rebooted after LEPIS installation).
The initial approach by the study team was to send practices a DVD with the flagging software and
installation instructions. This was later simplified by sending links for the software installation. However,
many practices were unable to load LEPIS successfully, partly because installation steps were not followed
and partly because of technical challenges. The study team visited several practices to provide support in
loading and testing LEPIS (typically, this was done in one visit). The study team explored the possibility that
support in loading and testing LEPIS could be provided by the vendor of Vision, but this was not adopted
given that most of the installation challenges were related to settings of local desktops not controlled by
the vendor of Vision. Although the site visits were laborious, the study team did consider them to be very
useful for practices that had encountered issues in loading LEPIS. Once LEPIS was installed successfully,
further visits were not needed.
No major issues were encountered in the development and implementation of the systems other than the
flagging software. The study website allowed staff registration and completion of the recruitment, ADR
and opt-out forms. Daily and monthly processing of eligibility, the automated identification and e-mailing
of suspected ADRs and reporting of recruitment numbers were also implemented successfully. An issue
was the perceived disagreement in the assessment of patient eligibility between the clinician and the
flagging software. Clinicians were expecting a LEPIS pop-up or wanted to recruit directly on the website
but the patient was not found on the website and/or LEPIS did not pop up. In some instances, this was
related to EHR information not being noted by the clinician (e.g. a patient received statins previously many
years ago, which was an exclusion criterion for Retropro). In other instances, this was related to differences
in the eligibility assessment (e.g. differences in the estimates of CVD risk owing to incomplete EHRs).
However, it was possible for patients to be added on an ad hoc basis to the eligibility list.
Discussion
The study team believes that all functional requirements for the IT system, as described previously, were
successfully met with the exception of scalability of LEPIS. The IT system allows complex search criteria for
eligibility, daily review of eligibility, identification and monitoring of side effects, long-term follow-up at
minimal cost and pop-ups during consultation. Although the installation process was improved, the roll-out
to more practices will require resources as desktop settings vary between practices. Site visits to practices
that experienced difficulties were found to be very useful but require resources both for the practices and
study team. As outlined in Chapter 8, the clinicians involved with LEPIS initially expressed serious
reservations about the installation process (especially in the early phases), but were very appreciative of the
system once LEPIS was successfully installed. A recently started study has utilised LEPIS to flag during
consultation and collect additional data (the FLU-CAT study aims to evaluate and refine pandemic
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inFLUenza Community Assessment Tools). This study has now recruited over 300 patients with flu in
24 practices (ISRCTN87130712). However, future work will need to address the ability of the IT support to
support multiple simultaneous trials and users (i.e. stress testing for scalability).
The initial plan (as proposed in the grant application) was to ask the software provider of the EHRs to
extend their existing flagging system in order to facilitate trial recruitment. However, the discussions with
the vendor of Vision highlighted the difficulties in achieving a flexible flagging system which could be
controlled centrally. One requirement was that flagging could be restricted to approved clinicians and
turned on–off instantaneously. In addition, there was a need for complex eligibility assessments. The need
to monitor flagging was also a requirement, as was the need for simple procedures to initiate a new study.
For these reasons, the study team decided to develop the LEPIS system integrating it with systems around
the EHR research database.
Our IT system used an external website to document eligibility, recruit patients and collect additional study
data. An alternative approach could have been to develop case report forms within the Vision system,
directly integrating trial data in the EHR [this approach is now being developed in the Transform project
(www.transformproject.eu/)]. However, the study team did not proceed given the substantial costs and
timelines required. In addition, the website approach could more easily facilitate emerging IT technologies
(such as remote monitoring of patients) as these do not need be built within a complex EHR system that
cannot be easily amended. The study website also allows data entry by patients (as long as they are
provided with log-in details and patient ID). The need for easy modification was another reason for opting
with the study website approach (without the need to update the EHR software for hundreds of practices).
The study website approach also facilitated the central control of recruitment with the ability to
instantaneously turn on or off recruitment at a site. The study website does allow the option to copy and
paste completed forms in the EHR [as portable document formats (PDFs)], so trial information can be
stored in the EHR.
IT SYSTEM FOR FLAGGING AND DATA PROCESSING IN POINT-OF-CARE TRIALS
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Chapter 6 Implementation experiences
with the exemplar trials
Practice drop-out rates and timelines
All practices submitting data to CPRD, including practices that had not been involved previously in
research, were sent brief information regarding the aims of the two studies and asked to respond by
completing an expression of interest form. In addition, the Primary Care Research Networks (PCRNs) in
England and Scotland sent the information including an invitation to join CPRD; this was sent to practices
using Vision or to all practices in their region if the EHR systems of practices were unknown (about 2000
practices). The practices that expressed interest were then sent an information pack including study
protocol and a site contract. The first draft of the site contract was brief, but regulatory requirements
mandated a more legalistic document. After signing the contract, the next step for GPs was to complete
site-specific information forms and supply further paperwork including a curriculum vitae highlighting their
clinical research experience and qualifications, a staff delegation log and certificates of completion GCP
and protocol training. Enthusiasm of GPs in participation dropped markedly at each stage of the
recruitment and approval process. Table 7 provides the number of practices at each of the different steps.
Of the 270 practices that expressed interest in participating, only 30 practices in Retropro and 31 practices
in eLung completed the paperwork and mandatory protocol and GCP training. Of those approved
practices, 17 practices actually recruited patients in Retropro and six in eLung (3.7% and 1.3% of all
practices respectively).
Trials can start in the UK only after approval by the MHRA, ethics committee and the NHS R&D
organisation locally to a site (local R&D approval is given centrally in Scotland, whereas in England there
are 150 organisations for the different regions). With respect to research governance, the clinical trial
application to the MHRA was completed within 2 months for both studies. The overarching R&D review
took 2 years from original application to approval. This was followed by submission to local NHS
organisations that had to give approval for the trial in each of the sites (also known as R&D approvals). It
took over 1 year to obtain local R&D approval for 25–30 sites. In Scotland, the R&D approval was received
just over 2 months after the review process began and covered all participating sites.
Research governance experiences
Minimal issues were experienced with the regulatory approval and prompt approval for eLung. However,
the Retropro application was regarded invalid as the summary of product characteristics for each statin
expected to be used (by manufacturer and dose) was initially required. The practicalities of supplying
summaries for all marketed statins were discussed and concluded that one for simvastatin and one for
atorvastatin would suffice. The ethics committee review encountered greater complexities. During the
review meeting, the committee raised concerns that patients would not being given enough time to
consider their participation, suggesting patients should be provided with information then return for a
separate recruitment appointment. The low-risk nature of these studies was discussed during the meeting
to the committee’s satisfaction and they conceded that informed consent could be taken during an
unscheduled consultation. The committee insisted that the patient information sheet and consent form be
reformatted to fit the standard clinical trial template, which substantially increased the length of the
document for potential participants to read.
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One of the changes in the consent form concerned private health insurance. The ethics committee
required the following amendment to the consent form, ‘Potential participants who hold private medical
insurance should contact their insurance companies to inform them that they are considering taking part in
the study’. The study team then contacted one of the main private health insurance companies which
confirmed that it does not require notification of low-risk point-of-care trials. The ethics committee
responded that the opinion of one company can, in no way, be taken as the opinion of all private medical
insurance companies. The study team then contacted the Association of British Insurers, which represents
UK insurance companies. It provided its information sheet for people who are planning to take part
in clinical trials. This stated that there are restrictions on the insurance cover for patients who participate in
trials of drugs in the experimental/unproven phase, but no restrictions in cover were imposed for trials that
evaluate interventions regarded as safe and which had been accepted for marketing. However, the ethics
committee rejected our argument because an insurance company from, for example, China may not be a
member of the Association of British Insurers. The consent forms were amended to tell patients to inform
their private health-care insurer of participation in the trial.
The reviews by the local NHS organisations produced a multitude and variety of questions often covering
the same ground as the ethical review, such as wording of the consent form and the requirement to have
local logos to information sheets (adding costs and complexity to the trials). Despite receipts of ‘valid
application’ acknowledgement e-mails, the study team was not informed about missing documents.
There were significant problems with the document repository system (the central system for gaining NHS
permissions). The documents in the system did not follow standard naming conventions, with R&D
reviewers unable to find the paper trail of regulatory and ethical reviews. As the study team was not
allowed to view their documents in the repository system, this resulted in long and tedious conversations
with multiple R&D reviewers to describe documents and try to find the documents.
Both the ethics committee and the MHRA had considerable difficulty in accommodating the mandatory
notifications of potential sites. The ethics committee reported that entering details of potential sites was
time-consuming and the MHRA requested that, contrary to their amendment guidance, sites information
need not be submitted. The administrative procedures for submitting information of potential sites was
also complex with the study team having to duplicate information onto different systems.
TABLE 7 Drop-out rates of practices at each step in the recruitment and approval procedure
Step in site recruitment
Retropro eLung
n practices % n practices %
Practices contacted 459 100 459 100
Practices returned letter of interest 377 82.1 377 82.1
Interested 270 58.8 270 58.8
Declined 107 23.3 107 23.3
Site agreement received 63 13.7 53 11.5
Site-specific submission 50 10.9 45 9.8
NHS permission granted 48 10.5 43 9.4
GCP and protocol training complete 35 7.6 32 7.0
Approved to recruit by study team 30 6.5 31 6.8
Practices remaining following subsequent withdrawals 25 5.4 24 5.2
Were seeking to recruit patients 17 3.7 8 1.7
Recruited patients 17 3.7 6 1.3
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Established clinical practice and treatment guidelines
Several GPs expressed concerns about eLung because some patients would not get an antibiotic. There
also had been changes in recent practice, promoted by local ‘admissions avoidance’ initiatives, in which
GPs are providing COPD patients with antibiotics to use with first symptoms of exacerbations before
contacting the GP. As a consequence, many patients were ineligible because of recent antibiotic use and
GPs were unwilling to randomise. Treatment guidelines by local NHS organisations provided a major
barrier to Retropro. At the time of obtaining R&D approvals, the cost of simvastatin was substantially lower
than that of atorvastatin. However, atorvastatin was to lose patent protection in about 1 year (May 2012)
with expected lowering of prices due to the introduction of generics. Most local NHS organisations
restricted atorvastatin use. Participation in Retropro would adversely affect the quality markers of a practice
and no exemption was made for prescribing within a trial. Practices declined participation for this reason
and others were warned that trial participation would adversely impact this mark of quality of prescribing.
The chairperson of the Trial Steering Committee contacted the Chief Medical Officer in England to
highlight this paradox of inability to address uncertainty due to guidelines.
Another challenge in Retropro was the discrepancy between the licensed indication of statins and
established practice by GPs. The licence restricts use of statins to patients with high cholesterol levels that
did not respond to diet. GPs and the latest treatment guidelines indicated that patients with a high CVD
risk (20%+ over 10 years) are to be treated without dietary advice, even if the cholesterol level is
normal.75 During the conduct of the trial, the risk threshold for statin initiation was further lowered in
practice, with many lower-risk patients receiving statins76 and experts advocating indiscriminate use
in people aged > 50 years.77 Retropro’s inclusion criteria retained the requirement of high cholesterol
levels, while the need for non-response to diet advice was removed. If Retropro’s inclusion criteria had
been aligned with established practice, GCP could have considered the trial to be higher risk because of
the unlicensed indications requiring, for example, site visits and more intensive monitoring by clinicians.
Excess treatment costs
Retropro would incur extra costs to the NHS as a result of the use of the more expensive atorvastatin.
The study team analysed the level of repeat prescribing in CPRD and predicted the likely level of changes
in the cost of atorvastatin after the expiry of its patent. It was estimated, based on price changes with
simvastatin and pravastatin, that it would take 7 months for prices to drop substantially after patent expiry.
The study team provided a five-page report and offered local NHS organisations to pay for the estimated
excess treatment costs of £36.52 for each atorvastatin trial participant. None of the NHS organisations
accepted this offer. A senior civil servant in the NIHR commented:
The rejection of your offer seems at least in part to have been due to the difficulties that would be
created by the proposed reimbursement as it was to the focus that the local NHS organisation has on
its performance targets for statin prescription.
A further comment was:
Local NHS organisation would have been courageous to have accepted such an offer. It is not possible
to forecast that following the availability of a generic when and to what level the price of that
medicine will fall, nor whether after a fall there will not be a subsequent increase . . . any locality
agreeing to this proposal would now be incurring an unnecessary cost against its very tight
prescribing budget.
The local NHS organisations are responsible for meeting excess treatment costs for research, unless these
are exceptionally large, for which there is a national system. The outcomes of these discussions were that
GPs in some regions were required to switch Retropro participants after 3 months from atorvastatin to
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simvastatin. The study team considered this unethical but the ethics committee approved this. Cheap
generic versions of atorvastatin were introduced immediately after patent expiry in May 2012 (rather than
the predicted 7 months), resulting in actual excess treatment costs of £2.87 per patient.
Changes in prescribing patterns
Retropro was affected by changes in prescribing patterns. In 2012, the MHRA issued advice that patients
taking more than 20mg daily of simvastatin should not be coprescribed amlodipine (a very commonly used
drug for hypertension and ischaemic heart disease). Several GPs indicated that they were switching
amlodipine users from simvastatin to atorvastatin and, thus, did not want to include such users into
Retropro. An analysis was conducted using a previously compiled cohort of 127,000 statin users with
measurements of creatine phosphokinase levels.78 No difference was found in creatine phosphokinase
levels between simvastatin and atorvastatin in amlodipine users. However, the Data Monitoring Committee
recommended following the MHRA advice, where appropriate. For this reason, amlodipine users were
removed from the eligibility list, although GPs could still enrol these patients by requesting the study team
to add an individual patient to the list.
Discussion
Our experiences of complex and lengthy approval procedures in the UK are consistent with previous
reports.48,79 There is a need to fully implement proportionality in research governance, minimising the risks
to participants while maximising the feasibility of a study.48,79 It is essential that this risk proportionality is
actually embraced fully in research governance, so that many more clinicians and patients will participate in
useful research. Changes in research governance are currently being implemented in England by the new
Health Research Authority. Point-of-care trials will be successful only if many more clinicians participate,
rather than the 3.7% in Retropro and 1.3% in eLung.
Retropro provided varying perspectives on who is to pay for costs directly related to the trial. The current
system of local NHS organisations having to agree to pay for these costs may have caused a prisoner’s
dilemma. In ethical literature, this dilemma highlights the tensions between individual rationality and
collective benefit. Although it is collectively beneficial to conduct a Retropro-like trial, a local NHS
organisation would act rationally if it would just wait for trial results to emerge and for others to incur
the costs. A senior civil servant in the NIHR commented:
It seems to me that the pragmatic solution [to excess treatment costs] is relatively straightforward.
The research proposals should include the provision of all relevant trial medicines to patients
recruited for the duration of the trial, and should not rely on normal prescribing budgets to cover
some of the additional costs. This approach has the additional advantage of a fixed cost of the
medicines – whereas generic medicines are subject to significant month-to-month variation under
their pricing mechanism.
This proposal would undermine the intended naturalistic nature of point-of-care trials, restrict the ability for
long-term follow-up, and also would be expensive and hugely inefficient. The costs of quality improvement
will be transferred in this proposal from the NHS to research funders, with the NHS passively taking the
benefits of research (e.g. reduced expenditure owing to a better evidence base). Our experiences indicate
that health-care organisations in the UK may not have been incentivised to proactively initiate research and
use research for quality improvement.
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Chapter 7 Trial recruitment and data collection
Practice recruitment
Seventeen practices recruited patients in Retropro and six in eLung. Table 8 shows the characteristics of
the practices recruiting for Retropro or not. Recruiting and non-recruiting practices had similar percentages
of patients aged ≥ 40 years who were prescribed a statin in the year before the start of Retropro.
Patient recruitment
Retropro
Figure 3 shows cumulative patient recruitment over time in Retropro. It completed recruitment in
November 2013 (301 patients). The 301 Retropro participants were recruited in 17 practices by 25 GPs.
One practice recruited 75 patients, nine practices between 10 and 50 patients and seven practices each
fewer than 10 patients. Retropro started in September 2012 and recruited steadily over time. Retropro
recruited 20.6% of all statin starters in recruiting practices (this number of statin starters included patients
with a 10-year CVD risk of < 20% and patients seen by non-trial GPs in the practices). The recruitment
rate of Retropro was 1.1% of the statin starters in the EHR database. Several recruitment strategies were
used in both trials. Patients could be recruited either through LEPIS flagging during consultation (with
provision of a link) or through direct access of the trial website. The criteria for LEPIS flagging were
changed over time. Flagging initially occurred in both trials at EHR entry of specific clinical codes and later
flagging occurred at start of consultation. Practices varied in their interest in using flagging for recruitment
and the preferred criteria for flagging. A challenge in Retropro recruitment was the discrepancy in results
between the CVD risk assessment done centrally and that done by the GP. Prediction of high CVD risk
varied considerably between the different risk scores. In addition, some GPs considered risk factors not
considered by the risk scores. As a consequence, some GPs wanted to recruit while not meeting the CVD
threshold according to the assessment done centrally (e.g. one patient had a 12% CVD risk according to
the Framingham risk score based on the EHRs).
eLung
eLung recruited 31 patients (out of an intended 150). The original plan for eLung was to recruit over
two winter seasons, but this could not be done because of the cessation of funding and long delays in
study initiation (first patient was recruited in February 2013). The 31 eLung participants were recruited in
six practices by seven GPs. One practice recruited 21 patients, whereas the other practices recruited each
fewer than five patients.
Data collection and adherence to treatment allocation
Retropro
Table 9 shows the characteristics of the Retropro participants and of non-trial patients who started statin
treatment in recruiting and non-recruiting practices. The 10-year CVD risks were found to be higher
in Retropro participants than in non-participants (10-year CVD risk was an inclusion criterion). Furthermore,
Retropro participants were less likely to have a history of diabetes mellitus than statin starters in the same
practices (8.6% and 21.1% respectively). The mean number of patients aged ≥ 40 years was 4981 in
the practices recruiting for Retropro and 4633 in non-recruiting practices. The percentages of patients who
had received a statin prescription were comparable in these practices (22.0% and 21.9% respectively).
The random treatment allocation was followed by the GP for all participants, except for nine participants
who did not have a baseline statin prescription in their EHR
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(six of these had been allocated to simvastatin and three to atorvastatin). The most frequent daily dose was
40mg for simvastatin (71.3%) and 10mg for atorvastatin (58.3%). A blood sample for genetic analyses
was provided by 234 participants; this corresponds to a collection rate of 88.6% (at the time of this
report). The EHR research database was reviewed monthly for the characteristics of recruited patients
compared with non-recruited patients. A monthly analysis reviewed the recording of major clinical
outcomes (such as heart attacks) comparing the trial and non-trial populations.
eLung
Table 10 shows the characteristics of the eLung participants and of the potentially eligible non-participants
in recruiting and non-recruiting practices. eLung participants received on average more oral corticosteroids
in the 6 months before starting the trial compared with the non-trial participants. Furthermore, the rate
of prescribing in the year before was considerably higher in eLung participants (73.2%) compared with
other COPD exacerbation in the same practices (28.1%). eLung recruited 32.3% of all potentially eligible
patients in the recruiting practices (this number includes patients seen by other GPs); the best recruiting
practices enrolled over half of their potentially eligible patients (55.2%). There were 3518 potentially eligible
patients in all CPRD practices; 0.9% of these were recruited into eLung. The random treatment allocation
was followed by the GP for all 31 participants; 11 patients were allocated to immediate antibiotics and
20 to deferred or non-use. The type of antibiotic was amoxicillin for seven, doxycycline for three and
clarithromycin for one participant. None of the 31 eLung participants used the eDiary, as originally planned,
despite the distribution of 42 eDiaries to 14 practices. Two of these 14 practices recruited three eLung
participants, but none were provided with an eDiary. Nineteen eLung participants returned consent forms
and were sent the paper EuroQol EQ-5D-3L and COPD Assessment Test questionnaires. Twelve eLung
participants then completed the 4-week follow-up questionnaire. The remaining seven participants were
sent 4-week questionnaires but did not return them.
TABLE 8 Characteristics of practices that recruited for Retropro or not
Characteristic Recruiting practices
Non-recruiting
practices
Mean number of patients aged ≥ 40 years registered in the year before
start of the trial
4981 4677
Percentage of patients aged ≥ 40 years prescribed a statin in the year
before start of the trial
22.0% 22.4%
Index of Deprivation quintiles for practice postcode
1 (most deprived) 11.8% 17.2%
2 11.8% 21.4%
3 35.3% 21.4%
4 17.6% 19.5%
5 (least deprived) 23.5% 20.5%
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FIGURE 3 Cumulative numbers of patients recruited into (a) Retropro; and (b) eLung.
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TABLE 9 Characteristics of Retropro and non-trial participants
Characteristic
Retropro participants
(n= 301)
Other statin starters in
recruiting practicesa
(n= 1163)
Statin starters in
non-recruiting practicesa
(n= 26,898)
Sex
Woman 105 (34.9%) 525 (45.1%) 12,691 (47%)
Mean age (years) 67.0 63.1 62.5
Region
England 203 (67.4%) 905 (77.8%) 23,846 (88.4%)
Scotland 98 (32.6%) 258 (22.2%) 3143 (11.6%)
QRISK2 10-year CVD risk
< 5% 1 (0.3%) 62 (5.3%) 2121 (7.9%)
5–10% 5 (1.7%) 152 (13.1%) 3659 (13.6%)
10–15% 25 (8.3%) 170 (14.6%) 3874 (14.4%)
15–20% 55 (18.3%) 194 (16.7%) 3974 (14.7%)
> 20% 215 (71.4%) 585 (50.3%) 13,361 (49.5%)
Mean baseline cholesterol 6.2 6.2 6.3
Medical history
Treated hypertension 107 (35.5%) 420 (36.1%) 10,331 (38.3%)
Diabetes mellitus 26 (8.6%) 245 (21.1%) 5323 (19.7%)
Prescribing in 6 months before
Amlodipine 34 (11.3%) 166 (14.3%) 4570 (16.9%)
a Includes patients who started statin treatment during the period of time from the date of first recruitment up to the trial
end date and who were not recruited for Retropro; patients could be seen by any GP in the practice.
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TABLE 10 Characteristics of eLung and non-trial participants with COPD exacerbations
Characteristic
eLung participants
(n= 31)
Other patients in
recruiting practicesa
(n= 65)
Patients in
non-recruiting practicesa
(n= 3422)
Sex
Woman 17 (54.8%) 23 (35.4%) 1656 (48.4%)
Mean age (years) 70.2 65.8 70.5
Region
England 10 (32.3%) 48 (73.8%) 2861 (83.6%)
Scotland 21 (67.7%) 17 (26.2%) 561 (16.4%)
Medical history
Treated hypertension 18 (58.1%) 24 (36.9%) 1346 (39.3%)
Prescribing in 6 months before
Antimuscarinic bronchodilators 16 (51.6%) 36 (55.4%) 2403 (70.2%)
Long-acting β2-agonists 8 (25.8%) 7 (10.8%) 212 (6.2%)
Short-acting β-agonists 1 (3.2%) 9 (13.8%) 366 (10.7%)
Inhaled corticosteroids 14 (45.2%) 7 (10.8%) 315 (9.2%)
Oral corticosteroids 20 (64.5%) 23 (35.4%) 1553 (45.4%)
Mean number of prescription in 1 year before
Any medication 73.2 28.1 34.9
Antibiotics 2.9 3.3 3.1
a Includes patients with a COPD exacerbation that occurred during the period of time from the date of first recruitment up
to the trial end date and who were not recruited for eLung; patients could be seen by any GP in the practice.
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Fraud detection
Review of potential scenarios of fraud
A review was conducted of the risks for fraud in point-of-care trials. A list of potential scenarios for fraud
and other GCP violations are outlined in Table 11.
Monitoring for fraud in point-of-care trials
The EHR research database was used to monitor for data irregularities suggestive of possible fraud at a
site. Analyses were conducted to monitor the site with the largest number of recruited patients in
Retropro. The first set of analyses evaluated the duration of prior registration with the practice and the
frequency of contacts after recruitment. The second set of analyses used statistical techniques as proposed
by Stephen Evans for fraud detection.80 We estimated the Mahalanobis distance, which reflects how
extreme a patient is compared with other patients for a large number of variables. It provides a measure of
the distance between a patient and the centroid of the total population (i.e. the vector of means of all the
variables involved).81 This technique has been used for the quality control of batches of laboratory analyses,
detecting batches with unusual characteristics.82 Figure 4 shows the distribution of the Mahalanobis
distance at the best recruiting Retropro site compared with the other trial sites and a random sample of
statin users in non-trial sites. Visual inspection of the distributions of Mahalanobis distance did not suggest
any irregularities in the best recruiting Retropro site compared with other sites.
Operating procedures and independent audit
Independent regulatory consultants were enlisted to conduct two GCP audits on our systems to assess
regulatory compliance. Although we were not subject to any major adverse findings, a number of
alterations were suggested to minimise concern in the event of an audit. A full set of standard operating
procedures were recommended, detailing the requirements of each process and delegation of
responsibilities. It was agreed to reduce the requirement to retain paper copies of all ‘essential documents’
to wet-ink originals only; all other documentation was filed in an electronic trial master file with controlled
access rights restricted to key staff and auditors. Evidence of GCP training was ensured by completion of
training every other year which was tailored to our specific requirements. Documentation on the
specification and validation of the trial tailor-made IT system was created, along with a diagrammatic
representation of how each individual module interacts with the others. Following recruitment of the first
patient, the sponsor (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine) also conducted an audit. This
produced no adverse findings but identified some recommendations to ensure best practice, including the
testing of clinical trial systems and the need for a formal statistical plan to be in place.
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FIGURE 4 Distribution of the Mahalanobis distance of statin users at the best recruiting (a) Retropro site, other trial
sites; and (b) non-trial sites.
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Discussion
This project used central data monitoring techniques to review data instead of site visits. The main reason
for this was that the EHRs in the research database contain copies of the source records (minus the patient
identifiers and free text). Central data monitoring is used only infrequently in conventional trials. This type
of monitoring was identified in the regulatory review as a possible weakness of point-of-care trials.
GCP states that central data monitoring can be used only in ‘exceptional circumstances’.39 However, a
systematic review of on-site monitoring techniques found little empirical evidence to support its
widespread and costly use.83 A detailed analysis of a single international trial found that the large majority
of findings as identified during a site visit could have been identified by central monitoring. Only 5%
of the findings could only have been identified by manual review of the site records;84 these mostly
concerned transcription errors between the source records and the case report forms, which do not apply
to point-of-care trials that use EHRs.
There are several advantages of central data monitoring based on an EHR research database. One
advantage is that the generalisibility of the trial population and the level of recruitment can be assessed.
Retropro and eLung managed to recruit only a small minority of the potentially eligible patients.
Furthermore, our review of the possibilities for fraud in point-of-care trials indicates that most scenarios of
fraud could be prevented in point-of-care trials as the trial system (i.e. the EHRs) is accessible to other staff
at a practice. The examples in this chapter and reports in the literature85 also show that several statistical
techniques can be used to monitor for data irregularities. Arguably, central data monitoring techniques
should be considered the norm in point-of-care trials rather than the exception, as stated in GCP.
The hot recruitment model, as tested in eLung, was found to be less successful with respect to cold
recruitment. There may be several explanations for the low recruitment rate in eLung. First, we were
unable to recruit over two winter seasons as planned. Second, many COPD patients regularly received
antibiotics already (and there was a recent NHS initiative to provide them prophylactically with antibiotics).
It may be less acceptable for clinicians to randomise in case of an established clinical practice. The provision
of eDiaries during consultation on top of the consent requirements also failed. GP investigators were
critical of the failure to keep things simple in eLung. The study team believes that hot recruitment can
work but only if recruitment procedures are kept simple. Study-specific data collection would need
to be limited and consent procedures should be conducted some time prior to the actual recruitment
(i.e. patients would consent to future randomisation).
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Chapter 8 Qualitative process evaluation
(QUalitative Evaluation of a trial of ANtibiotics
for chronic lung disease study)
Introduction
Employing complementary qualitative research methodologies has been viewed as increasingly relevant in
the planning and execution of trials. In particular, it is more common to use qualitative methods to develop
the design, conduct, outcomes and efficiency of clinical trials86 or to enable health professionals, service
users and other stakeholders to contribute their views and experiences to evaluation of treatments,
interventions, policies or methodologies.87,88
A qualitative process evaluation [QUalitative Evaluation of a trial of ANtibiotics for chronic lung disease
(QUEAN)] study was nested within eLung. The primary aim of eLung, as discussed before, was to
demonstrate the feasibility of a novel approach of ‘randomisation within the database’ through the
modification of GP computer software to randomise patients between treatments and collect data through
routinely collected EHRs. Clinician and patient recruitment is one of the most challenging aspects of
completing any successful trial. Recruitment in primary care has particular challenges related to the
characteristics of primary care practitioners and patients and the dispersed nature of the primary care
setting. The resulting recruitment problems have implications for internal and external validity and the
timeliness of trials and costs.89 As Bower et al.89 describe, the recruitment process in primary care initially
has two steps: first, practitioners must agree to provide the context for recruitment by agreeing that their
practice will participate (stage 1); and, second, many trials (especially of acute conditions) require
practitioners themselves to recruit eligible patients directly within their consultations (stage 2).89 Regarding
stage 1, qualitative interviews with GPs to explore the reasons behind non-participation in research have
identified concerns relating to GPs recruiting their own patients into studies (e.g. not being sufficiently
recognised as a partner in the research and not having a voice in the research process).73 Other qualitative
research has also highlighted the importance of the clinical relevance of the research question, clarity of
practice responsibilities, realistic expectations and support available. Attention to presentation (length,
style, clarity) is also important for engaging the attention of GPs.90
In stage 2 of the recruitment process, recruiting GPs have a great deal of control over the accrual of
patients into a trial and make judgements about patient’s preferences, as well as his or her physical and
psychological suitability. In addition, scepticism about the benefit of the intervention being offered in the
trial has been observed to lead to such ‘gate keeping’ by referrers and resulted in poor recruitment rates.91
There is also a body of literature that has looked at the role of communication in trial participation and has
informed researchers regarding the process of informed consent, understanding of trial terminology and
reasons for participation and non-participation.92
The QUEAN study aimed to ascertain valuable detailed information about this novel recruitment process in
eLung to understand the mechanisms behind its success or failure in UK primary care settings. In particular,
the qualitative process evaluation aimed to:
i. examine stages 1 and 2 of the recruitment process from the views and experiences of GPs who
declined or agreed to participate in eLung
ii. understand the experience of patients who agreed or declined to participate within this trial
iii. summarise the key challenges to, and recommendations to improve, recruitment into these trials in
order to inform best practice.
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Methods
The QUEAN study was conducted by the University of York on behalf of the NIHR Health Technology
Assessment programme.
Sampling of general practitioner and patient participants
Based on previous research, a sample size of 15–20 GPs who declined and 20 GPs who agreed to
participate in eLung was estimated as sufficient to reach data saturation.92 If participant numbers allowed,
purposive sampling aimed to include a broad range of GPs by geographical region, type of location (inner
city, urban, rural, remote), size of practice, sex and recruitment level (i.e. a mix of high and low recruiters).
A sample of 20 trial participants (10 in each arm of the trial) and 10 individuals who declined to participate
in eLung was considered sufficient to achieve data saturation.92 A purposive sampling method intended to
aim for maximum variation to include both men and women in a range of locations. However, due to
delays in initiating eLung, it was no longer possible to purposively sample participants for the
QUEAN study.
Recruitment methods for general practitioner participants
Practices were initially approached about participation in the QUEAN study by either the CPRD
organisation or by PCRN. CPRD’s data protection requirements are the reason for this, as direct contact
between CPRD practices and an external organisation, such as the University of York, can occur only after
consent by the practice. In the approach by CPRD, the QUEAN study recruitment was integrated with the
recruitment process for Retropro and eLung. GPs in the 459 CPRD practices were sent two invitation letters
from CPRD for the QUEAN study. The national PCRN co-ordinating centre and several regional offices also
contacted practices in order to boost the QUEAN study recruitment (reaching practices that were not part
of CPRD). GPs who were interested in receiving more information about the QUEAN study were asked to
contact the University of York via e-mail, telephone or an expression of interest form. They were then
provided with a full information pack and consent form. Following receipt of written consent, interviews
were arranged with individual GP participants by the QUEAN study researcher by telephone or e-mail and
confirmed in writing. Remuneration for GPs’ time to participate in the interview was provided at the
standard PCRN rate.
Recruitment methods for patient participants
Given the sensitivities of inviting patients who declined to participate in eLung to participate in a related
interview study, the initial approach regarding the QUEAN study was conducted by GPs. Following the
invitation for eLung during the consultation using LEPIS, GPs could inform their patients about the QUEAN
study providing them with a patient information sheet and an expression of interest form. Patients who
were interested to receive more information could contact the University of York via telephone, e-mail or
returning the completed expression of interest form. Following receipt of written consent, interviews were
arranged with individual patient participants by the QUEAN study researcher by telephone or e-mail and
confirmed in writing.
Ethics and research governance
The QUEAN study was approved by the South East Research Ethics Committee and over 100 R&D NHS
trusts in England. The aim of this approach was to ensure approvals were in place in all NHS trusts in
England prior to recruitment of the QUEAN study participants to avoid delay of interviews of newly
recruited GP participants. In reality, the approval process continued for 18 months. The need for individual
GP practices to obtain additional site-specific approvals instead of being listed as a patient identification
centre resulted in further substantive delays. As a result, GPs who had declined to participate in eLung
were not interviewed until a year or more after their decision and some patients were interviewed within
6 months of their invitation to participate in eLung. In Scotland, generic and local approval processes were
completed for seven health boards and local practices within a month.
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Data collection of general practitioner participants
In-depth interviews with GPs and patient participants used a semistructured topic guide (see Appendix 3).
The questions were as open-ended as possible to enable participants to raise issues important to them.
The wording and order of topics covered also varied considerably between interviews to ensure each
interview was informal and open-ended to suit individual participants.93 With the exception of one GP, all
participants provided consent for interviews to be digitally recorded. The one GP telephoned the University
of York and asked to be interviewed at that time, resulting in the interviewer taking notes while
conducting the interview. Interviews with GPs were conducted over the telephone at a time of the GP’s
convenience and lasted approximately 1 hour. Interviews with patient participants were conducted over
the telephone or face to face at a location. Patient interviews lasted between 30 and 45 minutes.
Data analysis
Audio recordings were fully transcribed with anonymisation of all personal data. Interim analysis was carried
out to develop the topic guide in the early stages of data collection to reflect emerging and important
topics.94 Framework method of analysis95 was adopted to organise the data. This approach was developed
specifically for applied qualitative research in which the objectives of the study are often known in advance
in agreement with a funding body. Although the framework approach starts from pre-set aims and
objectives, as reflected in the QUEAN study topic guide, it adapts to reflect the original accounts
and observations of the people studied based on a grounded and inductive approach.96 The stages of
framework analysis followed for the QUEAN study were those detailed by Pope et al.96 The first stage
was familiarisation, during which the researcher becomes immersed in the raw data by listening to the
recordings and reading transcripts to list key ideas and recurrent themes. Those ideas and themes were
then developed into a thematic framework which draws on the questions based on the study objectives and
the novel views and experiences raised by the participants themselves.96 The data in the transcripts were
systematically indexed by annotating all the data with numerical codes from the thematic framework. This
includes the constant comparison method to check and compare each item with the rest of the data to
establish appropriate analytical categories.96 This process is inclusive to ensure that categories are added to
reflect as many as possible of the nuances or outlier views in the data. A charting process then organises
the data according to the relevant part of the thematic framework to form charts. One chart per theme per
participant was initially developed for theme by case analysis for the QUEAN study containing summaries of
the participant views and experiences and references to verbatim text in the transcript. The individual charts
were then grouped to include data entries for all participants in each subgroup. This dual process enabled
comparative analysis to be carried out to allow data from individual participants and subgroups to be
compared and contrasted. The final stage of framework analysis was mapping and interpretation to
examine the associations between themes to provide explanations for the findings.
Characteristics of general practitioner sample
Thirty-nine GPs agreed to participate in the QUEAN study. The 39 GP participants comprised 17 GPs who
had declined and 22 GPs who had agreed to participate in eLung. Twelve GPs subsequently withdrew
from the QUEAN study prior to interview, including five GPs who had declined and seven GPs who had
accepted participation in eLung. Twenty-seven GP participants completed an interview for the QUEAN
study, a shortfall of eight GPs compared with the target number of 35–40 GP participants (Table 12).
The total of 27 GP participants comprised 12 GPs who declined and 15 GPs who accepted participation in
eLung (as detailed in Table 13). The 12 GPs who declined participation in eLung comprised nine GPs who
had declined from the outset (GP decliner) and three GPs who initially accepted participation in eLung but
later withdrew following problems during the study set-up phase (GP withdrawal). The 15 GPs who
accepted participation in eLung comprised eight GPs who had not yet completed all trial initiation
procedures and seven GPs who were recruiting. The seven GPs who were recruiting included a mix of high
and low recruiters: three GPs had not recruited any participants and four GPs had recruited between 1 and
12 participants. This sample included GPs who had also been simultaneously invited to participate in
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Retropro. Most GPs declined or agreed to take part in both Retropro and eLung except for two GPs who
declined eLung but accepted Retropro and three GPs who accepted eLung but declined Retropro.
The sampling characteristics of GP participants within the QUEAN study are presented in Table 14.
Two-thirds of the GPs who provided their views on and experiences of eLung were men. This is higher
than would be expected based on the proportion of male and female GPs registered in general practice
across the UK (51% vs. 49% respectively). The GP participants were practising within a variety of sizes of
general practice with generally a relatively even spread between the four GP categories of eLung status.
The convenience sample of GP participants met the study criteria of including GP views from England and
Scotland, a variety of regions in both countries, and a diversity of practices in terms of size and location in
inner-city, urban, rural or mixed urban rural areas. In most cases, this diversity was seen across the four
categories of GPs who had ‘declined’, ‘withdrawn’, ‘accepter – incomplete set-up’ and ‘accepter – recruiting’.
The sample achieved representation from GPs who provide care to population groups experiencing a wide
range of deprivation levels and from a variety of ethnic backgrounds. This diversity was seen within the four
categories of GPs by eLung status. Limitations of the sample include the relatively smaller numbers of GPs in
Scotland than England and the absence of any GPs in Scotland who had declined to participate in eLung
from the outset or who are located in an inner-city location.
General practitioner theme 1: factors influencing the general
practitioner decision to participate in research
There are several factors which influence the GP decision on whether or not to participate in a research
study, across all groups of GP decliner, withdrawal, incomplete set-up and recruiter. The main influencing
factors (based on the total number of GPs who identified that factor as influential) were:
i. time and capacity to implement a study (18 GPs)
ii. benefit of research for local patients or population (13 GPs)
TABLE 12 Number of GP participants in the QUEAN study
Group
Target
number
Number
recruited
Number
withdrew
Reasons
for withdrawal
Number
interviewed
GP trial decliner
or accepter
35–40 39 12 No response n= 10 27
Retired n= 1
Maternity leave n= 1
TABLE 13 Number of QUEAN study GPs declining or accepting eLung or Retropro
Number of participants (total n= 27) eLung status Retropro status
9 GP decliner 7 GP decliners
2 GP accepters
3 GP decliner (accepter-withdrawal) 2 GP decliners
1 GP accepter
8 GP accepter (incomplete set-up) 1 GP decliner
7 GP accepters
7 GP accepter (recruiting/recruited) 7 GP accepters
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iii. adequate remuneration to cover costs or generate a profit (13 GPs)
iv. positive attitudes of patients to research (12 GPs)
v. interest in research in primary care and/or CPRD research (11 GPs).
The most important factors influencing the decision on whether or not to participate in research (based on
the total number of GPs who identified that factor as the most important) are slightly different, however,
and were:
i. time and capacity to implement a study (11 GPs)
ii. interest in research in primary care and/or CPRD research (seven GPs)
iii. benefit of research for local patients or population (four GPs)
iv. adequate remuneration to cover costs or generate a profit (four GPs).
TABLE 14 Characteristics of GP participants in the QUEAN study
Characteristic
GP decliners
(n= 9)
GP withdrawals
(n= 3)
GP accepter –
incomplete
set-up (n= 8)
GP accepter –
recruiting (n= 7)
All GP participants
(n= 27)
Men/women 8/1 1/2 3/5 6/1 18/9
Size of practicea
Small 4 – 3 4 11
Medium 2 3 2 2 9
Large 3 – 3 1 7
England/Scotland 9/– 2/1 7/1 4/3 22/5
England: region
North – 2 3 1 6
South 4 – 3 3 10
Central 2 – 1 – 3
London 3 – – – 3
England: type of location
Inner city 3 – 1 – 4
Urban 3 1 2 2 8
Rural 2 – 2 – 4
Mixed 1 1 2 2 6
Level of deprivation in practice catchment area (compared with national average)
High 3 – 3 4 10
Average – 2 – 2 4
Low 2 – 1 1 4
Mixed extremes 4 1 4 – 9
Main ethnic group(s) in practice catchment area
Nearly all white 4 3 3 2 12
Some
ethnic groups
– – 3 3 6
Diverse mix 5 – 2 2 9
a Small < 6000 patients; medium 6000–11,999 patients; large ≥ 12,000 patients.
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Positive attitudes of patients to research
It is interesting to note that, although the positive attitudes of patients to research was identified as a
factor influencing the GP decision on participation in research (12 GPs), this was not identified as the most
important factor by any GP. Descriptive data from the 12 GPs suggest that GPs are confident that their
doctor–patient relationship will usually achieve a positive response from patients to the research if the GP
takes the time to explain the study properly. This includes six GPs who provide care to populations
experiencing high levels of deprivation. One exception to this view came from a GP based in a deprived
area in the north who felt the patients are ‘too busy dealing with life stresses to be interested in research’.
This GP had accepted participation in eLung, supporting the finding that this single factor is less likely to
influence her decision to participate or not in a research study, but rather their ability to recruit among
patients experiencing high levels of deprivation might be more difficult.
Time and capacity to implement a study
Nearly all GPs in this sample described a negatively changing context for research in primary care over
recent decades due to significant increases in workload, reporting requirements and patient demand:
I don’t think we’ve ever worked so hard as at the moment.
GP 1012 (GP decliner)
The increasing workload and the extra QOF requirements have caused instant increases in our
anti-depressant dosages. It’s grim.
GP 1009 (GP decliner)
The workload has quadrupled over the last 20 years, mainly due to the endless contract box ticking,
non-contract box ticking, more administration and more patient demand.
GP 1019 (GP recruiting)
It’s all the QOF, all the tick boxes that you have to tick off . . . rather than deal with the individual, it
is far more, a collection of diseases and you have to do x, y and z for each disease, it’s much more
difficult to take the holistic view.
GP 1036 (incomplete set-up)
Within this context, the amount of time and ability a GP has to conduct a study has been identified as the
most common and most important factor influencing the decision to participate in research. The amount
of time a GP has may depend on the timing of when the GP is invited to participate in a research study.
This is illustrated by a GP who had accepted participation in eLung but would have declined if asked at the
point of completing the QUEAN interview because of the particular high level of clinical demand at that
time. As indicated above, this suggests the timing of any recruitment activities to GPs should be considered
within the context of their routine reporting or clinical commitments factoring in, for example, seasonal
variations. The capacity of a GP to conduct a research study has been clearly identified by several GPs as
determined by the simplicity of the study design and how easy it will be for the GP to incorporate it into
their work:
I just don’t have enough time, even just an extra minute per consultation is not feasible at
the moment.
GP 1036 (incomplete set-up)
If it doesn’t look too complicated and easy to understand and incorporate into daily business, it’s
more attractive.
GP 1038 (withdrawal)
It depends how difficult the study is and how much it messes up the way we work.
GP 1029 (decliner)
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Interest in research
General practitioners identified a personal interest in research as the second most important factor
influencing their decision to participate in research. A strong level of personal interest in research appeared
to be a predominant characteristic of 17 GPs who initially agreed to participate in eLung:
There’s so much bureaucracy and red tape with research it can put people off, some GPs are like, ‘Oh
I’m not interested, I just can’ think about it because it’s just too much extra work. It’s got worse in the
last 3 or 4 years, we’re getting used to QOF now although that keeps changing and there’s insurance
reports, reports of the benefits agency, people having to appeal because their benefits have stopped
so they need a report about their health for the last 20 years. There’s so much paperwork. Then the
GP commissioning pulls them away from the practice for meetings, time is tight. You’ve got to be
interested in research to overcome all that.
GP 1025 (recruited)
Nearly half of the GPs who identified an interest in research as an influencing (4/11) and important (4/7)
factor identified a specific interest in EHR research and particularly EHR trials:
Personally, I want to be part of the national CPRD research.
GP 1005 (incomplete set-up)
I have a very strong interest theoretically in the method of running a trial within the CPRD database.
GP 1036 (incomplete set-up)
I have a personal interest in informing the study design in early stages.
GP 1030 (GP recruiting)
Conversely, three GP decliners who stated that they had no personal interest in research also had strong
negative views towards research because of either a fear of litigation (one GP) or feeling extremely stressed
and demotivated owing to workload (two GPs). The two GP decliners who expressed an interest in research
were either disillusioned with the role of identifying participants for other studies or had a preference for
local, practical research and a dislike of national academic-led research. It appears that a lack of strong
personal interest in research in primary care enables the influence of other negative pressures or barriers to
result in a decision to decline participation in a study. More positively, a strong personal interest in research
appears to motivate a GP to accept participation in a study and potentially overcome those same barriers to
research in primary care. This suggests that it is important to target recruitment for future trials to lead GPs
for research or other GPs with a specific interest combined with broader educational and awareness
strategies regarding trials within the database to generate interest in EHR research.
Benefit for local patients or population groups
The potential benefit of research to local patients or population groups was identified as an influential
factor by approximately half of all GPs (n= 13), and as of primary importance by four GPs. Potential
benefits to patients valued by GPs included improvements in the general standard of care received for a
particular condition and an opportunity to take part in research which is often associated with improved
health. Most GPs also identified the need for the research to be locally relevant and clinically important for
the local population.
Adequate financial remuneration
Thirteen GPs also identified financial remuneration as an influencing factor. Five GPs identified the need
for the study to generate a small profit including three GPs across different subgroups who considered this
the most important factor influencing their decision to participate. This equates to 11% of GPs within the
study sample (3/27) who identified making a profit as the most important factor influencing their decision.
Of the eight GPs who identified the need for the study to be adequately remunerated to cover study costs,
only one considered this the most important factor influencing his participation decision. The need to cover
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study costs is a consideration when a practice is involved in several studies, to cover staff costs or when
motivation to conduct research is low because of the type of research or pressures of increasing workload:
Financial gain is helpful across some of your portfolio of studies as you would run into difficulty if they
all ran at a loss.
GP 1031 (incomplete set-up)
Remuneration from [other organisations] has not been adequate, primarily because small numbers of
patients were identified for the study. We don’t expect to make a profit but we’re not happy to run at
a loss.
GP 1003 (decliner)
Previously I did research for nothing but it’s important to generate a small income now as it’s less
motivating doing research identifying patients for [other organisations] rather than doing our
own studies.
GP 1029 (decliner)
The remuneration needs to be adequate to cover the work it entails as we all have to think about staff
costs these days and have we got the resources to fulfil the requirements.
GP 1025 (recruiter)
It’s important to make a profit for income as well as cover costs.
GP 1016 (withdrawal)
If the study’s not paid, it’s a definite no. Generous funding makes it more attractive.
GP 1037 (recruiter)
The remuneration should definitely cover costs and be enough to make a profit.
GP 1019 (recruiter)
One GP highlighted the importance of an appropriate payment to allow for the small number of patients
who are likely to be recruited in some types of trial or practices.
Package of factors
As the relatively even spread of GP counts for each of the four influencing factors on the GP decision
suggests, several factors appear to work in combination to result in an overall decision on whether or not
the GP will participate in research generally. There appear to be various combinations of the factors
identified as the most important, suggesting they are all important to some degree and need to be
considered as a package to promote GP participation in future point-of-care trials:
Studies need to be locally relevant and practical, not academic and all too difficult and not worth
the effort.
GP 1012 (decliner)
How feasible it is, how time consuming and awkward it looks and whether it’ll be worth the rewards.
GP 1019 (recruiter)
If the CPRD trials continue and provide the funds and make research interesting and not too labour
intensive, then they might get some interest.
GP 1037 (recruiter)
CPRD offers a very attractive package, interesting studies for patient benefit and well renumerated.
GP 1038 (recruiter)
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Notably, these factors were found to be similar for all GPs across groups of decliners, withdrawals,
incomplete set-up and recruiters. This supports the earlier finding that a strong interest in research appears
to be a key motivational factor within which the package of factors is considered as barriers or facilitators
to research. The level of remuneration provided for Retropro and eLung was regarded as appropriate by
the majority of GPs within each subgroup by eLung status.
General practitioner theme 2: factors influencing decision to
participate in eLung
The following results are GP responses to an open question about the main factors which influenced their
decision to participate in eLung. These results need to be considered in the context of the most important
factors previously identified as influencing the GP decision for research in general, which are (in order of
importance) time/capacity to implement the study, personal interest in research, benefit to local patients or
population groups, adequate remuneration, improving clinical practice in long term for general population,
negative attitude of patients to research and ethics and patient safety. Within this general context, the
following practical factors were identified by GPs as influencing factors, positively or negatively as
indicated, when deciding whether or not to take part in eLung:
1. Positive factors:
i. consistency with local prescribing guidance (n= 18)
ii. relevance of topic (n= 14)
iii. feasibility to recruit (n= 13)
– number of patients (n= 9)
– minimal impact of rescue packs (n= 4)
iv. computer-based pop-up alerts (n= 10)
v. hot recruitment method (n= 6)
vi. demands of study design on GP time (n= 4)
vii. benefit to patients (n= 3).
2. Negative factors:
i. feasibility to recruit (n= 10)
– high impact of rescue packs (n= 4)
– patient views on ‘no antibiotics’ (n= 4)
– number of patients (n= 2)
– lack of referrals from other GPs (n= 1)
ii. hot recruitment method (n= 9)
iii. relevance of topic (n= 4)
iv. time to conduct study at point of invitation (n= 4)
v. demands of study design on GP time (n= 4)
vi. computer-based pop-up alerts (n= 3)
vii. consistency with local prescribing guidance (n= 2).
The factors which had a positive influence on some GPs in their decision-making process were the same
factors which had a negative influence on other GPs. Based on earlier findings, this is likely to be due to
some extent on the underpinning motivation and attitude of the GP based on his or her level of personal
interest in research combined with local barriers to research within their working environment. This
suggests strategies to enhance the ease, simplicity or relevance of all the influencing factors, combined
with strategies to increase or facilitate a high level of interest in the particular study, is likely to have a
positive effect across all GPs.
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Consistency with local prescribing guidance
Consistency of the eLung protocol with local prescribing guidance was the most frequently cited positive
influence on the decision-making process for participation. In these cases, most GPs considered the study
protocol to be consistent with their local prescribing guidelines on no antibiotics for a non-infective
exacerbation of COPD. In two cases, the protocol provided a strong rationale to justify any contradiction to
local prescribing guidelines. Several GPs identified the need to explain the rationale clearly to patients to
overcome potential patient concerns and a small number considered the study would facilitate
implementation of their ‘no antibiotic’ local prescribing guidelines. These views were expressed by GPs
across all groups of decliner, withdrawal, incomplete set-up and recruiting. Two GPs expressed negative
views that the protocol contradicted national and local guidelines on management of COPD exacerbations
for patients who have previously been provided with antibiotics and corticosteroids for self-treatment at
home.97 The majority of GPs expressed a clear view that it is important for a trial protocol to be consistent
with local prescribing guidelines.
Relevance of topic
The relevance of the study topic for eLung was the second most commonly cited positive influencing factor
(n= 14) and the third most commonly cited negative factor (n= 4). Fourteen GPs, including GPs across all
groups, to varying degrees, considered the eLung research topic as highly relevant and important clinically
in the local population. One GP who subsequently withdrew because of problems with set-up considered
the topic highly relevant to inform useful and needed advice to standardise practice in this area. Four GPs,
all of whom were in the GP decliner group, did not find the topic relevant. The reason for this was the low
incidence of COPD in their population (n= 3) or lack of interest in comparing one drug to doing nothing
(n= 1). This GP did participate in Retropro because of a personal interest in comparing the side effects of
different drugs, again highlighting the importance of personal interest as a key motivating factor in the
decision-making process.
Feasibility to recruit
The feasibility to recruit patients into eLung was commonly cited as a positive (13 GPs) and a negative
(10 GPs) influencing factor in the decision-making process for participation. Indeed, this was the most
frequently cited negative factor influencing the GP decision on whether or not to take part in eLung with
6 of the 10 negative concerns being expressed by GP decliners. Specific concerns regarding feasibility to
recruit included the impact of rescue packs on reducing patient numbers and potential confusion for
patients, patient concerns regarding no antibiotics, lack of potentially eligible patients due to low incidence
of COPD, and a lack of support in identifying and referring patients from other GPs:
We have a very low incidence of smoking and COPD so it’s not a priority issue and not worth the
effort. It’s 20 years out of date as well, now we have rescue packs and micro-manage patients on the
basis of need. It’s not very practical.
GP 1012
We had difficulty recruiting and following up in a previous trial so that put us off. The low number of
people with COPD in the practice may have made it difficult to recruit.
GP 1003
It would have been difficult to recruit given so many patients would have been excluded having used
their rescue packs or it would have contradicted local guidance and potentially go against
good practice.
GP 1004
Patients without antibiotics are not likely to participate or comply. It would just cause disruption
and argument.
GP 1009
In direct contrast, the positive factors underpinning the feasibility to recruit were based on the view that
there will be a large number of eligible patients to recruit from within the local GP practice (nine GPs) and a
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minimal impact of rescue packs on participant numbers. The latter is based on the perceived views of GPs
who have not started recruiting or completed set-up (three GPs) and a GP who has recruited four patients.
Computer-based pop-up alerts
The use of computer-based pop-up alerts to identify, screen and recruit patient participants was the fourth
most influential factor both for GPs who considered this a positively influencing factor (n= 10) and for GPs
who considered this a negatively influencing factor (n= 3). The negative views towards computer-based
pop-up alerts appear to be based on a particularly strong dislike of this method from existing use in
routine care and reporting. None of the GPs decliners who held these particularly strong negative views
cited this as the main factor influencing their decision to decline participation in eLung. In contrast,
the GPs’ positive views regarding pop-up alerts include excitement about their potential use in trials and,
in particular, their time-saving attributes and efficiencies to reduce workload:
the alerts for QOF feel like brainwashing asking the same questions all the time.
GP 1009 (decliner)
the partners and GPs are not happy with additional pop ups, they’re clutter and an aggravation factor.
GP 1012 (decliner)
I’m not interested in a study with extra pop ups, there are too many already which interfere with the
doctor-patient relationship.
GP 1034 (decliner)
I liked LEPIS to reduce the workload element of identifying patients through searches and getting a
timely reminder removes the stress of having to remember the study all the time.
GP 1016 (withdrawal)
I thought of the trial as the ‘pop-up trial’, it was an interesting and memorable feature.
GP 1018 (incomplete set-up)
It’s useful to have an alert for an eligible patient.
GP 1017 (recruiter)
Hot recruitment method
Opportunistic recruitment of an eligible patient during the routine GP consultation was the most
controversial element of eLung and generated the most frequently cited negative views, primarily from GP
decliners (n= 6) but also from a small number of accepters (n= 3). The over-riding concern expressed by
nine GPs regarding the concept of the hot recruitment method is a lack of time to include an additional
task in the routine patient consultation and the subsequent lack of support from GPs to assist
with recruitment:
Surgeries are already long and gruelling so only two GPs in the practice were willing to add an extra
5 minutes into their consultations for another study using hot recruitment.
GP 1029
Time is a fundamental problem.
GP 1032
Surgeries are always running late. Colleagues just won’t agree.
GP 1009
We’re a small busy practice and always running behind.
GP 1012
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In contrast, GPs citing this as a positively influencing factor expressed their support for the concept in
principle and a general ‘willingness to give it a go’. Only one of the six GPs expressing a positive view had
used the hot recruitment method. The need for the recruitment method to be as simple and efficient as
possible in practice was identified by GPs as a way of addressing their concerns and increasing motivation:
The hot method using pop-ups sounds like the best method. The truth is, for me, I prefer whatever is
most efficient for a practice or as a group as a whole. Usually if I can do it there and then, that is
going to be most efficient. If the study is then going to require 20–30 minutes at one time, I would
say it’s going to be virtually impossible to do that. I get 10 minutes and I can allow 12–15 minutes so
I’d much prefer to pass them onto someone else. If it’s going to take an extra 2–3 minutes on what
I’ve already done, then I don’t see much point in passing it on to someone else.
GP 1004 (decliner)
Demands of study design on general practitioner time
Three of the GP decliners cited the study design for eLung as too demanding on GP time. These GPs had
also expressed negative views regarding the hot recruitment method, pop-up alerts, patient concerns over
no antibiotics, lack of local relevance of the topic, in addition to a lack of time to conduct the study.
The same GPs also stated their lack of interest in research or eLung due to it not being locally practical
and ‘academic’ or due to a feeling of being overwhelmed by the stress of daily clinical practice. None of
these GPs had prior experience in research except one GP who had been involved in a small number of
local projects. These three GPs provide care to population groups typically experiencing high levels of
deprivation and from diverse ethnic minority backgrounds, including newly arrived immigrants. All three
GPs are located in inner-city locations, two of which are in London. The following provides insight into the
stresses of one of these busy, inner-city clinics and the interplay between several factors influencing GPs
negative views in their decision-making process regarding participation in research:
I’m too set in my ways to change my antibiotic prescribing habits and I’m more than aware that a lot
of the time that antibiotics are being prescribed for viral illnesses but because of expectations of
patients or by habit from society that we’ve taught them to expect antibiotics for viral illnesses, I knew
that one way or another, there’s a rod been made for own backs with prescribing and to break out of
it would be extraordinarily difficult.
Just yesterday I was on triage which means no set appointments but all the incoming phone calls are
put up on a screen, with a chesty cough etc. Some of that is antibiotic prescribing over the phone to
patients you know but some cropped up where they’d contacted a colleague the day before with a
child with ear-ache or something, and they’d been given advice but not given antibiotics and the next
day the child is worse, well to actually bring that child in and check if they can just persevere and
doesn’t need antibiotics, well, it would take time to give an explanation that we haven’t got and the
next thing is they’d get them anyway through out-of-hours so, I’m well aware of the problems, if
antibiotics had been a lot more unsafe to give, they wouldn’t have been overused in the way they are.
When we’re getting lots of our contacts with sore throats and minor upper respiratory tract infections
or whatever, we can deal with those in a few moments, the patient’s happy, we’ve quite likely used
an antibiotic NHS resource unnecessarily, the immediate problem is solved and to actually get through
a triage session requires a lot of adrenalin, firing on all cylinders, flat out work for whichever of us is
doing it whether its morning or afternoon and to actually take something that’s straight forward and
make it more difficult it and lengthen it and make it harder would be intolerable! You’re running
backwards for the first hour and a half as the calls come in faster than you can cope with but we’ve
usually caught up by 12 o’clock.
GP 1034 (decliner)
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In contrast, the four GPs within the ‘incomplete set-up’ group who considered the demands of the study
design as a positive factor perceived the workload would be minimal using LEPIS alerts, EHRs to collect
outcome data and the small numbers of patients. These GPs also expressed positive views on at least two
other influencing factors, including the topic, use of computer-based alerts, the feasibility to recruit, hot
recruitment or consistency with local prescribing plans. All four GPs were supportive of or had a strong
interest in research, particularly studies which are within the EHR database or utilise a potentially quick and
efficient method. Three of the GPs had previous experience in research. One GP described the particularly
high levels of stress and workload in current primary care practice but had not experienced personal ill
health associated as a result of that as had been the case with the two GP decliners who described similar
demands. All four GPs provided primary care to predominantly white Caucasian population groups with
some pockets of deprivation in mixed urban/rural locations.
These contrasting case studies further illustrate the emerging link between an underpinning interest in,
and motivation towards, research in primary care with a highly positive and open attitude towards the
novel aspects of a trial using computer-based alerts at the point of care. The need for additional support to
encourage and support GPs working in particularly demanding practices to participate in research are
discussed in Appendix 4.
Summary of the factors influencing GP decision on participation in eLung
There are two sets of individual factors which influenced eLung participation. The first one was the
decision to participate in any research study and the second one was the specifics of eLung as an example
of a trial within the EHR database (see General practitioner theme 3: general practitioner views on hot
recruitment using computer flagging and General practitioner theme 4: views of outcome data collection
via electronic health records). These factors were consistent across subgroups of GPs who declined or
accepted participation in eLung and/or Retropro. Two subsets of the most important factors influencing
the decision to participate in any research project and eLung are illustrated in Figure 5. For the majority
of GPs, several influencing factors will work in combination within each of the two levels of the
decision-making process. The findings (see Table 32 in Appendix 4) suggest that at least two and
Time/capacity to
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Personal
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research
Adequate
renumeration
Benefit to local
population/patients
Feasibility
to recruit
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prescribing
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based pop-up
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FIGURE 5 Two subsets of most important factors influencing the GP decision to accept or decline participation in
research. Outer circle: generic factors for any research project. Inner circle: project-specific factors.
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usually three generic factors on participation in any research project are viewed positively by each GP as a
prerequisite before considering the more practical, project-specific factors (see Table 33 in Appendix 4).
The inter-relationship of factors between the two sets was not explored explicitly within this study.
The likelihood of a GP having a positive view towards several individual factors appears to be underpinned
by a high level of personal interest and motivation towards research within the context of increasing
pressures on GP time in primary care. Conversely, a complete lack of interest in, or negative view towards,
research appears to be linked with a generally negative view towards a number of individual factors. This
attitudinal factor appears to be a key driver influencing the decision of some GP decliners over and above
the companion generic factors of ‘time/capacity’, ‘patient benefit’ or ‘financial remuneration’.
General practitioner theme 3: general practitioner views
on hot recruitment using computer flagging
A total of 19 GPs (6/9 decliners; 2/3 withdrawals; 8/8 incomplete set-up; 3/7 recruiters) provided in-depth
data on their hypothetical views of recruitment using computer-based pop-ups at the point of care (i.e. hot
recruitment). Four GP recruiters had recruited at least one patient into eLung. Lack of time to recruit during
an unscheduled consultation was identified as a negative factor for a number of GPs, including GP
decliners and accepters. As indicated in Table 15, GPs identified six further subthemes regarding the
proposed point-of-care recruitment method for eLung:
i. time to achieve informed consent
ii. time to recruit patients with comorbidities
iii. recruiting patients with an acute condition
iv. flexibility to opt out of hot recruitment
v. flexible approach to hot and cold recruitment
vi. simple and efficient design to give confidence to recruit.
Views of hot recruitment
The lack of time to discuss the study and achieve informed consent within an unscheduled consultation
was a serious concern expressed by nearly two-thirds of GPs (see Table 15). This included concerns about
the ability to discuss the study properly, particularly with patients from non-English-speaking backgrounds
or patients with concerns regarding anonymity of data and data confidentiality, need for the patient to
TABLE 15 View of GPs on recruitment using computer pop-ups at point of routine care
GP by
eLung
status
Informed
consent Comorbidities
Acute
condition
Flexibility
to opt out
Flexible approach
to hot and/or cold
recruitment
method(s)
Simple and efficient
design to give
confidence
and motivation
Decliner
(n= 6/9)
6 5 0 1 5 4
Withdrawal
(n= 2/3)
1 1 2 – 1 2
Incomplete
set-up
(n= 8/8)
4 1 2 3 5 9
Recruiters
(n= 3/7)
1 1 1 1 1 2
Total
(n= 19)
12 7 5 5 12 17
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have 24 hours to consider their decision to participate or not, and irritation at the impracticality of having
to sign three paper-based consent forms. The acute nature of a COPD exacerbation raised concerns
among a small number of GPs that the patient would be too sick to be able to give informed consent.
Two GPs felt that it was more appropriate and potentially easier to achieve informed consent with a
face-to-face discussion rather than a postal recruitment pack. The suggestions by GPs to adopt a more
flexible approach to the recruitment method were primarily aimed at trying to overcome the concerns
regarding informed consent. Other hypothetical concerns expressed by GPs regarding hot recruitment
were likely difficulties recruiting patients who presented with several comorbidities, compounding the lack
of time to combine recruitment with clinical care. One GP suggested a potential solution was to explain to
the patient that the focus of the consultation that day would be limited to their COPD and to ask them
to book another appointment to discuss any other concerns. Flexibility to opt out of recruiting a particular
patient was identified as an important and positive function of LEPIS. This appeared to allay concerns of
some GPs regarding the intrinsic difficulties of a lack of time.
Installation of Local Eligible Patient Identification Service software
and its functionality
All 17 GPs who tried to have LEPIS installed onto their practice computer, including all three GPs who
withdrew, seven of the eight GPs who failed to complete the set-up phase for eLung and all seven GPs
who were recruiting patients into eLung, experienced significant problems with the installation, primarily
due to local firewalls within the primary care trust or Clinical Commissioning Group. An inability to
successfully install LEPIS was the reason for two GPs withdrawing from eLung and for seven of eight GPs
failing to complete set-up and progress onto recruitment of patients. The delay to install LEPIS was the
main reason why another GP withdrew from eLung, combined with its subsequent poor functionality and
the lack of eligible patients owing to home use of antibiotics from ‘rescue packs’ in the last 2 weeks.
General practitioner recruiters (7/7) also experienced delays of 1–9 months for LEPIS installation. Three GPs
found LEPIS worked satisfactorily following installation, two GPs had a mixed experience where it was
working but incorrectly and two GPs did not consider it reliable enough to use for eLung. Problems
regarding functionality included incorrect timing of the flag to alert the GP of an eligible patient (n= 4), no
eligibility criteria (n= 1) and causing problems within the functionality of Vision software (n= 2). Examples
of the GP feedback on the installation and functionality of LEPIS are:
At several points in it we were thinking, ‘Oh God, do we really want to carry on with this [LEPIS
installation], it’s like wading through treacle’. When it was eventually working, the flag appeared to be
triggered by the diagnosis which was after you’d given the patient a prescription and they’d left.
GP 1025
I had an awful bother with setting it [LEPIS] up.
GP 1038
LEPIS wasn’t working for a long time but it has improved, it’s still very glitchy but is now a useable
tool. It only flags up on diagnosis for eLung and doesn’t go away. It was also removing functionality
within VISION for repeat or acute prescriptions on the designated computer. LEPIS can be a tool which
can deliver what you want it to but there’s still work to be done.
GP 1030
It would have been nice if LEPIS had been working reliably right at the start and we could just rely on
opportunistic recruitment.
GP 1037
Experiences of hot recruitment
The actual experiences of GPs to recruit patients in the routine appointment were generally more positive
than the hypothetical views of GPs. As shown in Table 16, most GPs (3/4) reported the process took
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5 minutes and was straightforward and feasible on most occasions. One GP found the process took
20 minutes and did not feel able to recruit when the surgery was running late. One GP experienced no
problems in achieving informed consent. The GP who did find it difficult to gain informed consent within
the time available suggested a preferred approach of presenting the study to patients at their annual
COPD review. Examples of GP’s experiences of the consent process are:
The COPD population tend to be more deprived but no-one’s turned me down for it once I’ve
explained it. This is why it is so important for the GP to believe in the ethos of the CPRD to be
comfortable to tell patients about the study. I can put my hand on my heart and say I think it is a
good idea to do the research.
GP 1038
Once you’ve got your head around the three consent forms and having to explain it all in the time, it’s
not too bad. I have to select patients who will be interested and can understand in the time.
GP 1025
I have no concerns about the consenting process. We’re not talking about putting anyone on a
horrendous drug which on-one knows about, we’re talking about everyday practice. Does the patient
really need to go away and think about that when the doctor will put them on one treatment and
another doctor will put them on another every day so why do we have an extra 24 hours to think
about it for example?
GP 1030
Two GPs found the acute nature of the condition did limit the number of patients they felt able to recruit
by half. In contrast, a similar number of GPs considered a treatment for an acute condition easier to
administer in a hot recruitment situation than a change in a long-term drug. Three of the four GPs had
used the study website instead of LEPIS to recruit owing to difficulties with the functionality of LEPIS. This
was considered to work well and a useful back-up to LEPIS for two GPs. One GP experienced difficulties
when the website would not accept the patient details. The GP’s experiences of hot recruitment in
eLung included:
We created our own hot recruitment method by entering a code into the VISION pop-up for important
messages so it comes up when we are consulting a patient. We then enter the data and randomise via
the website which worked fine.
GP 1037
I was pleasantly surprised how easy it was when I actually did it. As a model of how these trials ought
to be done, I think it’s quite good.
GP 1038
TABLE 16 Experiences of GPs who have used hot recruitment method
GP by
eLung
status
Amount
of time
Informed
consent Comorbidities
Acute
condition
Flexibility
to opt out
Flexible
approach to
hot and/or
cold
recruitment
method(s)
Simple and
efficient
design to give
confidence
and motivation
Recruiters
(n= 4)
3 ✓ 1 ✓ 3 ✓ 2 ✓ 4 ✓ 4 ✓
1 ✗ 1 ✗ 2 ✗
✓, positive; ✗, negative.
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It’s impossible to do in the time available for both studies [eLung and Retropro] so if you’re very busy
and running late in a surgery, you would probably ignore the recruitment opportunity. eLung takes
20 minutes. Once I got the hang of getting onto the website, it was very easy to use and
randomisation is easy.
GP 1037
It’s not been easy, I started recruiting in summer so not many patients were presenting and the ones
who do come in tend to need antibiotics or hospital. One eligible patient wanted antibiotics so didn’t
consent. I have recruited one though and it was fine within the consultation, it just takes another five
minutes to get the consent and randomise. Retropro was easier as there were more patients.
GP 1052
Some patients will be excluded due to mental illness or not being interested but I still would hope to
recruit more typical, real world patients than the traditional clinical trials
GP 1019
Ease and efficiency of recruitment method to promote confidence
All four GPs who had experienced hot recruitment using computer-based pop-ups via LEPIS or the website
expressed a clear view that, when the system is working, the recruitment process is fine and easy to do. A
consistent and emerging theme from several GPs across all groups is a lack of confidence about whether
or not it will work and the need for a simple and efficient process which will increase confidence to take
the step of recruiting the first and most difficult patients:
I wasn’t sure how easy it would be but I thought I’d see how it went. GP 1018
It’s all about the confidence to do the first one [recruit the first participant] and overcome the fear
factor of ‘Am I going to be able to do it?’ Especially if you’re busy and the numbers are so small, is it
worth the effort if you’re unsure? Retropro was bigger numbers and so more motivating in that way.
I suspect some places [elung study sites] haven’t broken their duck [recruited] because they are not
really sure what is going to happen.
GP 1038
Some studies are harder to start than others so we need to unpick what makes it hard. If the number
of steps when you want to go [recruit] are complicated, then you may be less likely to start but if
they’re done very slickly, then you are not . . . To start with, eLung failed on all these things as it was
complicated. Even after you’ve done the training for eLung including the use of how to use the
electronic diaries, I was already unsure what I was doing. If I was going to have to teach it to a
patient, that meant I would need a substantial investment of my time to do it again, then my chances
of remembering if I wasn’t going to do it for one or two months’ time, were close to zero. So we
need to try and keep it simple, so what fell down here was, it’s a very common fault, everyone’s trying
to come up with the perfect study but sometimes you make it so perfect to answer every question
that comes along, it fails to achieve anything because it never gets off the ground.
The first or second times are the least likely times you are to recruit. What happens is when you first
have a go to recruit, it either works well or is a total disaster and that determines how likely you are
pre-test to recruit the next person. So where eLung has not been a success in my practice, because I’ve
never recruited into eLung yet, therefore I’m thinking I don’t have a good familiarity, I’m aware the
first time takes longer because I don’t know what I’m doing. I’ve also got all this in the background
and so you never quite get started. So it’s self-fulfilling so that’s why it’s so important to actually get
started in all these studies. The way that the study is set up, if it’s complicated or takes time to get set
up or is very time consuming or you only see someone infrequently, then these are the reasons why
you never get started and these studies often fail.
GP1030
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I’d used it [LEPIS] in other studies so was confident it was doable.
GP 1031
The recruitment gets better as we get familiar with the study. So once we had done a few of them,
you get to recruit ad hoc.
GP1052
To start with, it puts you off because you think ‘Oh God, I don’t know what to do and I don’t know
how long it’s going to take’ but I think we’ve got over that now. Once you’ve enrolled a couple of
patients you realise that it’s not going to take forever.
GP 1025
The delays in getting set up knock your confidence to start but when the system works, it’s actually
very simple. It’s so important to get LEPIS working properly so it can be used more widely and reduce
the workload involved in identifying and recruiting patients into trials.
GP 1037
General practitioner theme 4: views of outcome data collection
via electronic health records
Twenty-six out of 27 GPs expressed their strong support for the use of EHRs to collect outcome data for
trials within the database (Table 17). Primarily, this approach is regarded as an efficient use of an existing,
highly valuable resource of patient information within the primary care database to facilitate much needed
research on real patients within real primary care settings. GPs across all groups prefer the remote
electronic method for data collection over clinician-led questionnaires to reduce practice workload:
It’s the way forward.
GP 1017 (recruiter)
primary care has been computerised for about 30 years so there’s a huge volume of information in GP
computer systems.
GP 1019 (recruiter)
I certainly felt EHR was a sensible and interesting way of getting useful outcome data of real world stuff.
We need to be using our data from our patients, we have a strong data base, we have a strong history of
computerised records and reasonably good data which we really should be making better use of.
GP 1036 (incomplete set-up)
EHR is intriguing as a modern method to replace subjectivity of patient self-report with hard
end-points as well as reducing the clinician’s workload.
GP 1031 (incomplete set-up)
TABLE 17 GP support for outcome data collection via EHRs
GP by eLung status Support for EHR Lack of support for EHR
Decliner (n= 9) 9 0
Withdrawal (n= 3) 3 0
Incomplete set-up (n= 8) 7 1
Recruiters (n= 7) 7 0
Total (n= 27) 26 1
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EHR is an interesting method and patient questionnaires have value for different purposes too.
GP 1005 (incomplete set-up)
It’s still in its infancy but it looks to have great potential.
GP 1037 (recruited)
EHR is a preferred method as its difficult to get questionnaires back and is a lot of administrative work
to chase them up.
GP 1024 (incomplete set-up)
Use of EHR could help to achieve participation in research from other GPs as it’s less work and
tick boxing.
GP 1011 (incomplete set-up)
The use of EHR was one of the things we liked about it.
GP 1048 (withdrawal)
It [EHR] sounds like a good idea as it would reduce the workload.
GP 1029 (decliner)
It’s [EHR] much better than questionnaires.
GP 1032 (decliner)
An integrated approach using routine data is more efficient.
GP 1004 (decliner)
I have no concerns with EHR and it’s less work for GPs.
GP 1052 (recruited)
EHR sounds efficient as the amount of time spent extracting data for study questionnaires is
demanding and burdensome.
GP 1025 (recruiter)
EHR is massively advantageous as it removes the need for the GP to be involved.
GP 1030 (recruiter)
One GP decliner particularly liked the potential for longitudinal data collection using routinely collected
EHRs and one GP who had not completed set-up for eLung liked the scope for hard data end points
compared with patient-reported outcome measures. One GP believed that EHRs would motivate other GPs
to participate, suggesting this might be an important methodological element in potential education
and/or recruitment strategies.
The one GP (incomplete set-up) who did not support use of EHRs to collect trial outcome data was very
concerned about confidentiality of patient data and similar potential concerns by patients:
If the patient is fine and they’re OK for the data to go [to CPRD], I don’t have any problems with that.
But if the patient comes all the time and the data is being downloaded [by CPRD], if they have a
problem with that, then I don’t know about EHR. As a GP if you need any information and the patient
consents, that’s fine but if the patient says no, that’s it. I don’t know what misconceptions they might
have. As long as it specifies what is the reason it’s being collected and what benefits it is and what
future outcomes it will be and it’s just for this condition and its confidential and all that. And as long
as it says all this and the patient agrees, I don’t see any reason why it can’t be done. But if the patient
says no, I have reservations, I don’t want my data being collected and if he’s not very sure about what
it involves, then the explanation might take time, it might take time so as long as the leaflet is clear.
GP 1022 (incomplete set-up)
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This GP identified the need for patient information to be explicit about how and when the data would be
accessed and by whom. Two GP decliners who were supportive of EHR in principle also expressed some
concerns regarding patient confidentiality. One GP suggested data should be anonymised at all times and
to exclude patients who have signed a disclaimer and another GP highlighted the need for more
information from the EHR database on this issue if they had taken part in the pilot trial.
General practitioners across all groups of eLung status generally agreed that most patient data would be
available to search remotely via free text with a small number of GPs in each group being willing to enter
study data into pre-defined study-specific codes. Free text was generally considered more appropriate
to increase access to non-practice data, such as out-of-hours and hospital discharge data which are
scanned rather than coded into patient practice records. Most GPs believed that the EHR database would
need to consult with individual GPs on a case-by-case basis to assist with interpretation of ambiguous
clinical data:
The quality of coding and variability of coding is a major concern. I disagree with up to 50% of
hospital codes and valid interpretation is tricky, for example, was it a chest infection, exacerbation of
COPD, chest pain, an upper respiratory traction infection? The headline code from the hospital is often
not what seems to have been the major reason why the person is in hospital so you have to look at
the sub-coding and treatment pathway to try to work it out. CPRD have assessed their coding of
episodes per prescription at 95% accurate but 85% for acute prescriptions. This may be a problem
statistically and there is huge variation between practices. I would recommend we keep the coding as
simple as possible or use free text to avoid missing data on searching.
GP 1005 (incomplete set-up)
This is a result of variation in codes and quality of coding between practices combined with the need for
clinical expertise to interpret more complex cases. The need to avoid double entry into the patient and trial
records and a preference for using codes consistent with local and national guidance was stated by several
GPs across several subgroups. Several GPs flagged the need for financial remuneration to compensate for
back-fill of GP time to provide this role. One GP recruiter (GP 1030) suggested a funding formula could be
built into the remuneration package for every query answered to achieve quality data in a way that does
not waste people’s time.
General practitioner theme 5: views on point-of-care trials
Table 18 summarises the level of support of GPs on four key characteristics of point-of-care trials. These
views do not relate directly to the views expressed by GPs on the specific factors influencing their decision
to participate in eLung but rather their general viewpoint following their experience in Retropro and
TABLE 18 Overview of support for core methods of eLung
GP eLung status Hot recruitment
Hot and cold
recruitment
Use of LEPIS
alert system
Remote collection
of outcome data
via EHR
Small number
of patients
per site
✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Decliners (n= 9) 2 6 3 5 9 – 8 –
Withdrawals (n= 3) – 3 2 1 3 – 3 –
Incomplete set-up (n= 8) 6 2 7 – 7 1 7 –
Recruiters (n= 7) 2 5 7 – 7 – 5 1
Total (n=2 7) 10 16 19 6 26 1 23 1
✓, positive; ✗, negative.
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eLung. These findings show that GPs widely support the concept of remote collection of outcome data via
routinely collected EHRs (26/27). Three-quarters of GPs who provided data (19/25) expressed support for
use of the LEPIS computer-based alert system to aid identification, recruitment and randomisation of
patients into a trial. This assumes that outstanding developmental problems are resolved and LEPIS can be
installed and function effectively. GPs who declined to participate in eLung were the main exception to
this with slightly more GPs in this group expressing a lack of support for the use of an alert system.
Approximately one-third of GPs who provided data (10/16) were supportive in principle of hot recruitment
in point-of-care trials. The remainder expressed a preference for a broader, more flexible, approach which
enables use of additional cold recruitment methods, for example, to enable informed consent to be sought
prior to the consultation. Twenty-three out of 24 GPs expressed a preference for a small number of patient
participants per trial site (in the region of 8–10), with the option to recruit more, as recommended for
eLung. This increased GP confidence and motivation in the feasibility to complete recruitment.
General practitioner theme 6: recommendations to improve
point-of-care trials
A range of recommendations on how to improve potential recruitment of GPs into future point-of-care
trials emerged from GPs during the QUEAN study interviews. Most recommendations were put forward by
GP participants across all eLung subgroups of decliner, withdrawal, incomplete set-up and recruiting. These
were based on GPs direct experiences of recruitment and/or participation in eLung as well as hypothetical
views on how simple trials using EHRs in primary care could be improved. Several of the recommendations
are considered important by many GPs given the novelty of these trials and an associated lack of GP
confidence to take on new challenges within the context of highly demanding busy surgeries. The need
for confidence giving strategies is likely to reduce over time as more GPs become familiar and confident
with the trial methodology. GP recommendations fall into the following areas:
i. study documentation and communication with GPs
ii. input from GPs to inform future trials
iii. flexible strategies to recruit patients
iv. computer-based alert system
v. additional support for vulnerable practices
vi. incentives for GPs.
Appendix 4 provides a detailed description of GP recommendations within each of these areas.
Characteristics of patient sample
A total of 12 patients agreed to participate in the QUEAN study to conduct an interview to discuss their
reasons for, and experiences of, accepting to participate in eLung. Two of the 12 patients withdrew from
the QUEAN study prior to interview as a result of a failure to respond to postal or telephone contact or
due to having been hospitalised on the day of the interview. A total of 10 patient trial-accepters
completed an interview for the QUEAN study as per the study minimum target to achieve likely data
saturation. No patient trial-decliners were recruited into the QUEAN study, a shortfall of 10 participants
based on the study minimum target (Table 19).
The 10 patient participants (eLung-accepters) included an equal number of participants in both the control
(5/10) and intervention (5/10) arms and of women (5/10) and men (5/10). Nine of the 10 patient
participants were white Caucasian and one patient participant was African Caribbean. The majority of
patient participants (6/10) described their health status as typically unwell to very unwell owing to ongoing
breathing difficulties and regular flare ups of their COPD. Nine of 10 patients had at least one comorbidity
(e.g. asthma, diabetes, Ménière’s disease, sleep apnoea) and three of the patient participants had at least
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three comorbidities (e.g. tuberculosis, heart failure, kidney disease). Six of 10 participants lived in Ayrshire
in Scotland and were registered with the same GP. The remaining four participants lived in England
including patients in London (n= 1), Devon (n= 2) and Manchester (n= 1). More than half of the patients
described themselves as living in a relatively deprived area and two patients in affluent areas.
Patient views on point-of-care recruitment and electronic
health records
All 10 patients in the QUEAN study reported their views and experiences of being recruited into eLung
within the previous 6 months. All patients had visited their GP at the date of recruitment primarily due to
symptoms related to a COPD exacerbation (bad chest 7/10, bad cough 2/10, or breathing problems 1/10).
The main reason for agreeing to take part in eLung was the hope that it might improve their own health
(6/10) or other people’s health in the future (4/10). Seven of the 10 patients cited their excellent
doctor–patient relationship as a key influencing factor in their decision-making process and their trust
that it will be in their best interest to participate in the study if their GP has asked them. All 10 patients
(100%) considered it acceptable to be recruited during routine GP consultation, despite their ill health.
This included one patient who routinely has a family member present at the clinical consultation for advice
and support and would also want the family member present during discussions about participating in a
research study. One patient would prefer to receive the study information in advance to allow more time
to consider it prior to seeing the doctor during the consultation. Nine of the 10 patients were not aware of
the screening and randomisation process using the computer-based alerts during the consultation. One
patient was able to clearly describe the computerised process of random allocation into the usual care
group and expressed an interest in the novelty of this research method. These findings suggest the
computer alert recruitment system at the point of care did not interfere with the doctor–patient interaction
from the patients’ perspective.
All the patient trial-accepters could recall receiving the first quality-of-life questionnaire at the time of
being recruited into eLung. Four patients could clearly recall receiving the patient information sheet for
eLung and two could recall signing the consent forms for eLung. The lack of recollection about the
consenting process was a concern for two patients, both of whom had been recruited into eLung nearly
6 months prior to the QUEAN study interview. Eight of 10 patients were satisfied with the consenting
procedure for participation in eLung during the consultation. This includes one patient who would want a
family member present to assist with consenting, consistent with the need for support when attending
a routine clinician consultation.
All 10 patients considered use of EHRs to collect trial outcome data to be acceptable. This included one
patient who thought routine medical records would provide more useful information than patient-reported
TABLE 19 Number of patient participants in the QUEAN study
Type of participant
Target
number
Number
recruited
Number
withdrawn
Reasons
for withdrawal
Number
interviewed
Patient: eLung
trial-decliners
10 0 0 N/A 0
Patient: eLung
trial-accepters
20 12 2 No response n= 1
Hospitalised n= 1
10
N/A, not applicable.
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information and one patient who preferred not to complete too many questionnaires due to suffering
from arthritis. All patients preferred the data to be anonymised for use by a research team:
I’ve been on steroids and antibiotics before so I’m quite happy to be asked at the time to take part in
a study which is familiar.
Patient ID 1049
If I didn’t want to do it, I could have pulled out of it, I didn’t have to do it.
Patient ID 1051
As long as it’s [patient data] being used, you know, for that [research] purpose then, then I’m not
concerned about it one little bit.
Patient ID 1051
One patient expressed their explicit support for longitudinal data analysis if the data would not be used for
any other purpose. This supports the findings of GP views to ensure clear information is provided on how
the data will be accessed, by whom and how often.
All five patients in the intervention arm were satisfied with their allocation, compared with two of the five
patients in the control arm. The other participants would have preferred not to have had steroids again
(2/5) or had wished to receive antibiotics (1/5). Two patients allocated to the control arm were
subsequently hospitalised because of their COPD exacerbation, compared with none in the intervention
arm. Two patients in both groups returned to the practice for further treatment.
Summary of qualitative research on patients
The sample does not include views of any participants who declined to participate in eLung. The sample of
trial-accepting patients achieved diversity of characteristics in terms of men and women in England and
one region of Scotland, participants in both arms of the trial and patients experiencing at least one or
several comorbidities in addition to COPD. These findings demonstrate that it is feasible for a GP to use
computerised recruitment at the point of care for patients who are often very unwell and who reflect the
reality of primary care settings where patients typically have comorbidities alongside the condition of
research interest. Improvements in health at a personal or societal level were the main reasons for patients
agreeing to take part in the research, underpinned in most cases by a high level of trust in their clinician
who the patient believes is acting in their best interest. This is consistent with the views of some GPs who
described their need to believe in the study to sell it to their patients. Computerised point-of-care
recruitment and use of EHRs for outcome data collection is considered acceptable by all patients in this
sample. One patient who routinely takes a family member to any clinical consultation expressed a wish for
a family member to also be present during any discussions regarding recruitment into a research study.
Another patient expressed a wish for the patient study information to be provided in advance of the
invitation to participate at the point of care. Several patients could not clearly recall the consenting process
in terms of receiving an information sheet and signing a consent form, including two who were concerned
about their lack of recollection. This may be as a result of the time lapse between the date of recruitment
and the interview to discuss their views and experience, ill health of the patient and/or the limited time
available to complete the consenting process. These findings, consistent with views of several GP
participants, highlight the need to further examine the most appropriate methods to achieve informed
consent as part of a simple trial using computerised point-of-care recruitment and EHRs.
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Strengths and limitations of the qualitative process evaluation
(the QUalitative Evaluation of a trial of ANtibiotics for chronic
lung disease study)
The QUEAN study achieved its overall aim of ascertaining valuable detailed information from GPs and
patients about a pilot point-of-care trial using EHR to better understand the mechanisms behind its success
or failure in UK primary care settings. There were several barriers to the successful recruitment of GPs and
patients into the QUEAN study. The main one was the length of time needed for research governance
approvals in England, leading to delays in initiating eLung. Although 39 participants were recruited into
the QUEAN study, 12 GPs withdrew during the time taken to obtain NHS governance approvals.
Recruitment of GPs and patients who had declined to take part in eLung was anticipated to be difficult,
particularly as the recruitment process would take place during an unscheduled consultation. It is likely
therefore that time pressures, sensitivities of providing information about another study to a sick patient
who had already declined eLung and the small number of GPs recruiting patients into eLung contributed
towards the failure to recruit any patient trial-decliners. Successful data collection from 12 GP decliners is
considered a key strength of the QUEAN study as it provides valuable insight into the reasons for declining
or withdrawing participation for a point-of-care trial. As described by Salmon et al.,98 GPs who have
declined to participate in a study are particularly hard to recruit to discuss their views on recruitment and
yet they are the very group who are ‘information-rich about the attitudes or concerns that deter doctors
from participation’.98 Data collection from 17 GP trial-accepters in the QUEAN study provided detailed
insight into GP views and experiences at all stages of the recruitment and trial process. The four GPs who
had recruited patients into eLung represented 57% of the all GP recruiters.
The role of nested qualitative studies within pilot trials to collect empirical evidence on recruitment of
practitioners has been identified as the most effective intervention to identify and overcome barriers to
clinician recruitment activity.99 This is due to the strengths of in-depth interview techniques, which
collect data grounded in the actual experience of the clinician’s recruitment decision.89,98 Furthermore,
Fletcher et al.99 found a bias in existing research towards investigating barriers to recruitment and
recommended ‘future work should also encompass a focus on successfully recruiting trials’.99 The
appropriateness of the QUEAN study research method and dual focus on barriers and enablers among a
subsample of GPs and patients who have direct experience of the pilot trial gives confidence therefore in
the validity of the findings and their potential to inform recommendations for future point-of-care trials.
The 10 trial-accepting patient participants interviewed in the QUEAN study represent 32% of all patients
recruited into eLung. A broad range of issues were identified by individual patient participants on the key
topics of interest which appeared to have reached data saturation within the sample. Despite this, the
small number of participants raises concerns regarding generalisability of patient findings. The sample of
trial-accepting patients achieved diversity of characteristics including equal numbers of men and women,
participants in both arms of the trial, several locations in England and one region of Scotland, and patients
experiencing at least one or several comorbidities in addition to COPD.
The diverse sample of GPs, locations and population groups and the achievement of data saturation
provides confidence in the generalisability of findings in the four key areas of the research study among
GPs in England and, to a lesser degree, in Scotland.100,101 Despite apparent data saturation between
participants and the diversity of patient characteristics within the sample, the small sample size warrants
caution in generalising findings from this group.
The consistency of a single, experienced qualitative researcher to adhere to the protocol and maintain an
approach which is inductive and iterative at all stages of data collection and analysis increases confidence
that data and study findings are grounded in GP and patient views and experiences.96,102 Reliability of
participant recall may have been affected by the period of time between recruitment and interviews. The
main areas where this appeared to be problematic were recall of the study documents for GP trial-decliners
when discussing their views on their experience of being invited to participate in eLung and recall of
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whether or not patients signed a consent form when being recruited into eLung. Other factors influencing
the ability for the patients to recall the information at the GP visit may have been age, level of education or
the volume of information being given at the single consultation.103
In summary, findings on the key areas of the qualitative research study from GP and patient participants
appear to be valid and potentially generalisable to GPs with similar characteristics and locations.
The quality of the data provides a solid foundation for recommendations for best practice in future
point-of-care trials. Key exceptions to this are data from GPs on practical experience of point-of-care
recruitment of patients into eLung which has been identified as valid but potentially incomplete, and
a lack of data for patient decliners on their reasons for declining to participate in point-of-care trials.
Discussion of findings of the qualitative process evaluation
The QUEAN study identified widespread and strong support for the concept of conducting trials using
EHRs to collect outcome data. This is regarded as an efficient use of a highly valued but underutilised
resource to facilitate much needed research on real patients within primary care settings. This is supported
by the finding that most GPs expressed concern regarding the lack of evidence-based guidance informed
by primary care research. Indeed, GPs in all subgroups of trial-decliners and trial-accepters believed the
application of most guidance in primary care was not fit-for-purpose and had a negative impact on
the quality of care. Randomised trials using EHRs were also considered to be an efficient method for
outcome data collection in terms of GP and/or practice time and resource. This is important within a
context of perceived increased workload for GPs, particularly reporting requirements, less scope for holistic
individualised care and increased financial pressures. GPs also identified a reduction in their role in research
in the last decade or so, from running their own studies to identifying participants for other, externally
managed studies. All these contextual factors have resulted in, at best, a lack of GP time and capacity
for research and, at worst, demotivating GPs from participation in research. Within this context, the
strength of personal interest in research appears to be a crucial underpinning motivational factor,
which in combination with other more practical factors, is likely to shift the decision in favour or against
participation in any given study for GPs in the QUEAN study. An association between an interest in
research and recruitment was also found by Wilson et al.104 A cross-sectional qualitative study among GPs
in Germany also found an interest in research to improve the evidence base in primary care was the most
influential factor for GPs to participate in research.105 Conversely, a nested qualitative study identified a
lack of interest in research as the key factor influencing the GP decision to decline participation in a trial.98
The authors stated, ‘GPs described general practice and research as alien fields. Research lacked intrinsic,
clinical or professional value’.98
The QUEAN study identified two sets of factors which influence the decision-making process for GPs on
recruitment: first, generic factors relevant to assessing the suitability of any research study; and second,
project-specific factors which enable the assessment of the study in question. Interestingly, the same
influencing factors were identified by both GPs who had declined or accepted participation in eLung
although the emphasis on whether the factor was a positive or negative influence varied between groups.
This observation was also made by Hunt et al.106 who described the presence of the specific factors which
have been identified by some GPs as resulting in successful recruitment, in trials which fail to recruit.106
This complexity led Bower et al.89 to suggest that factors such as ‘culture, attitudes and leadership’ are
potentially over-riding the influence of the same specific factors in different directions for different GPs.89
This further supports the findings of the QUEAN study regarding the underpinning influence of GP
attitudes to research in the recruitment decision within the context of limited time and capacity
for research.
Strategies to improve GPs’ attitudes to research and the cultural environment in which GPs conduct
research may therefore be potentially more crucial than strategies to address specific barriers to
recruitment. Future research to evaluate complex strategies, such as policy and infrastructure support
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aimed at creating a positive shift in attitudes, culture and leadership, could utilise normalisation theory.
This theoretical model has recognised validity in ‘assessing the potential for complex interventions to
become routinely embedded in everyday clinical work, and evaluating the factors that promote or inhibit
their success and failure in practice’.107
General practitioners in the QUEAN study identified the following generic factors as the most important
influence on participation in eLung: time/capacity to implement the study; personal interest in research;
benefit to local patients or population groups; and adequate financial remuneration. The most important
project-specific factors influencing the second level of GP decision to participate in eLung were consistency
with local prescribing guidance, relevance of topic, feasibility to recruit, computer-based pop-up alerts and
hot recruitment method. These findings are consistent with findings of several studies including systematic
reviews53,108 and subsequent individual studies68,89,109,110
A qualitative evaluation of GPs’ views of point-of-care recruitment in a randomised trial in Wales also
identified emerging themes of difficulties recruiting in the consultation owing to lack of time.55 Based on
their findings, Prout et al.55 also recommended the ingredients of successful trial implementation using
point-of-care recruitment include good organisation, simple documentation and study procedures, and the
ability to allay patient concerns about patient safety on the particular intervention.55 Concerns about use of
EHRs were identified in a study among GPs in Germany, specifically regarding the intended sharing of
patients summary records to other services.73 This concern was not shared by the QUEAN study GPs and
patients. One study supported findings of the QUEAN study regarding the particular difficulties
experienced by GPs in London, often resulting in lower rates of recruitment.111
Strategies to improve recruitment in research which have been identified in the literature but for which
there is little evidence base were summarised by Bower et al.89 These include the following strategies
consistent with those recommended by GPs within the QUEAN study: promotion of the research method;
financial incentives; focus on clinicians with an interest in research; clinician involvement in trial design;
practice visits by the research team; practical information to inform GPs about the trial; feedback on
recruitment rates; and assistance with patient travel. A recent systematic review identified nested
qualitative studies within pilot trials to collect empirical evidence on recruitment of practitioners (such as
the QUEAN study) as the most effective intervention to identify and overcome barriers to clinician
recruitment activity.99 This evidence base provides further support for the methods and validity of findings
of the QUEAN study.
The main factor influencing the decision to participate for the sample of 10 trial-accepting patients in the
QUEAN study was the hope of improvements in health at a personal or societal level. This was largely
underpinned by a high level of trust in their clinician. This is consistent with the literature as demonstrated
by the Cochrane systematic review.112 The 10 QUEAN study patient participants found recruitment at the
point of care and use of EHRs to collect outcome data as acceptable including one patient who expressed
a preference for receiving the patient study information prior to recruitment at the consultation. Several
patients could not clearly recall the consenting process, a potential concern which was echoed by some
GPs within the context of point-of-care recruitment. Research to test strategies on appropriate consenting
methods within these trials should therefore be a priority.
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Chapter 9 Value of information analysis for eLung
Introduction
When deciding how to allocate limited health-care budgets to different interventions, decision-makers use
the evidence that is currently available. However, there can be a paucity of evidence in certain areas, yet
decisions still need to be made regarding the optimal use of scarce resources. It is possible to undertake
analyses in areas where there is a limited evidence base to determine the value of further information
(i.e. the value for money associated with carrying out further research). It is important to assess the
uncertainty surrounding the adoption decision and to evaluate if further evidence is required to support
this decision in the future.113 Value of information (VOI) analysis provides an analytical framework to
address these questions.114 Such VOI analyses have firm foundations in statistical decision theory,115,116
have been used successfully in other research areas117,118 and, more recently, have been increasingly used
for the evaluation of health-care technologies.119,120 VOI analysis can aid decision-makers in setting
research priorities for health-care technologies114,121,122 and help to inform research recommendations.123
A VOI analysis is presented here to illustrate the type of analysis that can be conducted using data from
EHRs and point-of-care trials. There is currently no clear consensus on whether or not antibiotics should be
prescribed for COPD exacerbations; a VOI analysis can demonstrate the value of conducting further
research in this area. The findings from trials such as eLung can be used to evaluate the VOI in terms of
the expected value of perfect information (EVPI). The EVPI represents the expected costs of uncertainty
surrounding a decision problem; when we have perfect information, the possibility of making the wrong
decision is eliminated. It is also useful to identify the parameters for which it would be valuable to have
more precise estimates to help focus the type of evidence that should be generated. The expected value of
perfect parameter information (EVPPI) can be used for this purpose.
Methods
Value of information analysis steps
The VOI analysis followed the following three steps, as proposed by Briggs et al.:113 (i) to construct a
decision-analytic model to represent the decision problem; (ii) to characterise the current decision
uncertainty by undertaking a probabilistic analysis of this model; and (iii) to establish the value of
additional information.113
Model structure
A decision-analytic model was developed for the VOI analysis in order to investigate the cost-effectiveness
of prescribing antibiotics for COPD exacerbations in terms of the expected costs and effects for the two
groups. The model, developed in Microsoft Excel (2010; Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA),
followed a decision tree approach and was based on the structure from Effing et al.,124 as shown
in Figure 6. A cohort of 10,000 hypothetical COPD patients who present at their general practices with
COPD exacerbations was followed in the model. The two alternatives considered by the analysis were
‘immediate antibiotics’ or ‘no immediate antibiotics’; there is a paucity of evidence regarding which is the
more cost-effective option. We have taken the perspective of the UK NHS for the analysis125 (i.e. only direct
costs to the NHS have been included). Owing to the 12-month time horizon of the model, we did not
discount costs and health outcomes.
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The VOI analysis used data from literature and an observational cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) which
used data from CPRD (as described in Chapter 10). The probabilities used in the decision tree were derived
from the observational CEA, as shown in Table 20.
Quality-of-life outcomes
Health-related quality-of-life (HRQoL) data were derived from the literature.126,127 The utility values used in
the model are displayed in Table 21 and were applied similarly to both arms (i.e. to both the ‘antibiotics’
and the ‘no antibiotics’ arms). A sensitivity analysis was undertaken using utility values derived from the
EuroQol EQ-5D-3L questionnaires completed by eLung participants.
Costs
Cost data were obtained from established national costing sources comprising NHS Reference Costs 2011/
2012,128 the British National Formulary129 and the Personal Social Services Research Unit Unit Costs of
Health and Social Care 2012130 as shown in Table 22.
TABLE 20 Probabilities used in the decision model
Probability
Antibiotics group No antibiotics group
Mean
valuea Prior distribution
Mean
valuea Prior distribution
Hospitalised COPD
exacerbation
0.044 Beta (α= 1087, β= 23,641) 0.169 Beta (α=2229, β=10,953)
Health-care contact following
COPD exacerbationb
1.00 N/A 1.00 N/A
Health-care contact without
COPD exacerbation
0.993 Beta (α= 23,483, β= 158) 0.998 Beta (α= 10,937, β= 17)
Any hospitalisation following
COPD exacerbation
0.810 Beta (α= 880, β= 206) 0.751 Beta (α =1673, β= 555)
Any hospitalisation without
COPD exacerbation
0.159 Beta (α= 3760, β= 19,881) 0.188 Beta (α=2062, β=8891)
Requiring medication following
outpatient COPD exacerbation
and no hospitalisation
0.835 Beta (α= 171, β= 34) 0.766 Beta (α= 424, β= 130)
Requiring medication without
COPD exacerbation
0.781 Beta (α= 15,536, β= 4345) 0.743 Beta (α= 6604, β= 2287)
Being prescribed antibiotics 0.652 Beta (α=24,729, β=13,183) N/A N/A
N/A, not applicable.
a Source: CEA analysis using CPRD data.
b A distribution was not placed on the probability of health-care contact conditional on having an exacerbation due to the
probability being equal to one.
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Incremental analysis
The results from the model were presented in terms of the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER).
Specifically, the ICER was estimated in terms of the incremental cost per quality-adjusted life-years (QALY)
(for cost–utility analysis). A cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC) was produced to explore the
possibility that the use of antibiotics for COPD exacerbations will be cost-effective at different thresholds.131
Net health benefit (NHB) was used to calculate the EVPI, where the NHB investigates if additional cost
associated with a treatment is justified by the additional health gains. The NHB measure is the increase in
effectiveness multiplied by the amount that the decision-maker is willing to pay per unit of increased
effectiveness (i.e. the cost-effectiveness threshold), minus the increase in cost. The cost-effectiveness results
were presented on a cost-effectiveness plane.132
Expected value of perfect information calculations
The (individual patient) EVPI was calculated as the difference between the expected NHB given full
information and the expected NHB given current information. The population EVPI was estimated by
multiplying the individual per patient EVPI by the effective population, i.e. the annual population of
patients who experience COPD exacerbations discounted over the lifetime of the treatment (assumed to be
10 years). The EVPI represents the maximum amount that a decision-maker should be willing to pay for
further information to guide the adoption decision in the future; additional research should be considered
if the EVPI exceeds the cost of research. The EVPPI was also calculated in order to provide more focus for
further research, by identifying groups of inputs where it would be valuable to have more accurate
estimates. Specifically, EVPPI estimates were generated for three sets of parameters: cost parameters,
utility parameters and probabilities. The model used for the EVPPI was assumed to be linear for ease
of computation.
TABLE 21 Utility values used in the decision model
Utility parameter Mean value Prior distribution
Exacerbation and hospitalisation 0.690a Beta (α= 30.3, β= 13.6)
Exacerbation and no hospitalisation 0.722b Beta (α= 27.1, β= 10.4)
No exacerbation and hospitalisation 0.732c Beta (α= 26.1, β= 9.5)
No exacerbation and no hospitalisation 0.732c Beta (α= 26.1, β= 9.5)
a Based on the HRQoL of an individual with COPD126 minus the disutility (0.042) associated with a severe exacerbation.127
b Based on the HRQoL of an individual with COPD126 minus the disutility (0.01) associated with a
non-severe exacerbation.127
c Based on the HRQoL of an individual with COPD, taken from literature.126
TABLE 22 Costs used in the decision model (using 2012 estimates)
Cost parameter
Mean
value (£)
Prior
distribution Details
GP visit 43130 Gamma
Hospitalisation 1235128 Gamma Average of 10 COPD-related
Healthcare Resource Group codes
Antibiotic prescription 8129 Gamma Average of 10 antibiotics reported
by observational CEA
Referral to community
respiratory team
76128 Gamma Community and outreach nursing services:
specialist nursing (CN203DAF)
Health-care contact 43130 Gamma
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Probabilistic analysis
In order to represent the decision uncertainty, a probabilistic sensitivity analysis was undertaken using
10,000 Monte Carlo simulations. Probabilistic analysis enables identification of the impact of different
parameter values on the costs and effects of the different treatment options. Distributions were fitted to
key parameters within the model; beta distributions (bound by zero and one) were used to capture the
impact on uncertainty around probabilities and utilities. Cost parameters were modelled using the gamma
distribution (producing non-negative values).
Results
Cost-effectiveness results
The cost-effectiveness results from the decision tree model are presented in Table 23. Patients who
immediately received antibiotics experienced slightly more QALYs compared with patients who received
no antibiotics. Each ‘antibiotics’ patient in the model was estimated to experience 0.730 QALYs
[95% confidence interval (CI) 0.604 to 0.840 QALYs] for the 12-month time horizon, as opposed to
0.726 QALYs (95% CI 0.617 to 0.819 QALYs); an incremental effectiveness of 0.004 QALYs per patient.
Hence, the QALYs gains were minimal.
The total cost per patient for COPD exacerbation management for the ‘antibiotics’ and ‘no antibiotics’
groups were estimated to be £329 (95% CI £291 to £371) and £448 (95% CI £398 to £501) respectively.
Therefore, the use of antibiotics was associated with a cost saving of £119 per patient. Hence the analysis
demonstrated that the use of antibiotics for COPD exacerbations was the dominant management strategy.
As the QALYs were only marginally more favourable for the ‘antibiotics’ group, this finding should be
interpreted with caution.
Figure 7 shows the cost-effectiveness plane for antibiotics compared with no antibiotics, obtained from
the probabilistic sensitivity analysis. The sample estimates are spread entirely across the south-east and
south-west quadrants, which demonstrates that antibiotic use was cost saving. The marginal QALY
differences can be seen by the iteration results being concentrated close to zero for the incremental QALYs.
The CEAC in Figure 8 illustrates the probability of antibiotic use and of no antibiotic use being
cost-effective for different willingness-to-pay thresholds. For the NICE threshold of £20,000 per QALY,
the probability of antibiotics being cost-effective is 0.56 compared with no antibiotics. For low thresholds,
antibiotic use is likely to be cost-effective, with the curve for no antibiotic use showing the converse
(i.e. that it is unlikely to be cost-effective for low thresholds).
TABLE 23 Cost-effectiveness results from model for antibiotics vs. no antibiotics
Measure Antibiotics No antibiotics Incremental
Expected cost (£) per patient (95% CI)a 329 (291 to 371) 448 (398 to 501) −119 (−144 to 94)
Expected QALYs per patient (95% CI)b 0.730 (0.604 to 0.840) 0.726 (0.617 to 0.819) 0.004 (−0.152 to 0.163)
ICER Dominantc
a Adjusted costs per patient are reported.
b Adjusted outcomes are reported.
c Dominant indicates lower costs and better outcomes (i.e. lower resource use, e.g. fewer GP visits).
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Value of information results
The VOI analysis suggested that further research could be worthwhile (Table 24). At a threshold of
£20,000 per QALY, the individual total per patient EVPI was £567. The population EVPI was
£3,979,601,769, which far exceeds the cost of a trial in this area (estimated to be £1.5M). Hence, this
indicates that further research to inform the decision around use of antibiotics for COPD exacerbations
could be worthwhile.
Specifying a minimum clinical difference in outcomes required to change clinical practice is one way to
incorporate concerns that the results of the research may not be implemented perfectly (i.e. with 100%
utilisation). For example, a larger clinical difference in effectiveness may need to be seen before the
research has an impact on clinical practice. Requiring that further research must demonstrate larger
differences in expected health benefits between antibiotics and no antibiotics reduces the value of research
as larger differences are less likely to be found. This is illustrated in Figure 9, which shows how the value
of additional evidence falls as larger differences in NHBs between the treatments is needed to be
demonstrated. When the minimum clinical difference between treatments is zero, the expected benefits of
additional research is equal to the EVPI (i.e. all the uncertainty is resolved and it is expected that the results
of research are implemented perfectly).
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TABLE 24 Cost-effectiveness and VOI results of antibiotics vs. no antibiotics
Measure
Cost-effectiveness at thresholds
£10,000 per QALY £20,000 per QALY £30,000 per QALY
Net benefits
Antibiotics £6985 £14,299 £21,613
No antibiotics £6810 £14,068 £21,325
Probability of antibiotics being cost-effective 0.59 0.56 0.55
Maximum net benefits under
Current information £6985 £14,299 £21,613
Perfect information £7243 £14,866 £22,490
EVPI per patient £258 £567 £877
Population EVPI £1,812,870,246 £3,979,601,769 £6,154,966,136
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The EVPPI explored the uncertainty of different parameters in the model. The uncertainty associated with
the model derives from the utility (i.e. quality-of-life) values; the individual per patient EVPPI associated
with utilities was £510. The VOI associated with cost parameters and probabilities was found to
be negligible.
eLung quality-of-life data
We investigated the impact of using utility values estimated from eLung (based on the EQ-5D responses
reported by the 12 participants who completed both the baseline and 4-week follow-up quality-of-life
questionnaires). The mean utility score at baseline was lower for the ‘antibiotics’ group at 0.46 compared
with 0.55 for the ‘no antibiotics’ group. At 4-weeks follow-up, the HRQoL had reduced for both groups:
mean EQ-5D scores were 0.45 in the ‘antibiotics’ group compared with 0.52 in the ‘no antibiotics’ group.
Using these scores, it was found that patients in the ‘antibiotics’ group experienced 0.075 fewer QALYs
compared with those in the ‘no antibiotics’ group. Individual patient EVPI decreased to £39, population
EVPI decreased to £274,525,916 and individual patient EVPPI for utilities fell to £5, for a threshold of
£20,000 per QALY. Therefore, the results still indicate that further research in the area could
be worthwhile.
Discussion
The findings from the VOI model represent the considerable variation in the cost-effectiveness results.
The resulting high EVPI estimates represent this significant cost of uncertainty, with the high population
EVPI estimate indicating that further research is likely to be of value. The EVPI results for individual model
parameters indicate that it would be of most value to target future research regarding the extraction of
more precise estimates of HRQoL for patients with a COPD exacerbation receiving either antibiotics or
no antibiotics.
It was necessary to make a series of assumptions in the construction of the model. In particular, due to a
paucity of evidence, assumptions were made about the values used for utilities in the model, which is a
source of model uncertainty, as demonstrated by the EVPPI findings. Therefore, the model findings should
be interpreted with caution. The model results indicate that further research into the cost-effectiveness
of immediate use of antibiotics for COPD exacerbations is likely to be worthwhile. The EVPPI analysis
highlighted that a potential area on which to focus research is the impact of antibiotic use on patients’
quality of life. However, we note that these findings are dependent on the data included in the model.
In conclusion, the substantial population EVPI estimated by the model indicates further research into the
use of antibiotics for patients with COPD exacerbations might be worthwhile. The key area of uncertainty
in the VOI model was indicated to be around quality-of-life estimates; hence, further research appears
most valuable in this area. The model aimed to illustrate the type of analysis that can be undertaken using
trial data obtained from EHRs, in terms of evaluating whether or not there is value in generating further
information in an area, thereby guiding potential future research. It would be valuable to input trial data
into our model to generate more evidence-based results.
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Chapter 10 Cost-effectiveness analysis of
antibiotics for chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease exacerbations
Introduction
The aim of this analysis was to illustrate the type of CEA that could be conducted using EHRs. We
originally planned to use data obtained from eLung participants to conduct a CEA of antibiotic use
compared with usual care for the management of COPD exacerbations. However, owing to lower than
anticipated recruitment, we undertook an alternative analysis: a retrospective, observational CEA using
EHR data in order to explore the impact of prescribing antibiotics to patients with COPD exacerbations,
in terms of the main eLung end points. The following outcomes were analysed: further GP visits; hospital
admissions; community respiratory team referrals; antibiotic prescriptions; infections; and all referrals, for
up to a 12-month period after the initial exacerbation. Hence, we were able to use similar CPRD data to
the type of data that would have been available via eLung for our analysis.
Methods
Patient selection and inclusion
A cohort of patients was identified from CPRD by searching for patients who attended at their general
practice for a COPD exacerbation between the year 2000 and April 2013. Individuals who were aged
≥ 40 years and had COPD exacerbation at least 1 year after the start of data collection were selected. In
cases of multiple COPD exacerbations that occurred at 6 weeks apart, one was randomly selected. For
records of COPD exacerbations within a 6-week period, the first one was used. The date of attendance
for COPD exacerbation was defined as the index date. Using these data, two groups were formed based
on whether or not antibiotics were prescribed during the index GP consultation. Patients who died before
the cut-off point (i.e. at 4 weeks after the index visit) were excluded from the analysis.
Economic evaluation
We conducted a CEA to evaluate the use of antibiotics compared with no antibiotics for COPD
exacerbation management. The analysis was undertaken from the perspective of the UK NHS and only
direct health-care costs were included. In the base case, the time horizon of the evaluation was 4 weeks
after the index visit for the COPD exacerbation. Owing to the short time horizon of the base-case analysis,
discounting of costs or outcomes was not necessary. The following resource use areas were included in the
analysis: GP visits, hospital admissions, community respiratory team referrals and all referrals. Antibiotics
prescriptions and infections data were also assessed. Unit costs were applied based on established costing
sources (see Table 22),128–130 with costs reported in 2012 figures.
Statistical analysis
Demographic and clinical variables were compared according to group. Poisson regression was used in the
first instance to analyse the factors that determined the number of resource use counts over the analysis
period. However, the data were found to significantly deviate from a Poisson distribution, hence negative
binomial regression was used. Differences in resource use were expressed as rate ratios. For the mean
difference in costs, a linear regression was used. We adjusted for covariates that could influence the
results: age, sex, smoking history, body mass index and ethnicity.
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Results
A total of 45,375 patients aged 40–104 years were selected: 27,904 (61.5%) in the ‘antibiotics’ group and
17,471 (38.5%) in the ‘no antibiotics’ group. The mean age of this population was 71.0 years and 50%
were women. The two groups were comparable in terms of age, sex, BMI, ethnicity, smoking history and
number of cigarettes smoked per day (Table 25). COPD status varied slightly between the two groups. The
‘antibiotics’ group tended to have a slightly larger proportion with normal and mild COPD, and fewer with
moderate and severe COPD than the ‘no antibiotics’ group.
Resource use
The resource utilisation data for the two groups are presented in Table 26. For all outcomes, the antibiotics
group used the least number of resources.
The rate ratio for GP consultations was 0.65 (95% CI 0.64 to 0.66) for the ‘antibiotics’ group compared
with the ‘no antibiotics’ group (Table 27). This indicates a significantly lower number of GP consultations in
the ‘antibiotics’ group than in the ‘no antibiotics’ group. The ‘antibiotics’ group also had over three times
TABLE 25 Characteristics of patients with a COPD exacerbation
Characteristic Antibiotic group (n= 27,904) No antibiotic group (n= 17,471)
Sex, no. (%)
Women 13,960 (50.0) 8750 (50.1)
Mean age (years) 70.0 72.6
Mean body mass index (kg/m2) 26.7 25.9
Mean no. of cigarettes/day 14.4 14.0
Smoking history, no. (%) n= 27,847 n= 17,355
Non-smoker 3011 (10.8) 1975 (11.3)
Past-smoker 13,550 (48.7) 8747 (50.4)
Current smoker 11,286 (40.5) 6633 (38.2)
COPD status, no. (%) n= 20,213 n= 10,474
Normal 4236 (21.0) 1851 (17.7)
Mild 6653 (32.9) 2838 (27.1)
Moderate 6676 (33.0) 3668 (35.0)
Severe 2648 (13.1) 2117 (20.2)
TABLE 26 Resource use according to use of antibiotics or no antibiotics at index visit for COPD exacerbation
Resource use item
Antibiotics, mean (95% CI)
(n= 26,822)
No antibiotics, mean (95% CI)
(n= 15,903)
GP visits 4.971 (4.921 to 5.021) 7.733 (7.637 to 7.830)
Referrals to community
respiratory team
0.001 (0.001 to 0.002) 0.002 (0.001 to 0.002)
Referrals 0.091 (0.087 to 0.095) 0.095 (0.090 to 0.101)
Hospitalisations 0.326 (0.302 to 0.350) 1.138 (1.032 to 1.243)
Antibiotics prescriptions 0.352 (0.344 to 0.359) 0.353 (0.343 to 0.363)
Infections 0.073 (0.696 to 0.767) 0.081 (0.076 to 0.086)
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fewer hospitalisations for the 4-week period (rate ratio 0.30, 95% CI 0.27 to 0.33). The infections analysis
showed a slight decrease in the number of infections for the ‘antibiotics’ group, compared with the ‘no
antibiotics’ group (rate ratio 0.91, 95% CI 0.84 to 0.99).
Costs
The mean adjusted cost per patient with a COPD exacerbation for the ‘antibiotics’ group was estimated to
be £748, compared with £1911 for the ‘no antibiotics’ group (Table 28).
The results indicate that the use of antibiotics for COPD exacerbations resulted in cost savings and an
improvement in all outcomes analysed (Table 29). Hence, the use of antibiotics was dominant over
no antibiotics.
TABLE 27 Rate ratios for ‘antibiotics’ group compared with ‘no antibiotics’ group
Resource use item Rate ratio (95% CI)
GP consultations 0.65 (0.64 to 0.66)
Referrals to community respiratory team 0.75 (0.42 to 1.31)
Referrals 0.96 (0.89 to 1.03)
Hospitalisations 0.30 (0.27 to 0.33)
Antibiotics prescriptions 0.99 (0.96 to 1.03)
Infections 0.91 (0.84 to 0.99)
TABLE 28 Costs per patient
Cost
Antibiotics,
mean (95% CI)
(n= 26,822)
No antibiotics,
mean (95% CI)
(n= 15,903)
Incremental,
mean (95% CI)
Adjusted cost per patient (£) 748 (700 to 797) 1911 (1847 to 1974) −1162 (−1243 to −1083)
Unadjusted cost per patient (£) 726 (677 to 775) 1948 (1885 to 2011) −1222 (−1302 to −1142)
TABLE 29 Cost-effectiveness results per patient
Measure
Antibiotics,
mean (95% CI)
No antibiotics,
mean (95% CI)
Incremental,
mean (95% CI) ICER
Costs (£)a 748 (700 to 797) 1911 (1847 to 1974) −1162 (−1243 to −1083)
GP visitsb 5.00 (4.95 to 5.05) 7.67 (7.57 to 7.76) −2.67 (−2.77 to −2.57) Dominantc
CRT referralsb 0.0012 (0.0007 to 0.0016) 0.0016 (0.0009 to 0.0023) −0.0004 (−0.0012 to 0.0004) Dominantc
Referralsb 0.091 (0.087 to 0.095) 0.09 (0.090 to 0.100) −0.004 (−0.011 to 0.003) Dominantc
Hospitalisationsb 0.330 (0.305 to 0.355) 1.111 (1.001 to 1.216) −0.781 (−0867 to −0.695) Dominantc
Antibiotic
prescriptionsb
0.351 (0.343 to 0.359) 0.354 (0.344 to 0.364) −0.003 (−0.016 to −0.010) Dominantc
Infectionsb 0.073 (0.070 to 0.077) 0.081 (0.076 to 0.085) −0.008 (−0.014 to −0.002) Dominantc
a Adjusted costs per patient are reported.
b Adjusted outcomes are reported.
c Dominant indicates lower costs and better outcomes (i.e. lower resource use).
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Discussion
This observational CEA using EHRs found that antibiotic prescribing for COPD exacerbations was
associated with lower resource use. The purpose of our CEA was to illustrate the type of data that would
be available from a point-of-care trial statistically powered to measure the effects on clinical outcomes.
There were several limitations with our analyses. Residual confounding may have been present in the
comparisons of the ‘antibiotics’ and ‘no antibiotics’ groups. This highlights the importance of conducting a
trial which would remove such bias from an analysis. Ideally, a cost–utility analysis would be conducted to
generate the cost per QALY associated with antibiotics use. However, QALYs were not available for the
population under analysis, and hence a cost–utility analysis was not undertaken. Future collection of
quality-of-life values for such COPD exacerbation patients would be worthwhile.
In conclusion, a large observational patient data set derived from EHRs was used to illustrate the type of
analysis that can be undertaken fort point-of-care trials. The use of antibiotics for patients who present to
their GP with a COPD exacerbation was found to be dominant over (i.e. compared favourably with) the
use of no antibiotics, as it resulted in cost savings and improved outcomes.
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Chapter 11 Scientific challenges in
point-of-care trials
This chapter outlines scientific challenges in point-of-care trials. It is based on the feedback fromreviewers and responses in relation to an article we published in the British Medical Journal (BMJ)
in 2012.14
Data quality
The key characteristics of good data quality have been outlined by the UK Audit Commission, which can
also apply to EHRs.133 These characteristics concern validity, accuracy, reliability, timeliness, relevance and
completeness. A pivotal consideration for the feasibility of an electronic point-of-care trial is if the end
points of interest can be measured with reasonable quality in the EHRs and if the criteria used for flagging
during consultation are valid. We propose four steps, of which three could be conducted prior to the start
of a trial.
Step 1: development of an algorithm for electronic health record definition
of end point of interest (in a non-trial population)
An algorithm for the EHR definition of the end point of interest will need to be developed, which could be
challenging in EHR research databases given the heterogeneity in recording of data and varying levels of
clinical details. Researchers have often used different definitions to extract data,134 ranging from very
detailed case algorithms to broad definitions based on the presence of a single code. Researchers have
also differed in which code lists should be used to extract data.135 Rather than trying to classify each
patient as a definite case or not, a better approach to dealing with heterogeneity in information may
be to estimate the probability that a patient was correctly classified (i.e. positive predictive value). Several
methods could be used to estimate the probability that the EHR algorithm for identifying cases was
correct. It could be based on clinical review of possible cases providing the probability that cases as
identified by the algorithm were confirmed in the review. A sample of cases could be reviewed by the
clinicians caring for the relevant patients who are asked to confirm and validate the case outcomes and,
ideally, provide supporting evidence independent of the EHR. Alternatively, the complete EHRs (from all
linked data sets) could be extracted and reviewed by independent adjudicators. The positive predictive
value for cases with, for example, heart attack that are consistently recorded in linked data sets
(e.g. primary care records, hospital admissions and disease registry) would be much larger than that for
cases recorded in a single source only. The availability of a linked database may be important for increasing
the capture of outcomes and data quality. A recent English study that compared the recording in primary
care, hospital admission and disease registry records found that each data source missed a substantial
proportion (25–50%) of myocardial infarction events. It concluded that the failure to use linked EHRs may
lead to biased estimates of the incidence and outcome of myocardial infarction.136 This approach of the
development of an algorithm for data extraction from EHRs has been used before, as was done, for
example, in a study that looked at using EHRs for trial recruitment.137
Step 2: validation of algorithm in a non-trial population
The validity of the algorithm used to identify the end points of interest in the EHRs could be evaluated by
the analysis of incidence rates. As an example, the rate of heart attacks as estimated in the EHRs using the
algorithm could be compared with estimates from literature. Such comparisons would also provide some
evidence in the specificity of the case algorithm. An algorithm that would require extensive corroborating
evidence in the EHRs would likely provide an underestimate of the true incidence rate as cases would be
misclassified due to incomplete records. On the other hand, a non-specific algorithm could overestimate
the incidence. Another analysis could consist of the evaluation of well-known associations, such as the
Framingham risk score and CVD risk.
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Step 3: identification of sites with unusual patterns of data quality in a
non-trial population
Selection of sites with better quality of EHRs could be the third step. Sites with unusually low incidence of
the end point of interest or with a pattern of unusual recording could be excluded from point-of-care trials.
Figure 10 shows the results of cluster analysis conducted to identify practices with unusual patterns in data
recording of CVD. The cluster analysis identified among the 295 CPRD practices, four groups of practices
with statistically different patterns of data. The groups included 150 (50.8%), 52 (17.6%), 91 (30.8%) and
2 (0.7%) practices respectively. The two practices in the fourth group were found to have the lowest CVD
incidence relative to the practices in the first group (adjusted relative rate 0.67, 95% CI 0.51 to 0.88).
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FIGURE 10 Incidence rates of CVD by calendar year in different groups of practices, stratified by cluster analysis.
(a) Group 1; (b) group 2; (c) group 3; and (d) group 4. Each line represents the CVD incidence over time in
a practice. (continued )
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FIGURE 10 Incidence rates of CVD by calendar year in different groups of practices, stratified by cluster analysis.
(a) Group 1; (b) group 2; (c) group 3; and (d) group 4. Each line represents the CVD incidence over time in
a practice.
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Step 4: application of algorithm to the trial population
The validated algorithm could then be applied to the trial population as long as the recording of data for
trial patients would be similar to that outside the trial (i.e. the trial imposes no changes in data recording).
In addition, the prospective, randomised, open, blinded, end point design could be used to review
recorded end points of interest in a trial.40 Adjudicators blinded to the randomised treatment would review
all relevant information as extracted from the EHRs. In case of any questions or discrepancies between the
various data sources, a case validation approach could be used. The EHR information could be summarised
in a text report and then sent to the clinician at the site.
Lack of blinding to treatment and use of placebo
Point-of-care trials typically will have allocation concealment of the randomisation schedule (i.e. the person
randomising the patient does not know what the next treatment allocation will be). However, patients and
clinicians will typically not be blinded to the outcome of randomisation and know which treatment the
patient was randomised to. Bias in unblinded trials may occur if perspectives vary between the treatments
in the trial resulting in behavioural differences or the placebo effect.138 The placebo effect has been
described as a physiological effect caused by the meaning that the brain associates with the placebo.139 An
example of this is a study that reported substantive differences in symptoms of inflammatory bowel disease
between an attentive patient–clinician relationship compared with being on the waiting list.140 Bias may
also occur if the measurements and recording of the trial outcomes vary between allocated treatments.
Clinicians may refer patients selectively or outcome assessors may assess patients treated with the
experimental intervention more favourably.138 Blinding to treatment allocation is considered by many
researchers to be a crucial method for reducing such observer bias. Tool for assessing risk of bias in
randomised trials consider lack of blinding as a limitation.141
Blinding would also not mimic routine care. These trials aim to randomise between different clinical
decisions. In routine care, a clinician may choose between, for example, a statin or no treatment (placebo
interventions are rarely used). Placebo effects and behavioural changes as a result of starting a treatment
may be relevant for a clinical decision rather than being nuisance factors, as in an explanatory trial. As an
example, a clinical decision to prescribe a statin should take into account any behavioural changes leading
to a worsening diet, as this may impact on its effectiveness. Enck et al.142 discussed how the placebo effect
should be managed. They argued that the placebo effect should be minimised in explanatory trials in order
to optimise drug–placebo differences, thus ensuring that the efficacy of the investigational drug can be
truly evaluated. Once the drug is in clinical use, placebo effects should be maximised by harnessing
patients’ expectations and learning mechanisms to improve treatment outcomes.142
Measurement bias in the trial outcomes may also affect point-of-care trials. The degree of measurement
bias will probably depend on the type of outcome. Diagnosis of death is unlikely to be influenced by
awareness of trial medication. On the other hand, pain recording may be quite sensitive to lack of
blinding.138 A review of 146 meta-analyses found that effect estimates were exaggerated for subjective
outcomes when there was inadequate or unclear allocation concealment or lack of blinding, whereas there
was little evidence of bias in trials with objective outcomes.143
The main end points of point-of-care trials could be major clinical outcomes, such as death or heart
attacks. The prospective, randomised, open, blinded, end point design could then be implemented.40 A
point-of-care trial that obtains data from different data sets through linkage would further minimise bias
due to differential diagnosis and recording of major clinical outcomes. A trial that uses data from various
linked health-care data sets would not rely on the diagnosis, coding and recording of a single clinician.
Careful consideration will need to be given to the choice of the outcome. The use of non-specific or
composite outcomes could increase the proportion of events that are not causally related to the
intervention, thus diluting the estimated effect towards the null. Conclusions made on the basis of the
effect on a composite outcome may not be readily generalisable to other populations.144 It is also
important that the statistical analyses are prespecified and that the statistical analysis plan is published.
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EHRs may provide an opportunity for data dredging and selection of most favourable results. As reported
previously, bias can be introduced if outcomes are not prespecified.145
Patient-reported outcomes
The collection of patient-reported outcomes (such as quality of life) may be challenging in point-of-care
trials. The possibility of measurement bias, because of the lack of blinding of patients, may affect the
validity of more subjective end points, especially when patients have different perspectives on the
randomised treatments (in eLung, many patients will have used antibiotics before). The feasibility of
collecting these data during unscheduled consultations may be another challenge. As an example, the
eDiaries were not used in eLung and the response rate for paper questionnaires was suboptimal. The lack
of use of the eDiaries was likely related to the need to instruct trial participants about the device, which
was not possible due to the lack of time during the unscheduled consultation. An alternative approach
could be to utilise EHRs to develop surrogate measure for patient-reported outcomes. A study by
Hutchings et al.146 found that EHRs may have the capacity to develop these measures but that currently
there was a wide under-reporting of symptoms in EHRs.146 A future approach may be to collect
patient-reported outcomes systematically during routine clinical care. For example, these data could be
collected in the waiting rooms of clinics.
Assessment of trial eligibility
Screening for trial eligibility is the first step in the patient recruitment for point-of-care trials. One
reviewer commented:
I tried to think about this in terms of a clinical question and trial that I would understand and settled
on a comparison of sumatriptan versus non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs for patients with
episodic migraine. Here’s where the problems begin. Diagnosis of migraine in primary care is
notoriously inaccurate. The clinical question that would end up being answered is not sumatriptan
versus non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs for migraine but rather sumatriptan versus non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs for patients GPs *think* have migraine.
A related challenge was experienced in Retropro: the calculation of CVD risk was found to be subjective
and to vary substantially between different risk scores, without consistent guidance by NHS prescribing
guidelines.76 As a consequence, there were large differences for some patients between the assessments
of CVD risk by the GP and principal investigator. There is no single answer to the ideal scope of eligibility
criteria for point-of-care trials. One answer is that recruitment should be restricted to patients with a
specific indication in which a biological effect has been observed in explanatory trials for the study
intervention. An alternative answer is that point-of-care trials should be conducted if a substantial number
of clinicians are already using the study intervention for a non-specific condition in order to address
the uncertainty.
Heterogeneity of effects
Randomised trials typically address the question of whether or not an intervention is effective in an
average patient. Average results can hide variations in individual responses. Analyses of subgroups of the
trial population could evaluate any heterogeneity in effect, but they have limitations due to the possibility
of random variation of effects across subgroups. Large trials that use EHRs could also provide an
opportunity for data fishing expeditions, given the size of the population and the multitude of variables.
It has been recommended that subgroups should be defined based on biological plausibility, or
validated.147 Heterogeneity of effects may be a large challenge in point-of-care trials compared with
explanatory trials, given the deliberate intent to include broad patient populations.
Ioannidis and Lau148 proposed an interesting approach to systematically assessing heterogeneity which
could be applied to point-of-care trials. A predictive statistical model would be built using known risk
factors for trial outcomes. The variability in baseline risk can then be assessed and differences in risk
evaluated. A homogeneous trial (i.e. with little variation in risk) may not yield results that are generalisable
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to more diverse population. On the other hand, substantive heterogeneity in baseline risk would indicate
the need for evaluating the consistency of treatment effects at different levels of risk and subgroup
analyses.148 EHRs could also be used to compare the distribution of baseline risks in the population likely to
be treated with the intervention with the distribution of risk among trial participants.
Generalisability of findings
Penston replied to our BMJ publication on the rationale for point-of-care trials14 with the
following comment:
The authors make much of their contention that pragmatic trials will allow the data to be generalised.
So much so that, in their conclusions, they imply that the external validity of the results will not be
open to question. Given that there will be differences between doctors who participate in research
and those who do not, that not all of the eligible patients will be recruited, and that the trial sample
will not be drawn randomly from the underlying population, this is very hard to accept.
Sacristán et al.149
Point-of-care trials should indeed be naturalistic and aim to enrol a ‘random’ sample of clinicians and
patients. The original objective of this project was to have many clinicians each recruiting a few patients
but we ended up with a few clinicians recruiting many patients. The critique by Preston is valid:
point-of-care trials will provide generalisable findings only if clinicians and patients are a representative
sample of the population of interest. EHR databases may provide an opportunity to measure characteristics
of patients not recruited into a trial.
Lack of effect due to non-compliance
Bergmann supported the concept of point-of-care trials, but mentioned the following limitation:
The necessary intention to treat analysis may often conclude to an absence of difference between the
two therapeutic strategies not because of an evidence-based clinical equivalence but because a weak
evaluation of the efficacy or safety due to a too large variability linked to the erratic therapeutics
compliance in usual conditions. This variability reduces the possibility to demonstrate the superiority of
one of the tested treatments even if this superiority exists.
Sacristán et al.149
Non-compliance is a nuisance in explanatory trials and needs to be minimised there. However, it is
important to know for decision-making if a biologically effective medication is not being used by patients
for whom it is appropriate. Erratic therapeutic compliance is therefore an end point of interest in pragmatic
trials. Furthermore, the artificially high compliance achieved in explanatory trials by careful selection and
regular instructions for patients may hide an improved performance in a normal practice setting for a less
toxic intervention with fewer instructions.
Treatment contamination over time
Patients may change their treatment over time as highlighted by Bergmann:
After randomisation, the various doses, durations, stops, resumes, cross-over and individual modalities
of the studied treatments as the different follows-up of the patients may trouble the demonstration of
differences between the two compared treatments.
Sacristán et al.149
Treatment contamination can indeed bias the study of biological effects as the exposures of interest are
changed. However, it would be relevant to know that many patients switch from, for example, simvastatin
to atorvastatin due to side effects. Treatment contamination is of direct interest in pragmatic trials as
long as it reflects normal practice. Of course, it will be challenging to evaluate long-term side effects in
pragmatic trials if there is treatment contamination. Statistical techniques, such as contamination-adjusted
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intention-to-treat analysis, may reduce bias due to treatment contamination. This method uses the
statistical technique of instrumental variable analysis to address the contamination.150
Concept of large trials
The concept of large trials has been described as deeply flawed by Penston.151 His main reason for saying
this is that the magnitude of treatment effects is often small in absolute rather than relative terms. Penston
showed that less than 5% of patients in the CVD prevention trials derived any benefit from taking the
medication for years (i.e. by not experiencing CVD).151 Trials should be targeted at very high-risk people,
thereby keeping the trials smaller. Clearly, the magnitude of absolute risk reductions with a treatment
should be important for decision-making rather than only relative effects. However, low absolute event
rates in trials are indicative not of flaws of randomisation but rather of imperfect identification of high-risk
patients and targeting of treatment. Furthermore, patient preferences should be taken into account in
deciding worthwhile levels of risk reduction.
Design of point-of-care trials
Retropro and eLung randomised individual patients to different treatments. An alternative design could
have been the cluster trial. In cluster trials, entire areas or health service organisational units are randomly
allocated to intervention or control groups with outcomes evaluated for individuals within each cluster.152
Cluster randomised trials are increasingly used in public health and health services research. The main
advantage of a cluster trial may be the easier implementation. For example, local prescribing guidelines
currently restrict the choice of type of statin to simvastatin. Such policies could be amended to allow
random allocation of each practice to the type of statin, which could be easily communicated to all
practice GPs and monitored for adherence. However, there are several limitations with cluster trials.153,154
One limitation occurs if there is variability between practices. For example, the use of antibiotics for COPD
exacerbations substantially varies between practices, and this could reduce the statistical power of a cluster
trial. Clinicians may also not allocate all of their patients to the intended treatment (e.g. withholding
antibiotic treatment to patients with mild to moderate COPD exacerbations given their established clinical
practice). However, cluster trials may be useful to compare the effects of different policies that are applied
consistently (such as a policy of how to educate patients when to use their spare bottle of antibiotics).
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Chapter 12 Discussion, recommendations
and guidance
Main lessons of this project
This project provided several lessons with respect to the opportunities and challenges of research using
routinely collected data (Table 30). Routinely collected data can provide detailed information on medical
and prescribing histories of trial participants and allow long-term follow-up for major clinical outcomes,
even after completion of the trial. Data on trial participants and sites can be compared with data from
those not participating in the trial. Retropro has shown that a trial can be conducted without site visits
and with minimal interference by the research team providing opportunities for more representative trial
settings. The challenges in conducting point-of-care trials relate to the complexities in obtaining research
governance approvals, recruitment and retainment of GPs and consent procedures for recruiting patients.
There are many uncertainties about the relative merits of alternative treatments already in wide use and
who to treat with these interventions. Even for statins that have been evaluated in a large number of
trials, there are important outstanding research questions. Even small differences in the relative merits of
alternative treatments could translate to a substantial number of lives saved if the suboptimal treatment is
being widely used. A learning health-care system should consider the continuous optimisation of routinely
used interventions as a key task. Clinicians should consider it as their duty to help resolve uncertainties
about the effects of their treatments. There is increasing recognition that patients have suffered and died
unnecessarily because doctors have failed to recognise and confront uncertainties about the effects of
their treatments and to support the research needed to reduce these.156 The challenge will be to embed
research into clinical practice and engender a culture of continuous testing with routinely used treatments
in order to find out what works in whom. This will require different models of organising and conducting
these trials and of involving patients and seeking consent. Faden et al.157 recently proposed that a trial like
Retropro may be allowed under certain conditions to proceed without consent of patients at the time of
randomisation. Patients could be regularly informed about randomisation activities in the clinic and be
allowed to opt out from future randomisation. There should be engagement with patients and clinicians
about the proper role for randomisation and consent in a learning health-care system.157 Randomised trials
of routinely used treatments should be simple to conduct and conducted as a matter of routine. Clinicians
and patients should set the priorities for these trials and conduct them, with researchers merely providing
the infrastructure for design and analysis.
This project has shown that electronic point-of-care trials are feasible, although the recruitment of
clinicians is a major challenge owing to the complexity in the trial approvals and diverse barriers to
recruitment (as outlined in Chapter 8). However, these trials will contribute substantially to the quality
improvement only if interventions, clinicians and participants of these trials are representative and if trials
are simple to conduct. The current research governance system mandates special requirements and
conditions to trials, even those that aim to evaluate interventions in routine use. As a consequence,
only a selective minority of clinicians participate and trial interventions may no longer reflect usual care
(e.g. due to lengthy consent procedures or requirements to switch trial medication for administrative
convenience). Point-of-care trials will have limited scientific value if the trial setting or participants are
artificial. These trials aim to compare actual clinical decisions (rather than testing biological effects of a
molecule) and, thus, will need to replicate these clinical decisions. The concept and practice of research
exceptionalism are a fundamental and critical challenge to the use of point-of-care trials.
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TABLE 30 Main lessons of this project with respect to opportunities and challenges for point-of-care trials
Area Lesson Comment
Opportunity Clinicians showed interest in participating in
simple trials
Two-thirds of practices that were contacted
expressed interest; qualitative research also
indicated support in principle
Patients showed interest in participating in
simple trials
Qualitative research indicated support and patient
representatives on the Trial Steering Committee
advocate further progress (see Appendix 5)
Routinely collected EHRs can provide long-term
information on major clinical outcomes; linked
databases enhance the capture of major
clinical outcomes
Data quality can be measured in EHR databases
prior to start of trial; end points in trials should be
simple to define; linkages can be important in
enhancing capture of end points
Feasible to conduct simple trials without site visits
and with minimal interference by research team
Central monitoring techniques are valuable
especially if data are available on
non-trial participants
IT system can facilitate simple recruitment
procedures including flagging
Clinicians found the technical procedures for
recruitment simple, having done it once; interest
was expressed in tailoring flagging to individual
preferences of clinicians
IT system can facilitate central control of recruitment Patients’ eligibility can be controlled centrally
(subject to data availability) and the number of trial
participants at a site can be managed
Fraud may be less likely because of the greater
chance of detection, greater technical challenges for
the fraudulent researcher and ease of routine audit
Availability of EHRs before and after the trial plus
information on non-trial participants/sites simplify
fraud detection
Challenge Research governance procedures are complex,
leading to substantial attrition of clinicians
Trials of routinely used interventions should be
considered quality improvement, regulated under
Good Medical Practice guidelines155
Informed consent procedures are legalistic and
complex, based on the unsubstantiated belief that
long paper forms are more informative
Consent procedures should be informed by
preferences of patients; alternative models of
consent (of content and timing) should be
developed and evaluated
Trial recruitment during an unscheduled consultation
is difficult for clinicians
Simplification of trial recruitment procedures is
required (including consent procedures and
collection of study-specific data)
Study interventions are already well established
in routine clinical practice or subjected to
treatment guidelines
Trials need to be conducted earlier
Protocols and study procedures should be simple
and consistent with routine clinical practice
Collection of eDiaries, for example, should be
limited to selected sites that have dedicated
research staff
Bias in the measurement of more subjective
end points due to preferences (such as
patient-reported outcomes)
Placebo-controlled trial should be considered in a
subset of sites only
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Several authors have advocated large simple point-of-care trials with minimal study-specific data collection,
inclusion criteria consistent with normal clinical practice and collection of information on major clinical
outcomes.158–161 As succinctly put by Tognoni et al.,162 truly important questions need only simple protocols
and data collection. Unfortunately, these trials are currently rarely done although the recent TASTE trial
provides an example how simple trials can be done.25 The call for making trials much simpler and larger
clearly has not been heeded.163
An important limitation of this project was that the study setting was restricted to primary care and that
simple pharmacological interventions were evaluated. The GPs in the UK have been using EHRs for over
two decades. Secondary care in the UK has had a lower uptake of EHRs. The recent experiences in Sweden
of the TASTE trial, conducted in secondary care,25 do support the notion that point-of-care trials do not
need to be limited to primary care. Our project was developed and based in CPRD, which currently
contains the EHRs of about 8% of the UK population. However, many of the issues raised are likely to
apply more generically to EHRs.
Best practice for point-of-care trials
This section outlines a proposal for best practice of point-of-care trials focusing on those aspects specific to
point-of-care trials. Best practice should include careful assessment of the research objectives. They should
be clinically valid and address important uncertainty based on systematic reviews, and the opinions of
clinicians and patients. The need to include patients in developing research agendas is now well
established.164,165 Clinicians and patients should be involved in the development of the study protocol and
review the need for any study-specific procedures. The protocol and study instructions should be succinct,
ideally merely reflecting treatment guidelines. The study interventions to be compared should be
administered in a manner consistent with intended practice (for novel interventions) or with usual practice
(for interventions already in use). Clinicians should be asked to adhere to Good Medical Practice guidelines
in recruiting patients, seeking consent and providing medical care for trial participants.155 Clinicians who
are not familiar with the study interventions should be offered training prior to the start of the study,
based on treatment guidelines (e.g. for newly licensed interventions). The proposed patient recruitment
models should be tested with clinicians and patients who should be able to choose the trial recruitment
model that is best suited to their practice (e.g. choice of who and when to flag during consultation).
The trial should aim to enrol many clinicians each enrolling only a few patients. The follow-up of trial
participant and data collection should ideally reflect usual care. Importantly, the recruitment, flagging and
data collection models should not vary greatly between point-of-care trials (other than the choice of hot
and cold recruitment), ensuring that clinicians are familiar with the procedures.
A pivotal question is if the EHR database can identify potentially eligible patients and/or measure study
outcomes to an acceptable standard. Prior to the start of the trial, an algorithm for case identification
should be tested and validated and sites with unusual patterns of data should be identified and possibly
excluded from the trial. The potential bias in the lack of blinding will need to be considered. Outcomes
that may be affected by this (such as patient-reported outcomes) may require that this assessment is done
only in a subset of sites with blinding of patients and clinicians. After the end of the trial, the prospective,
randomised, open, blinded, end point design should be used to review recorded end points of interest in a
trial. Adjudicators blinded to the randomised treatment could review all relevant information as extracted
from the EHRs.40 In case of any questions, the EHR information should be summarised in a text report and
then sent to the clinician at the site for clarification. Linkage with other health-care databases may improve
the capture of the cases and completeness of information and also facilitate the long-term follow-up.
Central data monitoring should be used to identify irregularities in trial data that might indicate incorrect
or fabricated data, using statistical tests to detect unusual patterns within and across centres and assess
consistency of variables over time. ADR monitoring should consist of periodic analyses of rates of adverse
outcomes in the trial population compared with a non-trial population. The EHRs should also be searched
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for entries of suspected side effects with the study medications. An important analysis will be the
comparison of the trial and non-trial populations in order to assess the generalisability of the trial results
and the performance in recruitment.
The analyses of trial end points should be based on a statistical plan defined prior to the start of the study
which identifies the key analyses for publication. The statistical plan and the operational definitions for
outcomes and variables should be published at the time of the publication of trial results. The research staff
involved in the analyses of trial data should be blinded to treatment allocation until the analytical programs
have been finalised. Programs for pivotal analyses and EHR data extractions should be done independently
by two researchers (i.e. double programming). Consideration should be given to how best to communicate
results to trial participants. One option may be to use the flagging software to notify clinicians during
consultation of a former trial participant for whom they can print out the trial results at the study website.
Data protection and security is of critical importance for point-of-care trials that use EHR databases. Staff
training and standard procedures, and skills and attitudes of staff, are important for treating data with
appropriate care.166 Regular audits by external experts, with publication of the audit findings, should be very
useful as they help to maintain a culture of continuous improvement.167 Open access to research data
should minimise any effects of conflicts of interest, including any commercial interests of EHR databases.
The Royal Society in the UK has recommended an open data culture: scientists should make data available
in appropriate data repositories.168 Although it would not be appropriate to put all EHR data online for open
access, an open data culture would support a model in which researchers can access EHR data following
scientific review of the protocol done fully independently of the custodians of the EHR database.169
Recommendations
To develop evidence and implement risk proportionality in trial governance
and conduct
The experiences in this project and that of others46 do highlight the need for evidence of what works best
and for risk proportionality in the governance and conduct of trials. GCP has been mostly based on expert
opinion. It was also developed at a time when information was processed predominantly on paper. When
dealing with the question of how to approach computer validation for EHRs from multiple systems and
parties, we obtained advice that the best method for this was to print the EHRs and have the clinician sign
the paper. GCP is also based on the notion that the records at the site are the source of trial information:
the trial database needs to be consistent with the data at a site (i.e. source verification). However, this
notion of a single data source is being replaced by a digital revolution with information coming from
multiple places with different pieces of information. Loder et al.170 have outlined that the ways we create,
access and store information is changing rapidly. The challenge will be to develop the methods and
approaches of how to extract reliable knowledge out of large amounts of data provided by digital
technology. This challenge may only be met if the focus is on developing evidence rather than on
following opinions and rules.
To develop strategies to increase recruitment in point-of-care trials
The nested qualitative process evaluation of eLung (the QUEAN study) found that recruitment of clinicians
and patients into point-of-care trials was widely supported in principle and considered feasible for both
acute and chronic conditions. Further research is needed to test effective strategies to improve the
efficiency of point-of-care recruitment, particularly regarding innovative approaches to consent procedures.
These challenges are fundamentally practical and potentially open to resolution. The greater challenge is
the demanding context in which GPs operate and the underpinning requirement for a GP to have a high
level of personal interest in research to address the many barriers to successfully implementing research
among their daily clinical workload. Indeed, point-of-care trials provide an exciting opportunity to build on
and broaden existing levels of GP interest in research despite limited time and capacity through the
involvement in the full implementation of a trial with relatively minimal additional workload.
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Based on the evidence of the QUEAN study and related literature, a package of recommendations is
proposed to increase recruitment in point of care trials, one of the main barriers to the potential success of
future point-of-care trials. The recommendations include strategies to address the specific technical and
practical challenges unique to point-of-care recruitment, strategies to involve GPs and commissioners in
identifying research priorities and informing design of successful implementation on the ground, combined
with the crucial element of strategies to provide broader policy and infrastructural support for the
promotion of simple and larger trials using EHRs to GPs (Table 31). A comprehensive approach to both
assessing the technical barriers and enabling the promotion and support of successful recruitment and
implementation is more likely to improve recruitment at each stage of the process. This is important for
point-of-care trials which require wide inclusion of GPs to increase external generalisability and high
retention rates to maintain internal validity.89 It also recognises the influence of several generic and
project-specific factors on the recruitment decision for a research study as identified by the QUEAN study.
Although this would require investment in the short term, including site-specific support to enable
participating GPs to recruit successfully and positively, this would be expected to reduce over time as
confidence and familiarity with the trial method increases as an integral part of a learning
health-care system.
TABLE 31 Recommendations to improve recruitment in point-of-care trials
Stage
of recruitment
Recommended strategy to
enable recruitment
Underpinning factor
Generic Project specific
Stage 1: policy and
infrastructure support
Government policy to support innovative
research methods using EHRs to increase
evidence base in primary care
National and local promotion and training
to clinicians of trials using EHRs
Review of roles and responsibilities of PCRN
to provide relevant promotion, training and
infrastructure support
Personal interest in
research in primary care
EHR as valuable primary
care resource
Stage 2: design
and development
Local clinical input into planning of trials:
l Clinical Commissioning Groups or Local
Medical Committees to inform priority
topics and key outcome measures
l Advisory group of lead clinicians for
research to inform practical design and
implementation of trial including
content of pop-ups for computerised
recruitment
Financial remuneration to backfill clinicians’
time away from clinical practice to facilitate
quality clinical input
Involvement of patients into design of trial
Benefit to local
population/patients
Time/capacity to
implement study
Relevance of topic
Consistency with local
prescribing plans
Feasibility to recruit
Trial procedures and
outcomes relevant
to patients
continued
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TABLE 31 Recommendations to improve recruitment in point-of-care trials (continued )
Stage
of recruitment
Recommended strategy to
enable recruitment
Underpinning factor
Generic Project specific
Stage 3: clinicians’
participation
Improved information
l Avoid busy periods such as
QOF reporting
l Clear and simple information for
clinicians on study design, with
emphasis on EHRs underpinning novel
trial method
l One-page summary including
exclusion criteria
l Clear description of support available
for ‘interested’ and ‘recruited’ practices
l Clear and simple information for
patients, particularly on consenting and
data protection
l Web-based study documents
Innovative communication
l Web-based podcast to demonstrate
point-of-care recruitment using
computer based alerts
l Option for each ‘interested’ practice to
receive a telephone call from research
team to discuss practicalities of study
design and implementation
Innovative recruitment for
vulnerable practices
l Collective recruitment of a local
collaboration of service providers within
London
Financial incentives
l eLung as a benchmark of
adequate remuneration
l Formulae for flexible remuneration
packages for combined hot and
cold recruitment
l Packaging of remuneration as for other
‘enhanced services’ like QOF
l Financial incentives for patients on low
incomes, e.g. travel and honorarium
Education and development
l Clinician training on research topic
l Promotion of research as an
opportunity for revalidation with Good
Medical Practice framework
Adequate remuneration
Time/capacity to
implement study
Feasibility to recruit
Point-of-care hot
recruitment method
Computerised
recruitment via
pop-up alerts
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TABLE 31 Recommendations to improve recruitment in point-of-care trials (continued )
Stage
of recruitment
Recommended strategy to
enable recruitment
Underpinning factor
Generic Project specific
Stage 4: clinicians’
recruitment of
patients and
clinicians’ retention
Site-specific support during set-up
l Option for a face-to-face visit from
research team to assist with
computerised recruitment system
Flexible strategies to facilitate
point-of-care recruitment
l Providing patient study materials at
routine clinics
l Posting study materials to
eligible patients
l Screening patients at booking to
allocate a 20-minute appointment
l Text messaging to patients to
check eligibility
l Option for clinicians to connect patients
to a research nurse via web to discuss
patient information prior to completing
consent
An efficient and simple computerised
recruitment system
l Fully functional
l Extremely quick pop-ups, consistent
with questions in routine care
l Option for electronic consent
l Direct link between recruitment data
and patient record
l Option to recruit via study website as a
back-up
l Option for some patient data to be
entered later
l Opt out for clinicians if too busy
l Data entry as free text or standard
codes
Regular feedback to practices on
recruitment rates
Clinicians to assist with interpretation of
study data as required
Time/capacity to
implement study
Feasibility to recruit
Point-of-care hot
recruitment method
Computerised
recruitment via
pop-up alerts
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To increase the involvement of patients and clinicians in point-of-care trials
In addition to the formal evaluation of the factors influencing recruitment into point-of-care trials in the
QUEAN study, the two patient representatives on the Trial Steering Committee each provided their views
on how to progress with point-of-care trials (see Appendix 5). The first necessity is to build a clear sense of
common purpose and urgency about facilitating the choice of research questions. Second, expediting the
set-up process for point-of-care research, particularly with regard to the burden of obtaining research
governance approvals, is also required. The third is to establish a team committed to leadership, capable of
sustaining momentum and resourced to do so. Early objectives must be to demonstrate the effectiveness
and benefits of point-of-care randomised trial research in resolving high profile unresolved uncertainty
dilemmas of common concern to clinicians and patients. Pioneer projects should affect both primary and
secondary care and ideally point to cost savings to demonstrate that, over the medium term, such research
can be financially self-sustaining, as well as providing evidence resulting in patient benefit. Furthermore,
alternative models for engaging patients and seeking their consent should be explored, including waiting
room posters or rolling TV advertisements in the waiting room of general practices.
The two lead GP investigators also provided their views on how to increase GP involvement in point-of-care
trials (see Appendix 5). The challenge in point-of-care trials is to simplify the initiation and conduct and to
have research questions that will be of concrete interest to clinicians. Such simplicity should make it easier
to recruit clinicians and patients. In the UK, the PCRN’s Research Sites Initiative should be utilised to provide
support for local feasibility and to include successful participation in point-of-care studies (and maintaining
the software tools) as part of the criteria for participation in research site initiatives schemes. Local Clinical
Research networks could be used to engage with Clinical Commissioning Groups, NHS and Commissioning
Support Units (who maintain practice IT) to ensure wider and more responsive support for the technical
challenges in these studies. One of our qualitative studies found that seeking consent for trial participation
was a barrier for GPs but not for nurses. The role of nurses in point-of-care trials should be further explored.
To obtain patient views on how to deal with and communicate uncertainty
It is currently difficult to initiate trials even for routinely used interventions, as we and others have
experienced. The trial regulation and governance system are complex and only few clinicians participate.
The consequence of this complexity may be that trials are not routinely conducted and uncertainty is not
addressed. There is currently a paradox in how the health-care system deals with uncertainty. Richard
Smithells noted that he needed permission to give a treatment to half of his patients (to find out whether
it did more good than harm), but that he did not need any permission if he decided to give the treatment
to all of his patients.45 Informed consent requirements also are very different with trials requiring lengthy
consent forms in contrast to brief discussions in usual care.171 COPD patients are not informed routinely
that their exacerbation would be treated differently by another clinician,26 while many obstacles are put
into the way for anyone wanting to initiate a trial in order to resolve this variability. The fundamental
question is how patients do view this apparent double standard in the handling and disclosure of
uncertainty. A survey of over 1000 adults found that 97% of respondents agreed that the NHS has a
duty to determine the safety and effectiveness of the drugs its doctors prescribe.172
To develop consent procedures informed by patient views
The informed consent procedures should be designed in collaboration with patients and be based on
empirical evidence on what kind of process best informs participants. However, the GCP standard, which
has come to be viewed as canonical for trial governance, was based on expert opinion and has little basis
in empirical evidence. A recent systematic review found that there is limited empirical evidence of what
information potential participants want to know about research when they are making the decision to
take part.173 There is a need to understand better the type and amount of information people want in
order to support their individual decision-making. It would also be very useful if the consent procedures
could take place some time prior to randomisation, especially for hot recruitment of acutely ill patients.
COPD patients could have been approached in eLung and asked for consent to randomisation for a future
exacerbation rather than at the time when they were acutely ill. Rather than lengthy paper forms with a
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paternalistic content determined by experts, consent forms should be tailored to individual needs and use
modern technology to communicate.
To measure and acknowledge systematically uncertainty in guidelines
It is currently no longer possible to initiate Retropro or eLung. Although there is scientific equipoise in the
comparative effectiveness of different types of statins and in the effects of antibiotics in mild and moderate
COPD exacerbations, there is no equipoise for clinicians due to recommendation in guidelines. For statins,
the proposed 2014 NICE guidelines for primary prevention of CVD now recommend atorvastatin over
other types of statins. This is despite the finding that there was no clinical and statistical difference in their
meta-analysis of trials between different types of statins (http://guidance.nice.org.uk/CG/WaveR/123).174
This recommendation appears to have been based on a cost-effectiveness model which ignored this clinical
and statistical uncertainty. It is important that uncertainty is systematically measured and acknowledged in
guidelines. Otherwise, we will remain in a vicious circle in which a guideline is based on uncertain evidence
but research cannot be done because of the guideline.
To develop cost–benefit analysis to assess excess treatment costs
The excess treatment costs were found to be a considerable barrier to point-of-care trials. The question is
who should bear the costs of the routine treatments provided for a trial. The NHS would be the main
financial beneficiary for a full Retropro trial with clinically significant findings. If atorvastatin was 10% more
effective than simvastatin in reducing CVD, the NHS would save the costs of over 2400 heart attacks for all
patients starting statins in a single year (as outlined in Chapter 1). This saving would clearly offset the
excess treatment costs of a full Retropro trial. The handling of excess treatment costs should be based on a
comparison of the future cost benefits of likely trial findings with the excess treatment costs of a trial.
To develop statistical models for the measurement of electronic health
record data quality
There are currently over 300 EHR research databases in 45 countries with different characteristics.175 Data
quality is of course very important, and not all clinical outcomes can be measured accurately solely from
the data recorded in the EHRs. Information in EHR research databases can also change substantially over
time. There is a clear research need to develop and adopt systematic, statistically based methods of data
quality assessment.176 Furthermore, the development of common data models and dictionaries could
simplify research across different EHR research databases.
To test risk prediction and patient identification strategies in
randomised trials
There were large differences for some patients between the assessments of CVD risk by the GP and
principal investigator. We initiated research that explored the variability between practices in statin
prescribing between practices76 and in the performance of the Framingham, ASSIGN and QRISK2 risk
predictions. We found that statin prescribing varied substantially between practices76 and that the existing
risk scores did not predict well CVD risk in individual patients. Point-of-care trials will be useful only if the
right patients are identified consistently. Therefore, risk prediction strategies should be subjected to
randomised trials.
To further experiment with point-of-care trials
Michael Lauer of the National Institutes of Health has recently expressed a willingness to experiment,
during a meeting at the US Institute of Medicine about simple trials. Emerging technologies should be
embedded into existing projects and be allowed to fail often but inexpensively in smaller experiments. This
allows for a stepwise approach to learning what works as long as lessons are captured and shared.177 Both
EHRs and pragmatic trials may be considered emerging technologies. Although the concept of pragmatic
trials was described over 40 years ago,1 they are conducted less frequently.178 The combination of
randomisation and simple data collection through EHRs can provide the opportunity for a stepwise change
in quality improvement in the health-care system and wider use of point-of-care trials. Researchers will
need to share data and knowledge openly with a view to improving health outcomes for all.170
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Reith et al.179 concluded in their recent review of barriers to trials:
It is becoming increasingly clear that more extensive use of health records and informatics platforms,
along with more refined ethical approaches characterised by the expectation that participation in
clinical trials is the norm rather than the exception, could support a dramatic increase in the
emergence of definite evidence about treatments.179
Reith C, Landray M, Devereaux PJ, Bosch J, Granger CB, Baigent C, et al.
Randomized clinical trials – removing unnecessary obstacles. N Engl J Med 2013;369:1061–5.
Quote reproduced with permission
We conclude by quoting the comments by Sacristán et al.:149
The combination of experiments and observations in daily practice requires important regulatory and
cultural changes oriented to eliminate the barriers between clinical practice and clinical research,
realising that all research and all clinical actions begin at the patient’s bedside and that every medical
act is structured like an experiment. The increasing use of EHR should contribute to the disappearance
of walls between doctors who carry out research, and doctors who do not, between patients who
participate in RCTs and the ‘real’ patients that doctors see every day, between the clinical research
form used in RCTs and the electronic medical history. The systematic use of EHR to conduct RCTs
could contribute to completing the circle that began with evidence-based medicine with the new
concept of medicine-based evidence. The real challenge is not the technical infrastructure to
implement randomised database studies, but understanding that, in the context of a patient-centred
medicine, clinical research and clinical practice are the two faces of the same coin.149
Sacristán JA. Rapid Response BMJ Re: Pragmatic randomised trials using routine electronic health
records: putting them to the test, 2012; URL: www.bmj.com/content/344/bmj.e55?tab=responses
(accessed 2 July 2012). Quote reproduced with permission
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Appendix 1 Charters for Trial Steering and
Data Monitoring Committees
This appendix outlines the charters for the Steering Committee and Data Monitoring Committee forRetropro and eLung. The Chair of the Steering Committee will need to agree to any changes in the
charters of the Steering Committee and Data Monitoring Committee.
Steering Committee
Roles and responsibilities
The role of the Steering Committee is to provide oversight of the conduct of the two trials. This includes
oversight of the practical aspects of the study as well as ensuring that the study continues to be run in a
way which is both safe for the patients and provides appropriate safety and efficacy data to the sponsor
and investigators. In discharging its safety role, the Steering Committee will work in conjunction with the
Data Monitoring Board that will also be established for the trials.
Specific responsibilities of the Steering Committee include, but are not limited to, the following:
l to provide overall supervision of the trials
l to take steps to reduce deviations from the protocol to a minimum
l periodic review of the progress of the study
l to review safety data; this review is typically done blinded to treatment allocation (in case of a major
safety concern, the Steering Committee can request unblinding and the review then can be done in an
unblinded manner)
l to resolve any differences within the research team or between research team and sponsor (London
School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine) on the data management and monitoring procedures in the
trials or any recommendations for modifications to the protocol.
The Steering Committee will have ultimate responsibility for the trials and will assume primacy over the
Data Monitoring Committee or principal investigator. The Steering Committee can prematurely terminate
the trials. The sponsor and principal investigator will agree, in writing prior to the start of the study, to the
charter of the Steering Committee.
Membership
The Steering Committee will consist of at least four members, including three members who are
independent of the MHRA. A patient representative will be invited. The sponsor and the funder of eLung
will need to approve the nomination of the Steering Committee. Membership consists of persons who
have no financial, scientific, or other competing interests with the trials. Three members (including the
Chairman or designee) will constitute a quorum. The principal investigator and a representative of
the financial funder of the trials may attend the meetings, but will have no voting status. The Steering
Committee may request that the principal investigator and the funder representative do not attend all or
part of any meeting. Members will be reimbursed for any reasonable travel, accommodation or other costs
(e.g. telephone) incurred.
All potential members will have sight of the protocol and be invited to comment before agreeing to join
the Steering Committee. If a potential member has major reservations about the trials they should report
these to the principal investigator and sponsor and may decide not to accept the invitation to join. Steering
Committee members should be independent and constructively critical of the ongoing trials, but also
supportive of aims and methods of the trial.
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There will be no formal contract between Steering Committee members and the sponsor.
Committee process
The Steering Committee will meet prior to the start of the study and 6–12 months after the start of the
study. The Steering Committee may also meet on an ad hoc basis should the need arise. Meetings may
take place by teleconference, by videoconference, or face to face, whichever is agreed to be most
appropriate. Urgent issues may be communicated by e-mail by the principal investigator to the Steering
Committee, where appropriate. Members will be reimbursed for any reasonable travel, accommodation
or other costs (e.g. telephone) incurred. There will be no formal legal contract between members and
the sponsor.
Minutes
A set of minutes (drafted by a member of the research team) will be produced for each meeting of the
Steering Committee. These will be circulated in draft form to all members within 1 week of the meeting
date. Members then have up to 2 weeks in which to provide comments or amendments, after which the
minutes will be considered to be final. The Chair (or in his/her absence from the meeting a nominated
deputy) will sign a copy of the final minutes. A copy of the final minutes will be filed in the trial master file.
Confidentiality
All materials, discussions and proceedings of the Steering Committee are completely confidential.
Members and other participants of the Steering Committee meetings are expected to
maintain confidentiality.
Data Monitoring Committee
Roles and responsibilities
The role of the Data Monitoring Committee is to safeguard the interests of the trial’s participants and to
monitor the data collected in the trials. Specific responsibilities of the Data Monitoring Committee include,
but are not limited to, the following:
l to agree to and evaluate the data management and monitoring procedures of the trials as proposed by
the research team
l to assess recruitment figures and data quality, including completeness
l to assess the extent of protocol deviations (including a comparison of patients enrolled in the trials and
other patients in the research database using the same medication)
l to review safety data, including line-listings of case reports of suspected ADRs and of iatrogenic
conditions and to request further analyses; this review will be done blinded to treatment allocation; the
Data Monitoring Committee will inform the Steering Committee of any major safety concerns and
request their unblinded review of safety data
l to review the results of the fraud detection procedures
l to implement early stopping rules for the trials (e.g. Haybittle–Peto rule).
The Data Monitoring Committee can recommend modifications to the data management and monitoring
procedures in the trials or to the protocol. Every effort will be made to reach a consensus within the Data
Monitoring Committee and with the principal investigator. In case of disagreement on recommended
modifications, the Steering Committee will decide. The sponsor and principal investigator will agree, in
writing prior to the start of the study, to the charter of the Data Monitoring Committee.
Membership
The Data Monitoring Committee will consist of three members. Two members will constitute a quorum. In
the two trials the members of the Data Monitoring Committee will consist of co-investigators (rather than
independent members as will be the case for later studies). The reason for this is that these are feasibility
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trials lacking statistical power to detect effects on major clinical outcomes; the objective of these studies
will be to develop the overall structure and procedures for trials.
Committee process
The Data Monitoring Committee will meet prior to the start of the study and 6–12 months after the start
of the study. The Data Monitoring Committee may also meet on an ad hoc basis should the need arise.
Meetings may take place by teleconference, by videoconference, or face to face, whichever is agreed to be
most appropriate. Urgent issues may be communicated by e-mail. Members will be reimbursed for any
reasonable travel, accommodation or other costs (e.g. telephone) incurred. There will be no formal legal
contract between members and the sponsor.
Minutes
A set of minutes will be produced for each meeting of the Data Monitoring Committee. These will be
circulated in draft form to all members within 1 week of the meeting date. Members then have up to
2 weeks in which to provide comments or amendments, after which the minutes will be considered to be
final. The Chair (or in his/her absence from the meeting a nominated deputy) will sign a copy of the final
minutes. A copy of the final minutes will be filed in the trial master file.
Confidentiality
All materials, discussions and proceedings of the Data Monitoring Committee are completely confidential.
Members and other participants of the Data Monitoring Committee meetings are expected to
maintain confidentiality.
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Appendix 2 Qualitative research of views
on computerised trial recruitment: topic guide
Recruiting to trials
1. What are your thoughts* about recruiting patients to clinical trials generally?
2. What are your thoughts* about recruiting your patients to clinical trials?
3. What are your thoughts* about recruiting patients to clinical trials during routine consultations?
[*Incorporating beliefs, concerns and expectations.]
Barriers:
1. Do you think there may be potential barriers to recruiting patients to clinical trials during routine
consultations? (What would stop participants from recruiting patients to RCT’s?)
Facilitators:
1. Do you think there may be anything that could facilitate recruiting patients to clinical trials during
routine consultations? (What would help participants to recruit patients to RCT’s?)
Computerised clinical tools
1. What is your opinion of or attitudes** towards the use of computerised clinical tools (CCTs) for
recruiting patients to clinical trials during routine consultations?
[**Incorporating concerns, and whether CCT would act in a facilitative manner and/or as a barrier.]
LEPIS prototype:
1. Do you have any feedback or comments on the LEPIS prototype (positive and/or negative)?
2. Is there anything you particularly like about the prototype?
3. Is there anything you particularly do not like about the prototype?
Changed/novel beliefs or attitudes:
1. Having seen the LEPIS prototype, has this changed your opinion or beliefs or attitudes regarding
recruiting patients to RCT’s during routine consultations?
2. Have any new beliefs or attitudes arisen after seeing the LEPIS prototype?
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Appendix 3 The Qualitative process Evaluation
of ANtibiotics study: general practitioner
and patient interview topic guides
General practitioner interview topic guide
1. Background/demographic information.
i. Name of GP practice.
ii. Name of PCT.
iii. Sex of GP.
iv. Size of practice.
– Number of registered patients on GP lists.
– Number of registered GPs.
v. Type of practice (single/partnership).
vi. Inner city/urban/rural/remote.
vii. Deprivation score(s) for population catchment.
viii. Ethnic groups served by practice.
2. Status regarding participation in eLung.
i. Declined/interested-declined/accepted-declined.
ii. Accepted and setting up.
iii. Accepted and recruiting.
– Length of time since starting recruitment (months).
– Number of participants recruited.
iv. Closed as completed target recruitment.
3. Previous research experience in randomised controlled trials.
i. None/one/more than one randomised trial/other research but no trials.
4. Process for decision-making on participation in research trials.
i. By individual GP/all GPs/board/other.
5. General influencing factors for participation in research trials (tick any that apply).
i. Other existing research commitments.
ii. PCRN research active practice.
iii. CPRD research study.
iv. Type of study (e.g. trial, observational, interview).
v. Cash incentives.
vi. Topic.
vii. Related to targets or QOF (positive or negative influence).
viii. Staff capacity.
ix. Time of year.
x. Organisational changes to PCTs.
xi. Other.
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6. Views on research
i. What do you think about the role of research in the context of general practice? Prompt – think it’s
necessary, useful? More general views on evidence based practice.
ii. Do you find evidence from RCTs useful to inform your clinical practice in primary care? If not, why
not? Prompt – not enough time to read the evidence/often not applicable to your local population.
iii. Views on Good Medical Practice 2006 paragraph 14f outlining a clinician’s duty to
conduct research.
– Awareness of this issue.
– Influence of this issue on research/clinical practice/audit.
7. Reasons influencing decision to decline or agree to take part in eLung.
i. Importance of the research topic.
ii. Prescribing issues.
– Difficulties in prescribing a drug not routinely used.
– Cost issues.
iii. Distinction between research on existing versus new treatment/intervention.
– Testing new intervention/drug versus improving existing clinical practice.
– Willingness to deliver an intervention which contradicts current practice versus where no
evidence available.
iv. Distinction between acute versus chronic conditions.
– Recruitment method/logistics.
v. Research on a trial method versus question of clinical effectiveness.
– Aware of this primary focus.
– Does it make a difference.
vi. Involvement of single versus multiple doctors.
vii. Influence of related clinical policy and practice.
– For example, rescue packs.
8. Views of/experience of taking part in eLung (and/or Retropro).
i. Set-up.
– GCP training.
– LEPIS installation.
ii. Recruitment.
– Hot versus cold.
iii. Consent during consultation.
iv. Randomisation.
v. Outcome data.
– Quality of coding versus free text.
– Collection of data from other service providers.
vi. Downloading/interpreting outcome data.
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9. Views on the importance of ‘trials within the database’ (if not covered in point 8).
i. Is it clear how this trial method is different from other trials?
ii. Is it seen as advantageous? How?
iii. Is it seen as problematic? How?
iv. Feasibility of implementing this trial.
– Recruiting patients during routine consultation.
– Time to explain study and ensure patient consent is informed.
v. Commitment to evidence-based practice implemented at scale.
– Advantage of small number of patients to increase feasibility or too few to become familiar?
– Disadvantage of potential internal recruitment bias through selection process, e.g. likely to
comply, not too sick.
10. Interest in advising CPRD on:
i. Priority research topics for trials in database in primary care.
ii. Appropriate outcomes.
iii. Standardised coding and interpretation of outcome data.
11. Views on information sheets (GP and patients).
12. Views on incentives for eLung.
13. Any advice for researchers.
Patient interview topic guide
All interviewees (agreed or declined eLung pilot trial)
Can you tell us what prompted you to visit the GP that day?
Prompt – brief history of condition and history of exacerbations, how are exacerbations normally treated
by GP.
Did you find the GP visit helpful?
Prompt – good and bad aspects of consultation.
Are you feeling better?
Prompt – further visits, treatments, care pathway.
Can you tell me what you can remember about being asked to take part in the trial?
Prompt – perhaps have patient information sheet, who mentioned the trial to you in the first place, who
provided the information.
What are your views on why this research is being carried out?
Prompt – ascertain information about how understand medical research evidence and why trial was
needed in this particular instance.
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eLung pilot trial participants
What were your reasons for agreeing to take part in the COPD trial?
Prompt – hope of getting a better treatment, hope of improving treatments in the future for other
patients, relationship with the GP.
What was your experience of being asked to take part in the study?
Prompt – views on how you were approached during the consultation, what information was given, time
to consider your decision.
Did you feel well enough to think about your decision and give informed consent about taking part in
the study?
Prompt – feel the need to discuss with family or friends, able to understand and consider the information.
Were you happy with the treatment you were given after agreeing to be in the study?
Prompt – did understand they allocation process, did they understand equipoise, how did the allocation
make them feel about the trial process.
Did you use the prescription and take the treatment?
Prompt – GP prescription or rescue pack, antibiotics and/or steroids, completed the course?
Are you happy with data being taken from your patient records by a third party in London to find out how
you responded to the treatment?
Prompt – anonymised, links to hospital data, prefer to fill in a questionnaire, on one or several occasions
for years to come.
What has been your experience of taking part in this study?
Prompt – positive/negative factors and why.
Is there anything you would have changed about the study to make it easier for you?
Do you have any advice for researchers about getting people involved in this type of research?
eLung pilot trial decliners
Can you explain what were your reasons for not wanting to take part in the COPD trial?
Prompt – wanted antibiotic treatment, not interested in this trial, not well enough to think about it, not
enough information or time to think about it, not clear what was involved, the relationship with the
practitioner, did not believe it would make a difference.
Could the research team have done anything differently which might have made you want to take part in
the trial?
What are your thoughts on what researchers could do to get more people involved in this type
of research?
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Appendix 4 Supporting data for general
practitioner views and experiences of
point-of-care trials (the Qualitative process
Evaluation of ANtibiotics study results)
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General practitioner recommendations to improve
point-of-care trials
Study documentation and communication with general practitioners
Most GPs considered the eLung documentation for GPs and patients to be clear, particularly regarding
core information on the aims of the pilot trial, inclusion/exclusion criteria of eligible patients and study
outcomes. Nearly all GPs were aware the trial was a pilot with the primary aim of exploring a
methodological question. Some aspects of the study design were less clear for a handful of GPs including
three GPs who incorrectly believed their practice had been allocated as a control site and one GP who was
also not clear whether the invitation to participate was targeted to a single or multiple GP(s) within the
practice. Many GPs were not clear or confident about how the hot recruitment would work in practice and
identified the need for more personalised and/or practical input in the early stages of recruitment. A small
number of GPs expressed concerns regarding resending of entire documents by e-mail following specific
changes to a document resulting in the GP having to reread entire documents several times. Other
concerns included the need for study documents to address data protection requirements for remote
collection and analysis of patient data and provide clear information on these issues in the patient
information sheet. The main concern expressed by several GPs across all groups was regarding access to
timely and appropriate support throughout the set-up phase, particularly during the widespread difficulties
experienced with the installation of LEPIS. Site visits by the research team to resolve the technical
difficulties were highly valued by all GPs. GP recommendations to improve information and communication
strategies for future trials include the following:
i. Avoid GP recruitment during busy periods such as reporting for QOF or winter flu epidemics.
ii. E-mail communication with GPs should be used sparingly and new information should be separated
out from previous versions of documents.
iii. Clear and simple information to GPs including a one-page summary of the study design and
exclusion criteria.
iv. Clear and simple information for patients, particularly on data protection for remote access of patient
data and a single signature for consent. Patients who have signed a disclaimer should be excluded.
v. Study materials should include an online demonstration, via a web-based podcast, for example, to
demonstrate how hot recruitment using pop-ups actually works to screen, recruit and randomise
patients in different scenarios. This would boost confidence for the lead GP and could be used as a
training aid for other GPs.
vi. Each practice should receive a telephone call from the research team to explain the entire study
alongside the invitation letter as part of the initial recruitment process.
vii. The option of a face-to-face visit for GPs who have agreed to take part to explain the study in more
detail or address specific concerns would boost confidence and motivation for GPs who are new to
this trial method.
– A face-to-face meeting would also provide the opportunity to promote the study design to multiple
GPs to increase support to the lead GP for improved patient recruitment and increase awareness and
interest in trials of this method among a broader base of GPs.
Input from general practitioners to inform future trials
Nearly all GPs within all subgroups of eLung status believed it would be extremely useful for practising GPs
to have input into the design of trials and how they would work on the ground to reflect the realities and
variation of how general practice works, and to identify priority topics of local relevance and related
outcome measures for future trials. Most GPs suggested that the lead GP on research would be the most
appropriate person to provide input on the practicalities of the study design, with a small number of GPs
identifying the potential need for financial remuneration to backfill GP time if this task took the GP out of
clinical practice. Strategies to identify an ‘Advisory Group of Lead GPs’ with an interest in this role included
contact by the EHR database to all lead GPs on research to invite expressions of interest (via internet-based
questionnaires for example) and/or use of informal networks with GPs known by the EHR database to have
an interest in this role. A small number of GPs did not consider GPs to be the appropriate choice to
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identify priority topics of research interest for future trials. Instead, Clinical Commissioning Groups and
Local Medical Committees were suggested as having the relevant knowledge and expertise to fulfil this
role. GP recommendations on input to improve the design of future trials are as follows:
i. An ‘Advisory Group’ of Lead GPs on research should be identified by the CPRD to provide input on the
practical design of a study and how it is implemented on the ground in different practice settings.
ii. Lead GPs, Clinical Commissioning Groups and Local Medical Committees could assist with identifying
priority research topics and key outcome measures with local clinical relevance.
iii. Financial remuneration may be necessary to backfill GP time from clinical practice.
Flexible strategies to recruit patients
The need for flexible recruitment strategies to combine more traditional cold recruitment strategies with
hot recruitment within the consultation was recommended by several GPs across all groups. These GP
recommendations were primarily aiming to ensure sufficient time was available to achieve informed
consent while also removing any elements of the recruitment process from the consultation to increase
efficiencies and feasibility of the hot recruitment process. GP recommendations on flexible strategies to
improve recruitment of patients are as follows:
i. Flexibility for each GP practice to implement a range of recruitment strategies which support hot
recruitment using computer-based alerts where appropriate or a mix of hot and cold recruitment as
necessary. Specific strategies include:
– introducing patients to study materials at routine annual checks/clinics
– screening patients at triage, or appointment booking and allocate a 20 minute appointment
– text messaging to patients to check eligibility and for appointment reminders
– postal letter to eligible patients to alert them to study and recommend change of usual care
(e.g. contacting surgery prior to using rescue pack), if necessary
– option for GP to connect patients to a CPRD research nurse via the internet to discuss the patient
information and consenting process prior to the GP completing consent and recruitment
– option for GP to enter some of the patient data onto the system at the end of surgery, allowing more
time in the consultation for consenting
– important to keep the flexibility for a GP to opt out of recruiting a particular patient if the GP is too
busy or patient appears too unwell, for example.
Computer-based alert system
The over-riding concern regarding the computer-based alert system for GPs across all subgroups was the
need for it to enhance the efficiency and simplicity of the trial to encourage GPs to be willing to take this
method on board and take part in the trial and/or to increase confidence in its feasibility. The study
website was seen as a valuable alternative to the LEPIS alert system. GP recommendations on how to
increase support for use of computer-based alert systems, such as LEPIS, are as follows:
i. Outstanding problems regarding installation and functionality of LEPIS need to be resolved prior to use
in a full trial.
ii. Screen-based pop-ups must be extremely quick, easy to use and based on data which is routinely
collected during the consultation.
iii. Data collected in response to the study alerts must be linked directly to the patient record to avoid
duplication of data entry.
iv. Option for GPs to recruit via the study website as an alternative to LEPIS.
v. Study data should be entered as free text or standard codes.
vi. CPRD would interpret study data via remote download with assistance from GPs as required on
individual records.
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Additional support for vulnerable practices
Over two-thirds of GPs in the QUEAN study, including those who had declined, accepted or recruited
participation in eLung, are located in areas with high levels of deprivation and are from a variety of ethnic
backgrounds. All three GP participants who are based in London had declined participation in eLung. It
appears that the additional factors of a highly mobile population which is generally not compliant with GP
advice, due to a suspicion of authorities in the case of immigrant populations or a consumer-led attitude of
moving between services until patient needs are met, may be contributing to the decision-making process
on participation in research generally or eLung. GPs employed in small practices can also experience
additional difficulties, for example increased variation in quality of data entry and coding due to a greater
reliance on locums to fulfil staffing quotas. GP recommendations on strategies to provide additional
support for vulnerable practices are as follows:
i. Recruitment of a collaboration of service providers across a London region who would provide
consistent advice and practice to patients regardless of mobility and patient demand.
ii. Financial incentives for patients to participate in the study.
iii. Option of additional administrative support to aid, for example, complementary cold recruitment
strategies, checking data quality.
Incentives for general practitioners
The GP recommendations of incentives for GPs including financial, educational and developmental ones
are as follows:
i. Promotion of the novel trial method to utilise EHRs for collection of outcome data is likely to generate an
underpinning personal interest and motivation for most GPs to encourage participation in future trials.
ii. Adequate per participant remuneration, consistent with levels provided for eLung to cover costs and
potentially generate a small profit.
iii. Formulae to calculate flexible financial remuneration packages to cover costs for combined hot and cold
recruitment strategies.
iv. Packaging of remuneration of other ‘enhanced services’ like QOF targets which improve
income streams.
v. GP training on research topic.
vi. Quick and timely feedback to practices on recruitment rates including acknowledgement of high
recruiters, for example a certificate to display in the practice to acknowledge valued input of patients.
vii. Research can be promoted as an opportunity for revalidation within the Good Medical
Practice Framework.
Study findings suggest these recommendations should be considered in their entirety to identify a mix of
strategies which will have a bearing on the range of generic and project-specific factors identified as
important in influencing the GP decision to participate in future point-of-care trials.
Large simple trials in primary care also provide an opportunity for increased personal enjoyment and
satisfaction for GPs who have limited time but enjoy research and being involved in all aspects of
implementing a trial. Broad-based promotion of the efficiencies of hot recruitment, to identify patients using
computer-based alerts and EHRs to collect outcome data have the potential therefore to increase personal
interest in point-of-care trials as an underpinning motivating factor in future decision-making processes.
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Appendix 5 Point-of-care trials: the way
forward – perspectives from patient representatives
and general practitioner investigators
Perspectives from Marion Cumbers (patient representative on
the Trial Steering Committee)
The NHS now has a duty to undertake research and ensure drugs and procedures are safe and effective.
Although EHRs have existed for many years, they have only been used very rarely for clinical research. The
report of these trials will demonstrate some of the reasons. Many of the barriers met by the researchers in
this project will have to be removed if such research is to produce useful data without causing extra work
for GPs, and extra pressure on surgeries.
Patients
Patients should feel that it is their responsibility to help research for the general good by allowing their
records to be used. But will the admission that the GP does not always know which treatment is best
affect the faith of patients in their doctor? This may not inspire confidence.
It should at least be possible to ask all patients attending a GP surgery for a routine appointment if they
are ‘willing to be contacted’ about possible research projects. Consent could be signified by pressing a
button at the appointment monitor point, and then flagged on their EHR. Opportunities to broach the
subject of research (e.g. annual check-ups for the chronically ill; ‘well-woman’ clinics; and dedicated
‘flu jab’ clinics) could all be used to capture permission. Waiting room posters or rolling TV advertisements
could also encourage bored patients to pick up a leaflet to read while waiting.
When a research opportunity arises, those flagged could be sent a Patent Information Sheet through the
post to read before their next appointment. This would give them the required ‘thinking time’ to decide
whether or not to take part. Appointment reminders sent by text could also be used to remind patients of
the leaflet.
Most medical problems resolve naturally, are self-limiting and do not result in a further visit to the
surgery. If a patient does not come back, the doctor and his EHR will have no record of the result of the
consultation. It will not be known if the patient cashed any resulting prescription, if they took any of
the medicine, or if they completed the course. Patients are rarely asked ‘How did you get on with what I
prescribed last time?’. Any comment from the patient is seldom noted on the EHR. When reporting ill
effects of medication, the reaction is sometimes ‘That is nothing to do with the medicine’, even if it is
mentioned as a possible side effect in the Patient Information Leaflet with the medicine. This may mean
that EHR research is limited in practice to the chronically or seriously ill patients who attend GP surgeries
frequently or regularly.
Patients participating in a trial of commonly prescribed medicines should not be put in the position of
having become accustomed to a trial medicine and then being told they are not allowed to continue with
it if they prefer it. However, they could be asked to try a different drug after a wash-out period, to see
which works best for them. Likewise, if a GP prescribes a branded drug rather than a generic because the
patient reports that the generic does not work as well, this decision should be respected, irrespective of
financial or practice target considerations. Within reason, individuals should have the right to choose.
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Special efforts may need to be made to involve those with poor literacy skills and those who are hard to
reach who attend surgeries rarely. Ethnic minorities, who may be the majority of patients in certain
practices and may need forms translated or an interpreter, should not be excluded and deserve to be
helped to contribute to research If they wish.
Incentives
In general, altruism is the best incentive for a patient to take part in research. Attendance at a
manufacturer’s trial may be rewarded with a £10 shopping voucher. However, cash or tokens are unlikely
to aid recruitment unless of a significant amount, which only commercial researchers are likely to be able
to afford. Anyone to whom a small amount is significant could be considered vulnerable to coercion.
However, if extra visits are involved, travel expenses should be offered as a matter of course, (and not
need to be asked for, as this can be thought of as demeaning). Parking places should be provided and/or
paid for, and child or elder care likewise if this is a barrier to participation.
General practitioners
General practitioners personally should also feel bound to take part if their practice will not be adversely
affected by extra work and appointments, and unreasonable demands on their patients. If protocols are
kept simple and records are captured electronically, with no extra work involved, there can be little reason
to refuse to investigate further, even if the eventual decision is not to participate. But the ordinary
appointment schedule should not be delayed by explanations of research. Some willing participants may
not be able to spend extra time with the GP such as those with children to meet from school, babies to
feed, seniors to care for, or those without access to their own transport.
Practices taking part in research should not be penalised by the cost of the trial drugs, or the effect of
choices on NHS practice performance targets.
Ethics Committees and research and development
It is illogical that a doctor can prescribe whatever he thinks best, but as soon as it is called research, he has
to jump through hoops. Information sheets and consent forms for patients should be brief and use clear
simple language with a target reading age similar to that of a red-top national newspaper, with no
acronyms or technical terms. If successful, the answer to the question ‘Is there anything you do not
understand or would like explained further?’ should be ‘No, thank you. That is all very clear’. This should
minimise the time needed for explanation and seeking consent. The standard Patient Information Sheet is
not suitable for simple EHR research and Ethics Committees should not ask for it to be in that format.
Delays caused by Ethics Committees and R&D offices are not confined to EHR research. An application
should not be needed for each individual GP practice or site involved. Approval could also be granted for
all EHR research topics at that site in future. The longer the start of research is delayed, the more likely a
practice is to lose enthusiastic skilled staff or staff who have possibly undertaken specific training.
Information technology systems
Practices use a number of different IT systems, and have different degrees of access to their host network
and even to their ‘desktops’. Knowledge, skills and enthusiasm of staff for IT is also variable. Much time
can be spent getting systems to work together. To limit delays, participation could be limited to practices
where similar problems have already been overcome and set-up is judged likely to succeed without an
inordinate involvement of skilled support staff.
Data sharing
Out-of-hours practitioners, dentists and mental health professionals should, as a matter of course, be able
to access patient EHRs, both to read and to enter information. Indeed, from a patient viewpoint, data
sharing should be one of the main purposes of EHRs. However, records of referrals, results of hospital tests
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or emergency care, etc., do not always appear promptly, or at all, on a patient’s EHR, and this could
worsen when Social Services data is integrated into the same record at some point.
The use of EHRs in future pragmatic point-of-care trials would therefore be facilitated by:
l fast-tracking the ethics and R&D approvals, particularly for multiple sites within a Commissioning Group
or area. The longer it takes to get research up and running, the more likely it is that practices will lose
the staff committed to carrying it out.
Choosing GP practices, where:
l IT systems are compatible
l all GPs are enthusiastic, ensuring a common approach whichever GP is seen by the participant
l and data recording can be shown to be generally robust and of good quality.
Choosing topics for research:
l with input from GPs
l with no implications for NHS targets or NICE restrictions
l and where the data loop will usually be closed by another visit.
Perspectives from Gary Simons (patient representative on the
Trial Steering Committee)
1. It is clear that novel aspects of point-of-care trials do not fit comfortably into existing contexts of
doctors’, patients’ and ethics committees’ expectations and practice concerning research proposals.
2. In particular, priority given to informed consent, with the entirely proper object of protecting patients
from abuse and detriment where such might occur with new procedures, tends to complicate
unnecessarily comparisons of well-established alternative treatments that coexist in a state of
unresolved uncertainty as to their relative merits.
3. What follows below attempts to define principles for each of the above groups with the aim of
developing a new and more appropriate context for randomising point-of-care trials. However, there
appears to be one primary over-riding principle which may be seen as a touchstone for the distinct
groups. For ease of reference I shall call this the first principle:
EACH PATIENT SHOULD HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO RECEIVE TREATMENT AND ADVICE WHICH
ARE BASED ON THE BEST REASONABLY AVAILABLE EVIDENCE MOST LIKELY TO BENEFIT MAXIMALLY
HIS OR HER CONDITION.
4. For doctors and other clinicians this clearly implies an obligation to assist the finding of reasonably
available evidence. The practice of medicine is a learned profession, in some senses more so than
law or pastoral ministry. In law, customary practice, statute and judicial comment, a relatively stable
though growing body of knowledge, determine how particular circumstances are to be addressed.
In pastoral ministry, scripture, tradition and reason determine belief, practice and the scope of
professional discourse. Medicine is unique among the learned professions in recognising scientific
method as the appropriate paradigm for enhancing practice. Thus, careful observation, the forming of
hypotheses and their testing by controlled experiment constitute the appropriate and essential process
for evaluating practice. Without such there can be no evidence-based medicine and what is taught in
medical schools cannot be rated as knowledge.
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5. If there is unresolved uncertainty but alternative treatments are established in current practice, claims
for medical negligence used generally to fail: ‘A doctor is not guilty of negligence if he has acted in
accordance with the practice accepted as proper by a responsible body of medical men skilled in that
particular art’. The words are those of Mcnair J in a first instance judgment in the Queen’s Bench
Division of the High Court [Bolam v Friern Hospital Management Committee [{1957} 2 All ER at 122].
6. However, this could lead to inertia and the persistence of outmoded, untested and second-rate
practice; and it is clear now an obligation to assess practice critically is required of clinicians who hold
themselves out as having expertise. Lord Browne Wilkinson in Bolitho made this clear as follows: ‘In
particular, in cases involving, as they often do, the weighing of risks against benefits, the judge before
accepting a body of opinion as being responsible, reasonable or respectable, will need to be satisfied
that, in forming their views, the experts have directed their minds to the question of comparative risks
and benefits and have reached a defensible conclusion on the matter’. [Bolitho v City and Hackney
Health Authority{1998}. 4All ER at 778.]
7. These words are part of the lead judgment in the House of Lords in the course of a hearing before
five Lords Justice of Appeal. None of the others dissented from Lord Browne Wilkinson’s dictum.
8. A principle to incorporate this view might be stated as follows:
TO ADVANCE THE FIRST PRINCIPLE IN CIRCUMSTANCES OF UNRESOLVED UNCERTAINTY DOCTORS
SHOULD ADDRESS THEIR MINDS TO COMPARATIVE RISKS AND BENEFITS OF EACH ALTERNATIVE
AND COMMIT TO REACHING A DEFENSIBLE CONCLUSION ON THE MATTER.
9. For patients, where their participation would help to determine best treatment there is a duty to
participate in research that carries no foreseeable risk of detriment or of loss of benefit beyond those
to be expected from other available treatments. GP practices and other institutions might reasonably
invite patients to commit to a principle such as:
TO ADVANCE THE FIRST PRINCIPLE, MY TREATMENT SHOULD, AS FAR AS REASONABLY POSSIBLE,
HELP OTHER PATIENTS AS WELL AS ME.
10. This principle might be given effect by clinicians asking their patients to agree well in advance of any
treatment to a statement such as: ‘In order to help discern the best treatment for me and for others,
providing my taking part in research will not involve greater risk or greater loss of benefit to me than
any other available treatment, and providing the research has been approved by an independent
ethics committee, I agree in principle to participate’.
11. This would take off some of the pressure of ‘hot recruitment’. The principle and process of
point-of-care research could be explained by a variety of means at a time when patients and possible
future patients have opportunity to consider the issues and to ask questions. Information could be
given about ethics committees’ work and the special safeguards that the committees have approved
for point-of-care research. (See point 13 below.)
12. As to ethics committees, it is important that their approach facilitates the first principle. What is
needed from them is commitment to that principle and a declared predisposition amounting to a
pragmatic sanction in favour of randomising point-of-care trials such that they will normally be
approved subject to safeguards. That favourable predisposition should be defeasible, that is to say it
might be overcome or subjected in special circumstances that make randomisation unacceptable to
doctor or patient. Such might occur when a doctor believes he or she has experience that makes him/
her favour one of the alternatives, or a patient feels a strong preference, or when drug tolerance or
comorbidities are issues, or where there is reason to believe one of the alternatives will prove
less effective.
13. The relevant principle for ethics committees might be as follows:
TO ADVANCE THE FIRST PRINCIPLE WE WILL GENERALLY GIVE APPROVAL TO POINT-OF-CARE TRIALS
PROVIDING THE NEED FOR THEM IS SUFFICIENTLY DEMONSTRATED AND AGREED SAFEGUARDS FOR
PATIENTS ARE ASSURED.
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14. Among required safeguards the following might be significant: that the unresolved uncertainty is
warranted by a sufficiently independent authority; that that authority will warrant the unresolved
uncertainty persists while patients follow any particular course of treatment as part of the research;
and that, for the same period, that authority will warrant that no new evidence has emerged to
adjudicate among existing alternatives. Such safeguards required by ethics committees should be
known to patients when their participation in principle is invited. (See point 10 above.)
15. Manifestly, many more inputs are needed to make what is proposed effective. However, I think
something like the first principle is a good starting point for a consensus. Consideration should be
given to casting that first principle as a patient right. There are advantages in doing so, but I have not
chosen this route because to so may raise complications that will cause delay over legal and
financial concerns.
16. What is needed is a major initiative at a senior level to bring groups representative of patients, doctors
and ethics committees together. Given the need and the opportunity to structure and manage existing
data sources for patient benefit there is a sound basis for broad agreement and a compelling
objection to failure to achieve it. As a patient I feel content with the first principle, with that for
clinicians, with that for patients and with that for ethics committees. What needs to done is to achieve
similar content from other parties and perspectives.
17. The first necessity is to build a clear sense of common purpose and urgency about facilitating and
expediting the set-up process for point-of-care research, particularly with regard to the burden of
obtaining consents from many research ethics committees. The second is to establish a team
committed to a leadership role, capable of sustaining momentum and resourced to do so. Early
objectives must be to demonstrate the effectiveness and benefits of point-of-care randomised trial
research in resolving high profile unresolved uncertainty dilemmas of common concern to clinicians
and patients. Pioneer projects should affect both primary and secondary care and ideally point to cost
savings to demonstrate that, over the medium term, such research can be financially self-sustaining, as
well as providing evidence to further patient benefit.
Perspectives from Robin Fox (general practitioner investigator
in Retropro)
In the UK, GPs are independent contractors and if they are doing research then they are not seeing
patients. Locum costs are very high and often are no substitute for the GP partner. There are financial and
non-financial drivers to practices and GPs for participation in research. Networking with practices and
visibility of researchers at GP conferences will also be important. The NIHR PCRN in the UK with it role in
the new Local Clinical Research Networks can play a vital role in expanding recruitment of practices
and GPs.
Any point-of-care trials should follow the Keep It Simple, Stupid (KISS) principle. This principle states that
most systems work best if they are kept simple rather than made complex; therefore, simplicity should be a
key goal in design and unnecessary complexity should be avoided. The following should be considered in
point-of-care trials:
i. Lots of effort is often put into the study design and research questions, but little into feasibility of
recruitment in primary care. However, a GP experienced in recruitment should be involved very early in
the planning stages. This would stop ambitious but impractical ideas from wasting everyone’s time if
they are doomed to failure (such as the eLung diaries). Furthermore, it should be explored whether the
trial would be feasible for patients.
ii. Every item that a GP practice needs to do should be minimised. Researchers should work from the
principle that the GP is the busiest person involved in the trial and that it will fail without them.
Everything should be done to minimise their workload.
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iii. Introduce the study with a one- to two-page summary (as is current PCRN practice). Ideally, this will
explain what the GP practice has to do, financial remuneration and a time commitment for the study
(as well as a brief study summary and inclusion/exclusion).
iv. Understand time implications for the GP for recruitment and follow-up. Hot recruitment is invariably
more challenging for GPs and practices than cold recruitment.
v. Keep the time from first suggesting the study to first recruitment down to a minimum.
vi. Automate and auto populate as much as possible. Prefilling as much information as possible on any
documents the GP needs to sign at the setup stage would reduce workload.
vii. Reduce unnecessary paperwork. Having to complete consent forms in triplicate is an unnecessary
barrier. Using carbon copies would have reduced workload.
viii. Make recruiting the first patient as easy as possible. The hardest patient is the first one. If the study is
complex in the GP’s mind, then the GP will never recruit. Often a YouTube like clip of a GP recruiting
a patient or a simulated walkthrough is very useful. This helps overcome ‘first patient recruitment
fear syndrome’!
ix. Minimising the GP’s workload, keep everything straightforward at every stage.
x. Make data entry as limited as possible and if it has to be entered on a proforma form, ensure a copy
to clipboard function exists, so the GP does not have to write it all back in notes but can paste it into
the patient’s record.
xi. The reward to the practices and GP should not only be financial but also include professional
development credits, authorship on publications and a certificate of recognition. Being involved with
research is a selling point for the practice to other doctors coming to work in the practice, trainees,
students and patients.
Perspectives from Tommy Hunter (general practitioner
investigator in Retropro and eLung)
I believe the main points are:
i. Make the patient information and consent process as brief as is ethically possible. In a point-of-care
trial, the patient does not have time to read even a two-sided consent/information sheet. If there are
multiple elements to the study as in the genetic testing for Retropro, they need to be incorporated in
the primary paperwork.
ii. Make a dummy patient available. I think many more patients would have been recruited to eLung if
GP’s could have tried a dry run and found how easy it was.
iii. Acknowledge reasons other than financial for participation. Notices for waiting room, letters thanking
patients for participating and most importantly reporting the results back in a format suitable
for patients.
iv. Although I agree that financial reward is very important, the level of that reward may not need to be
particularly high if these other factors are right. Of fundamental importance to most clinicians is that
the research should be answering a question that is important to them. I suspect, in the long run, this is
more important than money. I think potential recruiters need to be consulted on the questions to be
researched to see if they have any interest it the topic. If so, it is likely that the perceived ‘price’ required
will be less.
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